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BEVAN-FIFTH BLUES
Come wotch the performonce, Fifth Street resident soys
He’s wailing for the time he awakens to find a car grill 
beside his pillow in a “drive-in bedroom.’’
By GEORGE LEE 
Review Staff Writer
“You should come here around five to five some evening 
and watch the performance,’’ Wes Clancy says as he stands 
on the corner of Bevan Avenue and Fifth Street.
He and wife Marjorie live in a house on the southeast cor­
ner of Sidney’s notorious intersection.
Drivers waiting at Bevan stop signs struggle to dodge past 
or join the north and south drivers on Fifth who have the 
right-of-way.
The volume on both roads has increased so dramatically 
something must be done, Clancy says.
The problem is a mix of generations, says Clancy, an Island 
Coach Lines bus driver. Older drivers at the stop signs get- 
frustrated and pull out, often ignoring the traffic around 
them. And younger drivers rush to and from Lochside Drive 
at about 65 kmh, Clancy says. '
That’s combined with the increasingly commercial nature 
of Bevan. New centres — such as Capital Iron, the Monk Of­
fice Supplies building, Dairy Queen, and Budget Rent-a-Car 
— are attracting more and more customers.
tor,” Jones says. “1 don’t think past councils realized it was 
going to happen so quickly.
“I don’t think anyone could have foreseen the development 
in the past few years in Sidney. It’s been phenomenal.”
As Clancy waits for traffic control to catch up with the rest 
of the town, he continues watching the daily performance and 
developing his relationship with the police.
He’s phoned in at least eight serious accidents to the 
RCMP. “They don’t even ask me where it is anymore. As
soon as they hear my voice, tliey say, ‘Fifth and Beacon.’ ”
The performance is often a noisy one. “I’m, silling in the 
house and 1 hear tires squeal, horns honk.”
But it’s no joke, the profcssiontil driver cmpliasizes. Bevan 
Avenue drivers often nose into the crosswalk, thinking more 
of cars than people. Pedestrians are often forced to walk 
behind vehicles, Clancy says.
“1 just hope they do something before a woman and her 
children are run over.”
■X" y •}
IS
looking at improving the intersection.
But deputy minister Bob Flitton isn’t specific.“Some op­
tions are being investigated, but I can’t tell you vvhen they’re 
going to the municipality of Sidney,” he said.
He hints, however, at big things to come. When asked 
whether lights at the intersection were being considered. Flit-, 
ton said,“It goes beyond thaC’’T‘;:TT' .
He wouldn’t specify what options are being looked at.
Some Sidney aldermen arc getting impatient with the wait. 
Aid. Ron Kubek’s motion to prod the government for a faster 
response passed at a recent meeting.
Clancy leaves the blame “at the feet of the town.”
He says east-bound traffic started using the feeder road 
near Sanscha Flail, making Bevan a busier street. But after 
the feeder was built, council didn’t follow up with im­
provements to the traffic system.
Aid. Bob Jones, a supporter of Kubek’s motion, says the 
increase in traffic caught the tow'n by surprise.
“Bevan became, quite quickly, the second commercial scc-
MARJORtE AND Wes Clancy stand at corner of Bevan 
Avenue and Fifth Street, just outside their home. Clan­
cy has reported eight 
corner.
to 10 serious accidents at the
Complainl.s by a local man have 
prompted the Canadian Radio- 
television and Telecommunica­
tions Commission to examine the 
reconnection fees of Shaw Cable
Systems (B.C.) Lul.
~ ............By GEORGE 
Review Staff Writer
John Getgood of Brentwood 
Bay hiis refused 10 p.'iy a $27 
reconnection bill, because the 
company did no physical woik I’or 
the money,
His complaint has “considera­
ble merit” and is before the i;om- 
mission for an u|)comingmeeiin)*, 
said CRTC information officer 
Beatrice Baker,
Shaw maintains the reconnec­
tion fee is necessary for all sub- 
.scrilKtrs who move, because some 
require new outlets and some 
require actmil connection.
Ratlici than bill iiulividually, the 
rate is equalized and all customers 
pay the .same amount, which is 
lower than the initial connection
Tltc entire reconnection cost for 
the company isn’t recovered, said 
Shaw Cable’s new Victoria sys­
tem manager Jim ;dc!high.
“Ocncrally, yem’d lind that it 
works to the advtmiagc of the 
customer,” McHugh said.
Not sp lor the tietgtKHfs. l licy 
were already sub.scribcis when 
they moved into an ap.trtment 
with cable service in place, so
John Getgood secs no reason to 
pay.
Shaw did “absolutely notliing” 
for die money, Getgood says.
Baker said there arc several 
options open to the commission, 
one of them the changing of 
CRTC regulations for cable com­
panies.
“The decision could affect 
other sub.scril)crs,” she said.
Or the decision could Ix’. spe­
cific directions to Shaw, she said.
Shaw justifies the charge 
because some subscrilxirs do ncetl 
reconnection services for the fee.
The company leaves cable 
intact for a month after someone 
moves out, so a worker needn’t 
disconnect and reconnect if the 
new resident wants cable.
Bilker didn’t know for sure 
when the commission would 
arrive at a decision, but she said it 
would likely Ixj Ixiforc year’s end.
Getgood has been fighting 
Shaw and trying to get help from 
the CRTC for about a year 
already.
In the meantime, he keeps pay­
ing for his Shaw service-— minus 
the $27 fxirtion of his bill, despite 
threaks to cut him off,
“Most ix'oplc get the reconnec­
tion bill and say they can’t do 
unyihing al)out it and Just piy it. 
But I’m not one of those iwoplc. 1 
want to know why,” Getgood 
said.
Baker concedes the CRTC 
hasn’t handled the complaint as 
promptly as it should have, but 
reorganization within the federal 
regulatory body has caused a 
backlog of work.
“We received his latest query in 
March... .1 would suggest that he 
is going to get a letter that it is 
before the commission. Perhaps 
we should luivc resirondexl with a 
letter to say why he didn’t have an 
answer,”
For Oelgotxl, there’s more of a 
problem with cable service than 
the bill he won't pay.
He believes the addition of 
more stations to the standard ser­
vice is a way of making up for a 
lack of demand for pay TV.
•“With the aid of the CRTC, a 
cable TV monopoly has been 
created that can virtually do what 
it likes with it.s subscrilxjrs. l.ixtk- 
ing to the future, 1 consider this a 
very dangerous situation.
“It could and may develop into 
a gigantic big brother complex. 
WIty should the public lx; forced 
to pay for channels it doesn’t 
Want?”
No matter how many channels 
there arc, people only have so 
much time to sjx;nd in front of ;i 
I V, he said,
McHugh of Shaw .said viewers 
are .after more selection, Surveys 
across the country show a desire 
for the channels by Utc majority of
cable subscribers, he said.
The move to include more sta­
tions in standard packages is sim­
ply to make television more 
affordable, he said.
Shaw sub-scribcrs will receive a 
family channel, a 24-bour weather 
channel and a rnulti-faitJt religious 
channel, starting Sept. 1.
Unless Utc CRTC decides other­
wise, customers will pay $9.88 jxir 
month, up $1.27 from the current 
$8,61, Including lax, the new 
charge is $10,87.
Of the increase, 56 cents covers 
the new stations. Capital improve­
ments and Shaw’s cost increases 
make up the rest.
The new rates arc already show­
ing on Shaw’s bills, and that has 
some customers upset.
Howard Nongiay look his con­
cern to Sidney town council and 
only paid the unapproved ixtriion 
of the bill.
"You have two choicc.s,” his 
letter to Shaw states, "accept this 
payment and continue my service 
or return my payment and termi­
nate my service.”
Norquay said the channels arc 
"forced on me.”
to remove
Fire danger is extreme for the 
whole soulhem lip of the island, 
including the Sajuiich Fcmnsulii, 
warns provincial fire control 
officer Colin Effa.
The minimal effect of a few 
days of rain was negated by the 
strong winds following ihe 
showers, which“I'lew the mois­
ture right out.”
J’o date co-operation from the. 
public has helped keep die nuni- 
t)cr ol burn starts low despite 
the (Iry wcalhcr.
“Everybody be cxtr!i careful, 
please. We don’t want to lose it
now,” Ella concluded,
With coniinued sunny skies 
predicted, Effa expects the fire 
danger will remain high for the 
rest of the week,
'riic firedanger was dramati­
cally illustrated in Central .San- 
nich Aug. '.lO when a fire lit on 
Oldfield Road To clear out some 
bees igniicd ti nearby gniss I'icid, 
The Ceniral .Saanich Fire 
peparimcnt was able to extin- 
giiisb the mid-afterii(K)n blaze.
Foster's phone found 
after being swiped in Sidney
Sidney by I he Sea •• the 
place wiicre David I-omci's 
celluljir plione siolen w;is 
Molen.
Council didn’i act 011 Norciuay's 
Iciie-r, Ixjcausc lii,s complaints arc 
out if its jurisdiction. But Mayor 
Norma Sealcy said she su.'qxicial
It’s not esiiclly the 
of tourism slogans.
sniff
■ T he record producer with 
the magic toitcli had, his
phone recharging at the 
Blue Felcr Pub, Aug, 15, 
afior Ids celeluiiy softball 
Tournament in Victoria.
Bill RCMF report the 
phone was found imdamag-’ 
ed lire next dtiy by a Camula 
Customs employee in ti 
Biuiigiiton So eel parktitlu.
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EVELYN PUGH and 
Muriel Cogswell pack up 
another box of food for 
the area’s needy. The 
Lions-Review food bank 
is short of cash dona­
tions, said Lion Bill 
Brain.
Newly recovered in “Skylight 
Sunset” an elegant country 
style chesterfield and chair
.......................................... *799®“
Refinished vanity with round
mirror...............................*249““
Two reconditioned electric 
ranges with 30 days warranty. 
Brown Kenmore and white 
Philco...................... *159“ each
Reconditioned, Viking auto 
dryer with 30 days warranty.
Reg. *139““..............Sale *119““
Sale on home entertainment 
(radios, tape recorders, recei­
vers, turntable, etc.) Prices 











Our Fall stock is now 
arriving — great savings on 
all summer wear. 
REMEMBER-Tuesday 
is Senior’s Day





FOR BREAKFAST, LUNCH, DINNER 
OR JUST RELAXATION
John
returns, Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays to the “Dog” in 






The food bank’s cash dona­
tion drawer was bare for the 
first time in Lion Bill Brain’s 
three years in Sidney.
“There wasn’t a dime. That’s 
the first week that’s happened,” 
Brain said.
Cash donations for the food 
bank, a joint project of the 
Lions and The Review, are 
taken at the newspaper office, 
9781-2nd St.
Now is an important time for 
the dollars to start rolling in 
because the fund must be built 
up for the annual $17,000 \vorth 
of Christmas vouchers, Brain 
'■'■said;''^^'
The food bank also spends 
$2,000 a month supplementing 
food donations.
Volunteers are at the food 
bank, a few doors south of The 
Review office, Wednesdays and 
Fridays from 10 a.m. to 12 
noon and Thursdays from 9 
a.m. to 12 noon for drop-offs. 
Also, drop boxes are located at 
Safeway, Sidney Super Foods 
and Thrifty’s, in Sidney.
The food bank accepts 
regular donations of cash and 
food from Peninsula businesses 
and individuals.
Harvest season is a good time 
to shore up the bank, which
feeds about 300 Saanich Penin­
sula people each month.
Although volunteer packers 
try to keep the boxes nearly the 
same, Muriel Cogswell and 
Eveyln Pugh also add a per­
sonal touch.
People who do their own bak­
ing sometimes receive necessary 
ingredients. Sometimes 
toiletries are added to the boxes, 
when they’re available.
“And right now, we stick 
anything that’s special aside for 
Christmas, ” Cogs well said.
C tic ;
These decorator panels 
have the look and feel of 
expensive vinyl wallpaper. 
IMjW Mahogany backed 4’ x 8’ 
sheets. Factory seconds, 4 












TONGUE & GROOVE CEDAR 
5/8”x6” TIGHT KNOT GRADE
2195
20 so. FT. BUNDLE
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY TOOLS BY
#BUIOKSil)EOKIEIR"
1 "X8"X8’ RESAWN BOARDS........95 ea.
1’’x8”x8' SHIPLAP...............................1.09oa.
2’’x4’’x6’ COMM. HEM...................  69oa.
2 ”x4’'x8' UTILITY FIR............................1 .09oa.
2’’x4“x10’ UTILITY FIR......................... 1 .29oa.
2 ”X6‘’X12’ UTILITY FIR...... ...................2.39oa.
PLYWOOD BARGAINS 4X8’ shoots
3/4" GOOD 1 SIDE........................23.95
1/2" FACTORY SANDED....... .......1 3.95
3/8" FACTORY SANDED..............11.25
7/1R" o R 7
3/8" as.B.......................  ...6.29
END OF SEASON CLEARANCE
LIMITED QUANTITIES ON THESE SPECIALS
ALL REMAINING STOCK SOLID AND 
SEMI-TRANSPARENT COLOURS
BLACK & DECKER 
LAWNMOWER 
18" CUT-DELUXE (1 only)
NOMA SUPER-LITE 
ELEC. LAWNMOWER 
DEMO MODELS (2 only)
NOMA TURBO 4 H.P. GAS 
REAR BAGGER 
ALUM. DECK (2 only)
NOMA GAS REEL MOWER_ ^






FOR NEW OR RE-DO
SZQ95
4 L 10 L
SURF SAND, DECK GREEN, MID GRAY
LOW PRICE
7-1/4” CIRCULAR SAW
-13 AMP POWER n








■ - 7 AMP POWER “I ‘QM 95
SALE I
RECIPRO-SAW 2 SPD.
. WITH CARRY , ,, „
CASE AND BLADES *“§ ® J095
SALE M
JIGSAW2SPa
- AUJ. UHbl (AL uu I « ^
- 2 SPEED CONTROL “I OQ95
, SALE i
CORDLESS DRIVER DRILL
- 3/0" CHUCK 0 V. -
BATTERY - VARIABLE ’"I QQ95
SPEED A TORQUE SALE I
^ DRYWALL SCREWGUN "
■: . O-2S00 R.P.M. .
4 AMP pnWFR *11 "WfflH.S
SALE I
GALVANIZED WIRE FENCE
MULTI PURPOSE FENCING FOR
LAWN AND GARDEN__ _ „
48” X 100’ sau79^^





35” X 50' SALE
ALL STOCK
GREEN OR CLEAR. 1 L, 4 L or 20 L
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3 STOCK UP 
NOW!
POTTING SOIL


























Detergent found in Hagan Creek 
shouldn't offect fish - scientist
RIDE THE NEW
“little ferry”
To SIDNEY SPIT PROVINCIAL PARK
Al least two limes in the past month the headwaters of a creek 
that Hows into Brentwood Bay have turned a milky white color.
By GEORGE LEE 
Review Staff Writer
At The Review’s request, MB Research and Development 
tested the water for 24 different elements, among them lead, 
cobalt, nickel, tungsten, iron, copper, sodium and potassium. 
Only the phosphorus level was extremely high.
But it turns out the contamination — probably from a detergent 
or other industrial cleaning compound — is unlikely lo harm 
rainbow trout in Hagan Creek.
Steve Butler, whose Keating Crossroad properly borders the 
creek, says Hagan is ‘environmentally sensitive.”'
The creek flows through Mount Newton Valley and ends up in 
Brentwood Bay — and its headwaters form down a hill from 
Keating Industrial Park.
Butler phoned The Review the first lime his sons noticed the 
problem, which clouded the entire headwaters ai non-transparent 
white.
The while disappeared, but since then Butler has noticed il one 
more lime.
A water sample test by MB Research and Development in 
Sidney shows phosphorus levels of 540 parts per billion.
Thai’s likely lo promote algae growth but shouldn’t be toxic to 
fish, Harry Hartmann of the company said.
Phosphorus is ‘‘essential lo life,” so algae thrive when large 
amounts occur. ‘‘They gobble it up pretty dam fast,” Harunann 
said.
Algae growth can lead lo the kind of ‘‘organic pollution” 
caused by an algae bloom.
The phosphorus level shouldn’t kill fish and would pose no 
danger lo people eating fish from the creek, Hartmann said.
The level would be a problem, however, if the water was used 
for drinking, Hartmann said. The Hagan Creek lest showed a level 
more than eight times the. generally accepted drinking-water 
maximum of 65 parts per billion.
In late July boys were playing near the creek when they noticed 
the color and a strong smell.
‘‘A lot of fish go into the creek,” said 12-year-old Scott Butler. 
‘‘I thought they might all die.” So he showed the problem to his 
father.
The Butlers have a pond, fed by the creek, and in the past fish 
have come up as far as the Butler property.
Hartmann said the phosphorus most likely came from -a 
detergent or a compound used to clean such things as industrial 
boilers.
Il definitely entered the creek through a drainage or storm s6wer 
system, Hartmann said. Phosphorus at high levels is such a rare 
culinary delight for plant life that it wouldn’t last long enough in 
the water table to reach the creek, he said.
Departs doily from 
Seaport Marine Ltd.
1 block North of 
Beacon Ave. Wharf 
on Seaport Place, Sidney.
MAY 21 - SEPT. 6th
DEPARTURE TIME
WEEKDAYS
10 am ® 12 noon ® 2 pm ® 4 pm
WEEKENDS & HOLIDAYS
HOURLY SERVICE: 10 am - 5 pm 
Returns on the half hour
FARES: (Round Trip)
$6 Adults $5 Seniors $4 Children
TO BOOK GROUPS OF 10-40 PERSONS
CALL (604) 655-4465
WELCOME ABOARD!
SCOTT BUTLER points out milky creek behind his 
home, with friend David Symonds.
PETITION RESPONSE
Crosswalk goes In on Mt. Newton
A crosswalk will be painted at 
the intersection of Lochside 
Drive and Mt. Newton 
Crossroad, Central Saanich 
council said.
The move was made on 
recommendation of the traffic 
safety committee, responding to 
a petition from Lochside Drive, 
residents.
The petition requested two 
crosswalks be installed on 
Lochside Drive in Central- 
.Saanich — one at James Island
Road and the other at Mt. 
Newton Crossroad.
“The committee felt that 
since no sidewalks currently ex­
ist (at James Island Road) and 
pedestrians must walk on the 
road, a painted crosswalk 
would not provide an additional 
safety factor,” said traffic safe­
ty committee chairman Aid. Ed 
Hernblad. *
Because of sidewalks in the 
Mt. Newton Crossroad area and 
pedestrian traffic from the 
walking path through
Saanichton Bay Park, the com­
mittee recommended a 
crosswalk be installed im­
mediately.
Municipal engineer Al 
Mackey said the wheelchair ac­
cess to the intersection will be 





A NOW RENT TO Oli
SOFAS-LOVESEATS-CHAIRS
• NO CREDIT CHECKS
• NO INTEREST
• 12-18 MONTHS TO PAY 
833 YATES STREET
9 - 5 P.M. MONDAY-SATURDAY
383-3655
THE KIDS ARE THERE. 




Hard road to follow
A lough choice will be Uicklcd 
by North Saanich council Aug. 29 
when aldermen debiile whether To 
extend Falkirk Road towards West 
Saanich or open Jura Road 
between Falkirk and Bradley 
Dyne Roads to serve nine lots in 
the Ardmore tirea.
Area residents are divided on 
the best route with some favoring 
the road cxiension and some argu­
ing for opening Jura Road.
Council received six Iciicrs on 
the i.ssuc ;ii the Aug. 15 council 
meeting. Although the issue is to 
be debatctl at the Aug. 29 commit­
tee of the whole meeting, council 
members invited brief commeni.s 
from area rcsidcnis at the Aug. 15 
mcciing.
One resident said he htid moved 
lo Ardmore Drive to enjoy the 
peaceful, rural atmosphere of the 
commiiniiy, Ifitne adtliiional road
is added, then he predicted many 
roadways will be added, destroy- ■ 
ing the rural neighborhood.








/ CHECK & COMPARE /
THESE PRICES ON: 
TONGUE & GROOVE T.K. CEDAR











FEET IN STOCK 
3, 4 & 5 FOOT LENGTHS
!i'. I r.i’iniif.irltiror'fi InvcnUifv
A ol <op
vt'iwti.oi IiUihIn from Ilnnlfr- 
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Prlc»« Includo Inslalittllon j
PER LIN. 
FOOT
Bridgestone ... the 
perfect balance between 
price and quality.
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2072 HENRY AVE., SIDNEY
Tlte Bpeclallslis with the kncwlodgo and 
experience to give you the host In 
service and voluo.
9017 RESTMAVEH DRIVE 
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Opinion
Wednesday, August 24,1988 Page A4
Action needed — now
The traffic situation at Bevan Avenue and Fifth Street 
is deadly and ridiculous.
Some kind of temporary remedy — regardless of its 
effect on other intersections — must be put in place.
Improving traffic controls at the corner is the respon­
sibility of the the provincial Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways. That department, however, will only 
drop hints about what is to come. Options are being 
looked at, the department says. The municipality will be 
notified, sometime, the department says.
And — this is the ominious part — the options go 
beyond simply putting traffic control lights at the in­
tersection, the departm.ent says.
But while the department makes its important deci­
sion, drivers are making life-endangering decisions 
every day: to pull out quickly between cars; to dart 
around pedestrians; to ignore the rules of the road out 
of sheer frustration. Drivers can be blamed — partially.
The town has been caught off-guard, to a large e.x- 
tent, by the rapid commercial growth along Bevan 
Avenue. Fifth Avenue is a popular route into downtown 
Sidney. Just take a look at the commuter traffic each 
evening.
And more cars are also using the Bevan feeder from 
the west end of Beacon, to avoid the conjested 
nightmare of driving downtown.
Commercial growth is good thing for Sidney. We 
welcome it. But services within the community must 
keep pace. This is not a time to wish foresight had been 
better.
This is a time to pressure the province for a solution. 
The grand picture, which the ministry hasn’t revealed 
yet, may well be the ultimate solution.
But it’s time to look at the trees as well as the forest.
A 4-way stop will likely back up traffic to the Beacon 
Avenue lights. But a little trouble at Beacon is better 
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HONESTLY, THERE isn’t a conspiracy to put Ron Kubek’s name 
in the newspaper as much as possible. He just drops so many hints in an 
average week that at least one seems to make it into print in this space. 
This time, Sidney’s perpetually youthful alderman reports he won the 
Victoria Real Estate Board’s annual fish derby by pulling in a 22.5-lb. 
spring salmon. Kubek was once again aboard a boat owned by friend 
Lawrie Sweenic, a local fishing guide. More than 100 persons took part 
in the derby, last week.
* ♦ *
YOU KNOW you’re living in a rain forest when giant mushrooms 
pop up in the driveway. One at the Howard Rossiter home in Sidney 
measured rnorc than nine inches across. “I’m no mushroomitc or 
gatherer or anything like that,’’ Rossiter says. “I don’t even know what 
species it is. But it seems an exceptionally largo one.’’
V ♦ ♦ ♦
IT’S ALMOST TIME to acknowledge the heroic efforts of the late 
Terry Fox, cither by taking part on Terry Fox Run Day or by sponsoring 
someone who docs. This year, die annual run goes Sept. 18 at venues 
tltroughoul tltc country. We’ll have more information on local runs, 
before the day arrives. In the meantime, the Capital Regional District 
has already proclaimed the date Terry Fox Run Day, Itccausc of the 
one-legged runner’s courageous Marathon of Hope to help raise money 
for the battle against cancer. “Tliis community supports tlic example 
and the goals of this extraordinary young man,” says Utc proclamation, 
signed by chairman Susan Brice.
4i
ANOTHER CRD PROCLAMATION worth noting: Aug. 29 to 
Sept. 3 is Big Brothers and Big Sisters Week. This year is the lllh 
anniversary since the two organizations amalgamated. The group 
matches adults with children from single-parent families for weekly 
gcl-togcihcrs.
♦ * ♦
AT THE TIME OE ITUS writing, the editor remains a tad nervous 
about just whether The Review’s editorial component will come 
logcthcr, this week. 'Hie newsroom is in the mitldlc of a switch to a new 
computer system, so — if all is going close to well — Uicrc should lx*, a 
bit of a mishmash of iy|x;faccs. A mind or two. unaccustomed to
guiding cursors through programs, arc also in the mishmash mtxlc.
. . ♦ ♦ *
UNDER THE U at the Saanich Peninsula Community Bingo 
Association hall is new lloor manager and promotion.s director Brian 
Brossard. He's helping Uic hall raise money for 34 Itx’al groups, among 
them Utc Brcnlwootl Bay Roiar>', Central Saanich Uwn Bowling, little 
league ball. Parkland .SchcKil. Peninsula Stxx'cr Club and 676 Squatlron 
Air Cadcls.
Deol still stlrilcs ,.
Editor:;. ‘ ‘
So Sidney’s new waterfront' 
commercial and residcnUal devel­
opment should be the starting 
point of a downtown revilaliza- 
Uon, says one alderman.
If a recking smelly foreshore 
contaminated by a host of small 
craft dumping Uicir effluents on a 
residenUal beach front is revitali- 
zaUon, then we sure arc going to 
be holding our collecUve noses for 
a long Umc.
As for the property owners 
affected, their property values will 
suffer a decline. Real estate guru 
Aid. Ron Kubek calls il a win win 
win situation, but for who? For
polluters for Jim Kelley, but cer­
tainly/not Tor- the home-loviflg 
resident of,Sidney. -
Dcveioper Kelley says the town 
lost a year, everybody’s lost a 
year. The citizens have lost no 
such thing. They’ve gained a 
year’s reprieve from his proposed 
marina.
The town has lost a fair penny 
I’ll warrant from the costs of 
displacing Menzics Marine and 
turning the premises over to Kel­
ley. Those arc the sort of hidden 
costs that show up in our taxes.
And Just what .sort of a revitali­
zation will il be lo have a water­
front pub atijacling its coterie of 
drinking drivers to increase the 
cost of policing and carnage on
the road? ...
LasUy Uicfe is'still'the absurdly 
Tow pne^ sale of town watcffrohl 
to Kelley.
The whole deal slinks, like the 
foreshore will.
To repeat my statements from 
last year’s municipal election 
campaign, the deal is a bonanza 
for Kelley and an utter rip off of 
the citizens.
Politically, economically, finan­
cially and environmentally it is a 
stinking affront to Uic citizens of 
Sidney. RcvilaliztiUon — what a 
travesty of the word.




There is currently a proposal 
before North Saanich council by 
the Sunset Riding Club to develop 
Kanishay Park as a permanent 
equestrian site.
We believe that acceptance of 
this proposal would set a danger­
ous precedent for other private 
interest groups to expect to be 
given municipal land for their own 
use i.e. yacht clubs, boat launch 
ramps for anglers associations, 
etc.
We also t>clicvc a facility of Uiis 
nature would create a safely haz­
ard by way of increased fire 
Continued on Page A5
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BU3?ZING PAT Bay alrporl rocontly was a Chall0n«®r 
jot oporalod by Transpaft Canada. Tho arlcrall was do* 
Inn a rooular tost of ground navigational radar Inslalla- 
Ron#.
VICTORIA Political junkies depending on their daily fix of 
parii.san news flashc.s may find it hard to accept that there’s a 
world of important infonnation out lltcre which goes Ix'yond Uie 
antics of ixiliiicians.
I'd 1x5 willing to wager an entire monili’s coffee allowance that 
every British Columbian of voting age has heard jdxHii Premier 
Vandcr Zalm's new gtxiralhcr .sutlus, but how many arc familiar 
with the forest and land.s minisiry’.s new policy paper on 
wildcmc.ss management in provincial forests?
I don't wish to hclililc the premier’s decision to Iv godfather to 
a child, whose motltcr says she decided against an abortion 
Ixcousc of bis ttnwavering stand on the issue. To ilic premier il 
was, no doubt, an iinportam moral statement, the mother is 
proltably very proud, and the kid, well, we'll ask hint in 10 years 
what he drinks of it all.
Beyond that however, die event Is of little consequence to the 
rest of us arrd merely serves to reinforce everyone's opinion of the 
premier, whatever that opinion may Ire,
The wildernc.s.s managcincm mixirt by the forest ministry, on 
dw outer Iwixl, Is of extreme imgjorUncc to all of us. including the 
premier's new godchild. For beiier or for worse, dre report 
precedes government [Mrlicics that will affect the fate of British 
Columbia's wilderness areas.
i ,Sa tar, Briush Cohiinbia’.s wildcrncs.s is, thank Gal, .still vast, 
but so was duit of the Unitcrl States a hundred years ago, Failure 
to take adequate protective measures can quickly spoil our
v/ildcfne:::: her-iiage,
The government deserves to be commended not only for 
recognizing tltc jwteniial problems IxToro they arc uixm us, but 
also for Uying to involve die public in the dcbale over the future of 
dxj pfovincc’.s wildeinca.h afca-',, laihcr dian just foisting |X)licic.s 
on U.S,
'Fhc forest mintstry’s rctxtrt invites the public to lakrs pan in the 
prix'css of hammering out a set of ixtUcies tliat is to arbitrate 
iKtiwcen the variou.s interest group.s vying for use of British 
Columbia’s wilderness.
The most apparent conllict in the management of wilderness 
areas is between those who advocate retention of wilderness in its 
most pristine form, free from any commercial intrusion, and a 
number of industries for which the wilderness represents vital raw 
materials and, dicrcforc, profiLs. Where that conllict will lead is 
anybody’s guess right now.
The immediate aim of the forest ministry is to prepare an 
inventory of the province's wilderness areas. The ministry is 
l(X)king at creating two classes of wilderness areas — primitive 
and semi-primiUve.
Primitive wilderness areas are those with more than 5,(K)() 
hccUircs, located more than eight kilometres from die nearest 
road. Semi-primitive wilderness areas arc those wiili more lhan 
1,0(X) hectares, Ux’aied al least one kilometre from the nearest 
road,
The ministry sees its mandate for the managcmotii of these 
wilderness areas as a resixmsibility to “maintain die wilderness 
resource and provide the opixirinniiy for a wiklcmcss experience 
for British Columbians and visitors, now and in the rmurc, 
through land allocation decisions and management plans, for 
specific areas, which protect the wilderness icstnircc against 
incomixitiblc uses."
Those last two words are crucial. What will the ministry 
consider incompatible with the preservation of wilderness areas. 
Will logging be prohihiicd or will some selective logging lx* 
allowed? Will mining be O.K,? Will campgrounds already 
conslitiuc an alienation of a true wilderness area?
Well, 1 supiHisc the answers to those questions are up to all of 
us. At least they ought lo lx, unless the govcrnmcril’s staictl desire 
to involve tlic luiblie in this issue is little more than a puldic 
relations gimmick.
As for myself, 1 would hale to see any logging done in areas that 
have been declared true wilderness aica.s. The same goes for 
mining, Campgrc/uml. .,ccm .ucvpialilc, alihuugh ilu' puri.vi.i 
would prob.ihly disagree with that. I’d certainlydraw the line at 
hotels and re-sUHirant!;,
Om anv views on tlie matter? Make yourself he.ard now nr 
forever hold your longue. The deadline for submissions is Sept, 
30, 1988, The addrc.s.s is: Recreation Section, Integrated 
Resmirccs Branch, Ministry of Forest.s and l.ands.MSO Govern ­
ment Simet. Victoria, B.C.'VXW 3l:;7.
If, for just a little wliilc, you can manage to forget alxMii Premier 
Vandcr Zalm and Peter Toigo, privati/alion and dccemralization, 
the Knight Street Ihih and Famasy Gardens, here's an issue in 
which yon might be able to make a difference, Ftoii’t let the 
opixirluniiy go by,
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What to do when 
you go to a U
In a week or so many of you will be off to university for the 
very first time and, in spite of what others tell you, you Imow that 
you’re not adequately prepared.
And you’re scared. All you brand new high school grads; 
recently divorced women out to begin a whole new life without 
Peabrain; old people checking to see if there’s still enough tread on 
the brain for another academic run. And including a handful of 
precocious, prepubescent teenagers, a seeing-eye dog, 10 per cent 
of the faculty and a pair of 350-pound Siamese twins joined at the 
back of their heads.
Perhaps you think university is all about loud music and weird 
sex. Well, that’s only part of it - 95 per cent, but still only a part. 
The other part is taking courses.
You don’t know what the courses contain and the university’s 
483-pagc secret code book which is supposed to help might as 
well be written in Sanskrit.
The first and most important factor to keep uppermost in your 
mind concerning course selection is to avoid all subjects that have 
to do with remembering things, known facts and right answers.
Be sure to choose only subjects with fuzzy, undefined edges. In 
these a passing grade cannot be withheld if you answer all 
questions and any subsequent challenges to your answers with 
‘Well, that may be what Nullendorf says, but in my opinion 
another equally vapid way to look at it is ...‘
The key words in the response are of course ‘in my opinion’ 
which give your answer a fuzziness equal to or beyond 
Nullendorf’s and which no one can refute without attacking the 
very core of higher learning - independent thought, free speech 
and inane utterance.
With these principles held firmly in mind, you are paying 
attention aren’t you? There follows a brief overview of courses yot 
should consider.
French - The professor is invariably a woman with eyes so 
heavily mascaraed she looks as though she missed her sleep all 
summer bumming around France and hopes to catch up while 
teaching you. She will wear sloppy, loose-fitting blouses requiring
constant adjustment and a skirt so short that in decent company it 
would be called a belt.
If the professor is a male and wears short skirts, sloppy blouses 
and mascara, it is advisable to drop French before the Public 
Health Commission swishes in and puts the whole class under 
quarantine.
Sociology - If spending hundreds of hours reading gobbledy- 
gook when you could be over at the Student Union Building 
checking out the action in your cup of cocoa, then take sociology. 
Otherwise take a chance with the health commission and go back 
to French. At least there you’ll see some leg.
Sociology profs all wear caftans, sandals and smoke pipes. The 
men too. Very worldly. Very superior. Very stupid.
Psychology - This has to do with dreams. If you don’t dream at 
night it doesn’t matter. You’ll fall asleep in class. If someone 
catches you, immediately say you’re doing in-depth market 
research. This guarantees you an A+.
Another thing that happens in psychology is navel gazing. Very 
quickly you’ll discover that gazing at your own navel isn’t a patch 
on staring at a navel belonging to a member of the opposite sex. If 
you get lucky, s/he will suggest that the two of you go to his/her 
place after class and do some navel-gazing homework.
English - This involves writing great long stories and getting tlic 
punctuation right most of the time. Punctuation is not hard to do. 
Just buy a box of round dots, dots with tails, litde straight lines 
and squiggly lines at the campus store.
Write 10,(KX) words on some paper. Broadcast the punctuation 
marks liberally, of course, onto the pages.
With luck some of them will fall in the correct places. The 
others will be considered very avant-garde and a new form of 
artistic expression will be bom. I’he result is an automatic A-h and 
your picture in the local literary quarterly.
Use your notoriety to get a government grant and go to France 
to study navels and short skirts first hand.




If you buy 3 at our regular
low price (Expires Aug. 31,1988)
Continued from Page A4 
danger, possible drainage prob­
lems and sanitary conditions. 
Undoubtedly the cost required to 
monitor these conditions would be 
borne by the taxpayers of North 
Saanich.
Sunset Riding Club has 
requested that North Saanich 
empty garbage containers which 
the club intends to place at the 
entrance to the facility. The 
homeowners of North Saanich .do 
not enjoy this service; we are 
required to pay an annual fee for 
garbage removal.
The club has also requested that 
North Saanich fence the boundar­
ies of Kanishay Park, approxi­
mately a five-acre parcel.
We do not feel that municipal 
property should be given to a 
small private interest group, 
whose membership roster includes 
some members who are not even 
residents of North Saanich. And 
we do not feel the taxpayers of the 
municipality should be expected 
lo contribute lax dollars.
Kanishay Park should remain 
the nature park il is, available to 
all the public to enjoy a variety of 
birds and wildlife that reside Uicre.
Richard H. Duxton 






More needs to be discussed 
alxjui conllict of interest, Uic con­
duct of former Mayor Michaluk 
and why council found it neces­
sary to force her resignation. 
Unroriiinately your policy now 
prcvcni.s that.
Rcsidcnis should know that, in 
niy opinion, she ran a ixwr cam­
paign in die last cicciion. Perhaps 
ilial is wliy a rill existed on 
council in the first place,
Tltis rift appeared to widen 
rather lhan heal.
Let us hoiKj iliai next month’s 
election will be based n|X)n issues 
and conducted wilh a greater 
measure of decency iJuin tlie last 
mayoral cicciion.
For business re^isons, I do not 






During his inaugural address 
K) years ago, then-mayor 
Cicorge We.slworxl said: “I hO()C 
that this council will Uxik al this 
mailer realistically as one step 
Of III,my iu cneoiuagc the full 
range of talent available in 
North Saanich includinE highly 
qualified ladies to olfei liieir 
services as elected ollicials.
“To do oiherwRc is to |>crix’l- 





I am not impressed with any of 
the four aldermen instmmental in 
causing the North Saanich byelec­
tion. It is incredible that not one of 
them would have the fortitude to 
run for the seat.
I’d prefer to dwell on the major 
issues facing the electorate, 
namely — quality of leadership 
and preservation of community 
planning and environmental stan­
dards. Leadership prerequisites 
arc; 1, intellect and common 
sense; 2, clarity of purpose; 3, 
forthrightness; 4, cool-headedness 
and tenacity under pressure.
I discount much experience as 
being obligatory. For untold years 
and areas, council’s records note 
the failings of experienced men — 
long in the tooth, who become 
adept at snowing the troops with a 
glib tongue. Also, deftness in 
glossing over true intentions or 
pertinent facts doesn’t come easily 
to a novice.
An alert, irustworlliy mayor will 
have clearly in his or her mind 
municipal goals via the bylaws 
and long-term community plans.
If this person’s aims and munici­
pal goals arc in synch, he or she 
should have no trouble in for- 
thrightly presenting them to the 
public. Once in office, wc expect a 
mayor to be cool-headed under 
stress and tenacious in facing 
pressure from varied groups. In 
mcciing sclf-intcrc.stcd groups, 
council must lx; vigilant to resist 
prc.ssurc to get around by-laws or 
long term plans. True Icntlcrship 
reveals itself in the mayor who 
lakes a courageous stand in stub­
bornly defending municipal goals.
The mayor sets the tone and 
pace of prtxccdings and with six 
Ollier and varied ixr,sonalilic.s, il is 
not easy to have working cohe- 
sivcncss. Council Is the final 
arbiter in Icxal disputes Ixlwecn 
groups. It is council’s responsibil­
ity lo face decisions and not loss 
tliem Iwck to citizens’ groups to 
resolve.
Complete stability and cohesion 
in council is unalUilnablc, unless 
the iricmlxis arc virtually dead. A 
live-wire council is not afraid to 
face conicnlious issues, but once 
fought out, proceed as mature 
adults. Thus, the mayor must have 
stability of icmpcrmcnl to com­
mand rcsrxxi, saving valued Umc 
ami energy.
'I'D icpeal, covmcU’f) loy.'iUicr.
must be to long-term municipal 
aims and lltclr Individual plcdgc.s 
to carry them out. 'llic community 
plan must lx. rigorously obscrvct.1 
to protect our rural manner of 
living, Any (nrthcr development 
may be allowed, without haste, 
but sensibly willi a view to the 
fuiuic.
The sanctity of our enviionrncnt 
must Ixj acknowledged wilh the 
healthful management of wastes
and the preservation of natural 
beauty.
Any problem can be licked with 






a: friend of mine who lives in 
Victoria sent me the article about 
Pais Preschool closing (Preschool 
closes after 17 years, 'The Review, 
July 6, 1988).
First of all. Pals Preschool could 
not Itave been in Sidney for that 
long because I know the Joneses 
left Port Albemi sometime in the 
late 1970s. They operated Happy 
Day Preschool here for many 
years.
I just want to comment that you 
missed an opportunity to write an 
interesting article about two very 
inlcrcsUng people.
For instance, Gordon Jones 
spent years travelling all over the 
world and Leannc Jones taught the 
first kindergarten class in Mani­
toba. They also adopted a couple 
of children from other countries.
My son is now going into Grade 
12 but I still think the best year he 
has had so far is Utc year he spent 
at Happy Day Preschool with the 
Joneses.
I hope the people in Sidney 
appreciated them as much as wc 
did here in Port Albemi.
I Uiink people who work wilh 
children and who care for people, 
and sacrifice .so much should be 





Bill C-72 has nov/ been passed 
by the Conservative government. 
Every lust one of them, save nine, 
cither voted for it or abstained. 
The ones who, like Stan Graham, 
suggested tliey might have op­
posed it at one time arc all busy , 
trying to explain that they did the 
best they could with amendments 
at commiucc stage, and their later 
wtUidrawn nmendmenia were un­
necessary.
It's all an enormous snow job 
by the Western Tories, dcs{xratc- 
ly trying to justify treachery wilh 
such lame excuses as “it wa.s 
going 10 hapficn anyway,” and 
“wc took the sting or giils out of 
it.” Actually, ii’3 Ottawa who 
t(X)k the gut.s out of them.
Brian Mulroney’.s “eUxjucnl” 
appeal, so fondly reported by our 
cslablislicd press, was really a 
reminder bluntly staled that 
without Quebec tiupporf. the. Con- 
.servative party would 1h* in the. 
'wildcmc-ss again.
So surrender to Quebec lx* 
comc.s tlio ptuly duty for a gix>d 
Tory, They all but nine quietly 
fell into line so the party could
A REAL FOODS STORE
DID YOU KNOW ...
We have a variety of water Purification Systems 
☆BIONAIRE ☆BRITA ☆PURE WATER 
☆POLAR BEAR ☆PURWATER
Let our staff help you choose the 
right system for your needs 
7060 W. SAANICH RD. BRENTWOOD 
652-1211
smnaiu ELECTRONICS S.^LES & SERVICE
REPAIR TO ALL MAKES AND MODELS OF; 
•T.V.’s* V.C.R.'s* STEREOS 
MICROWAVE OVENS • SATELLITE SYSTEMS 
• VACUUMS • CAR RADIOS 
All Work Fully Guaranteed 
® Free Estimates
9:30-5:30 055-^1 4^1'j 9767-4thSt.
MON.-SAT Sidney, B.C,
survive.
'The facts are that Bill C-72 ap­
plies to all government legisla­
tion, every federal institution 
from the civil service to Petro 
Canada. Judges, juries, prose­
cutors, defence lawyers, clerks 
and reports for the courts of the 
West will have to be found who 
speak French as a first language.
'The Offitial Languages Com­
missioner under section 61 has 
powers to act as a superior court.
He is prosecutor, jury and judge.
He may under section 63, make 
orders which have the force of 
law and for breach of which you 
may go to jail, but the Com­
missioner is not liable for slander 
or defamation he may commit un­
der section 73(2).
Detailed analysis of this legisla­
tion indicates die Governor in 
Council may designate where 
both official languages must be 
used under Section 31, part V, 
and clearly this does not require 
parliamenuiry approval even 
though parliament must be 
notified.
Tlic essence of il all is that tlic 
Conservative party lo secure sup­
port in Quebec, like Uic Liberals 
before them, have surrenderai to 
that one province and sold every 
Westcni Canadian (whose lan­
guage by necessity will always be 
English) into a form of linguistic 
.slavery which means second- 
class citizenship for an English- 
spcalcing citizen.
Editorials written after the pas­
sage of the bill all prattle on cue 
about the merits of bilingualism 
but il won’t work. It’s lime west­
ern Canadians realize the Conscr- 
vaiivcs. Liberals and NDP all for 
power al any price will surrender 
to Quebec demands every time. It 
should lx mentioned that flic Lib­
erals and NDP also su|iporicd Bill 
C-72 for the same reasons us the 
Tories— to win Quebec. Tliis 
surely shows how parly labels in 
Canada are a deceptive farce,
If you aren’t a separatist by 
now, you will be when your chil­
dren, s|xuking Engli.sli-only, can- 
not get a job. Being bilingual will 
not be enough, being I'rancoplionc 
will be required. And there arc 
some people who claim llicy still 
want 'in’ to Canada!
The choice of a wc.slcmer is 
now, as it always has been: sepa­
rate or surrender. In the next dec- 
lion, a vote for a Conservative, 
Literal or NDl^ is a vote foi .sur­
render.
Douglas (Mirislie 
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Storm sewer procrastination
costly, says taxpayer
Procrastination by North Saa­
nich council is just increasing 
installation costs for the Benes 
Creek storm sewer, charged Tom 
Monteski at the Aug. 15 meeting. 
Council had received a reix)rt 
outlining two options for the 
storm sewer, one costing $46,200 
and one costing $52,800.
Monteski claimed council’s 
delay had increased the price from 
an original quote of $45,000.
The work must be done and 
council must chose between the 
two options, he stated. If the 
contract is delayed until next year, 
he predicted the cost could climb 
to $70,000.
“It’s just a question of a few 
thousand dollars and it would be 
done before the next rainy season. 
Make a decision. That is what you 
get paid for,’’ he said.
Council decided to refer the 
question to the Aug. 29 committee 
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Serving Families of Vancouver Island and The 
Gulf Islands for 75 years.
656-2932 388-5155
1803 QUADRA ST., VICTORIA, B.C.
A bid to support Operation 
Dismantle in its opposition of 
the federal nuclear submarine 
purchase was defeated by a tie 
vote of North Saanich council 
Aug. 15.
Council received a letter urg­
ing support of the group, 
because the federal purchase of 
nuclear submarines comes when 
it is also reducing funding of 
municipal services.
At Sidney council Aug. 8 the 
plea was also rejected. In fact, 
council decided against even 
reading the submission into the 
record.
According to Operation 
Dismantle, cost estimates for 
the submarines range from the 
federal government figure of $8 
billion to as much as $20 billion.
North Saanich Aid. Don 
Caverley and Aid. Rebecca 
Vermeer moved support of the 
Operation Dismantle resolution 
against nuclear submarines.
Caverley noted the con­
sultative board for the group in­
cluded many Canadians who 
have contributed much to their 
community and to the country. 
With an election imminent, it’s 
a good time to demonstrate 
unhappiness with the purchase 
of nuclear subs, he said.
Vermeer recommended that 
North Saanich council call on 
Canada’s federal government to 
cancel the nuclear submarine 
acquisition program and ex­
amine more cost effective and 
safe methods of assuring Cana­
dian and international security.
Aid. Chris Lott said he per­
sonally agreed with the motion 
but felt the council does not 
have the jurisdiction to vote on 
a federal decision.
Aid. Bill Gordon also felt the 
council should not take a stand 
on the submarine purchase.
Lott, Gordon and Taylor 
voted against, Caverley, 
Vermeer and Aid. Dee Bailin in 
favor.
WITH SAANICH SCHOOLS
Saanich SchooLs Re-open on Tuesday,
6
Register In School District 63 (Saanich)
August 20, 30, 31
at your school from O a.m. — 12 noon 
For more information, call your school or the 
School Bc)ard Office; 652 1151
Saanicli Schools
Fireball tenders opening soon
Construction of the new Sidney 
fireball is coming closer, with 
tenders due to be opened Sept. 7.
A referendum in 
November 1987 allocated up to 
$950,000 towards equipment, 
construction costs and related 
expenses.
One such expense is tearing
down the old fireball, which was 
built in 1945 with an addition 
added in 1965.
The hall does not have enough 
space to house the volunteer fire 
department and also does not meet 
building code requirements.
The old hall should be removed 
this October so construction can 
start on the new building.
Located on the same site at the 
comer of Third and Sidney Ave­
nue, the new hall will be slightly 
larger. Completion and occupancy 
is slated for February.
The hall will house equipment 
and provide a base for the 35 
member volunteer fire depart­
ment.
Volleys over equestrian use
The first volleys in a brewing 
war over use of Kanishay Park 
by the Sunset Riding Club were 
fired Aug. 15 when a large con­
tingent showed up at the North 
Saanich Council meeting to pro­
test the move.
Council received 14 letters ex­
pressing concern over use of the 
park by the club. Although 
aldermen agreed to refer the 
issue to the Aug. 29 committee 
meeting, they decided to hear 
two speakers from the group at 
the Aug. 15 meeting.
Ray Buxton said he 
understood the riding club had 
been asked to leave reserve pro­
perty and has a poor record.
He suggested the council was 
attempting to turn over the park 
to the riding club without 
residents’ input.
Acting mayor Bill Taylor said 
the past leases held by the club 
had been discussed by council in 
camera. Buxton did not have 
enough information to be mak­
ing statements about the club’s 
past record, he said.
Gil Soellner said he could
support the efforts by the club 
to provide riding trails in the 
community. No other group has 
expended any effort to ensure 
children have a safe place to 
ride and are not riding on the 
roads, he said.
If area residents are concern­
ed about Kenishaw Park, they 
should purchase the seven acres 
from the municipality, he said.
Taylor said residents would 
be given ample time to discuss 
the issue at the Aug. 29 commit­
tee meeting. 7
Doreen Harper has retired — 
almost;''' 7-..
By VALORIE LENNOX 
Review Staff Writer
EXTENDED CARE for seniors has improved in the 14 
years since Doreen Harper started with the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital’s extended care unit. One example 
is incorporating a unit pet, such as Toby, to add to the 
lives of seniors like Blanche Young, 80.
BREADNER VETERINARY SERVICES
DR. SHELLEY BREADNER D.V.M.
Wo caro for small animals and birds and provide 
^^ mobile service for horses.
Keating XRd. 652-9700 Saanichton
Dorman’s
Carpet Cleaners
• CARi PET CLEANING 
• UPHOLSTERY CLEANING
Owner Will Dormnn gives personal attenllon to all orders 
9570 Northinwn Terrace, Sidney, B.C.
FREE ESTIMATES Phoiie: 656-4754 « 30 Years Experience
Officially she retired in Jan­
uary, 1988, after spending 14 
years with Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital’s extended care unit.
But in July she was back at 
extended care, filling in as act­
ing director until October this 
year.
She started as head nurse in 
January 1974, one month before 
the 7 5-bcd unit opened.
She became supervisor of 
extended care after the acute 
care wing of Uic hospital opened 
in 1978.
In 1984, when the size of 
extended care was doubled lo 75 
Iwls, she was appointed director 
of extended care.
She held that position until 
she retired last January.
In July, al the hospital’s 
request, she returned as acting 
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Bazan Hay l‘ark may soon 
belong to North Saanich.
Council agreed Aug. 15 to ap' 
ply for a free Crown grant of 
the park land, following an oC 
fer from the Ministry of Forests 
and Lunds,
Acting mayor Bill Taylor 
described the offer as “a very 
large gift” to the munieipalit,v.
Aid. Rebecca Venneer moved 
council apply for the grant. “I 
wotild second that and .send it 
fast,” Aid. Bill Gordon said.
“Before they change tlieir 
minds,” Aid. Vermeer rejoined.
The district already lea.ses the 
park area. If the free Crown 
grant of the land is not approv" 
ed, tlie district would be offered 
a further lease of the land in 
1996, provided the area is not re­
quired by tlic province for 
aiioihci use,
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* CourRo Foe* Incomo T«x Deduoliblo
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All the right stuff coming to Fall fair WANTED TO RENT
It’s everything a fall fair should
be.
By VALORIE LENNOX 
Review Staff Writer
3 BR. PLUS HOUSE IN SIDNEY OR 
NORTH SAANICH. 
REFERENCES AVAILABLE
Livestock shows, craft and 
cooking competitions, entertain­
ment, a midway...the Saanichton 
Fall Fair has it all.
Dating back 120 years, the 
event is the oldest continuously 
held Canadian fair west of the 
Great Lakes.
This year the fun starts Sept. 3 
and continues throughout the 
Labor Day weekend until Sept.5. 
The fair will be open from 8 a.m. 
until 9 p.m. Saturday and Sunday 
and from 8 a.m. until 6 p.m. on 
Monday at the fair grounds on 
East Saanich Road.
Last year there were a record 
60,000 people attending, leading 
director Ken Stanlake to observe, 
“It’s pretty hard to meddle with 
success.’’
The agriculturally oriented fair 
is sponsored by the 11-membcr 
fair board of the North and South 
Saanich Agricultural Society.
Stanlake, a director of the 160- 
member society, has been 
involved in organizing the fair for 
the past 10 years and been 
involved in the event itself for the 
past 30 years.
“The fair is a community 
effort.”
Individual groups sponsor and 
organize the competitions with the 
fair board co-ordinating the over­
all event. The fair has an annual 
budget of approximately 
$300,000.
That budget covers an impres­
sive array of activities.
There will be competitions for 
farm animals, 4-H members, light 
horses and heavy horses.
There will be contests for han­
diwork, needlework, preserves, 
baking, honey and wine arts.
The best rabbits, poultry, cage 
birds, miniature cattle and hogs 
will be matched as will plants and 
produce.
“There will be a 14-foot sun-
PHONE 656-6892 AFTER 5 pm
TOP COMPETITORS in the annual Saanich Fair are the Button family, who usually 
have 90 to 100 entries and pick up many awards. Shown here are (left to right) Heather 
Button, 16, with jersey heifer Britanya and Heidi Button, 12, on last year’s grand 
champion donkey Valdy.
flower there. I know, because I 
grew that,” Stanlake said.
A popular annual event is tlic 
heaviest pumpkin competition 
with entries weighing in al over 
1(X) pounds.
The shccp-lo-shawl competition 
requires a variety of skills, starting 
wilh shearing the sheep, carding 
and spinning the wool and knitting 
or weaving a shawl.
New this year will be a pig 
penning contest for 4-H members.
Also new is a garden tractor 
pull, sponsored by the North Saa­
nich Volunteer Fire Department. 
The department has sponsored 
garden tractor pulls for three years 
to raise funds for beating the
disease muscular dystrophy, but 
the event at the fall fair is just for 
fun.
There will be stock classes and 
modified classes for garden trac­
tors, defined as any one or two 
cylinder tractor. Members of the 
same family can participate in 
different weight classes using the 
same tractor.
Tlie competition starts at 1 p.m. 
Sept. 5 with registration starting at 
10 a.m. the same day. There is no 
entry fee.
Ribbons will be awarded to the 
winners. For information call 
Albert Van Wyk at 656-2637.
Stanlake expecLs between 2,500 
and 3,000 exhibitors will partici­
pate in tlie fair. “It’s a big show.”
The show will include enierlain- 
ment by local bands plus the 
midway rides and games of West 
Coast Amusements.
Canada’s Finest income Tax Course
Learning income taxes now couid offer you money-making 
opportunities and save you money on your return at tax time.




Work on the fair started last 
January wilh revisions to the cata­
logue. Now die grounds are being 
readied for the event and local 
organizations arc gelling ready lo 
opcralc the concessions.
, Last year the concessions raised 
$63,000 to support local service 
projects and groups.
“I estimate that the fair is the 
result of 1,000 volunteers,” said 
Stanlake.
“The fair touches more resi­
dents in the community than any 
other organization or event 1 can 
think of.”
For More information 
CALL NOW 
656-2411
STE 6-9843 - 2ND ST SIDNEY (IN MARINA COURT)




Few traditions last forever.* r
By VALORIE LENNOX 
Review Staff Writer
The Saanich Fall Fair, held 
since the second year of its 120- 
ycar existence on the fair grounds 
at East Saanich Road near Saani- 
chlon, may move soon.
Ken Stanlake, a North and 
South Saanich Agricultural 
Society director, said the society is 
working to move the fair to a new 
site on the Cumberland Farm off 
Stcllys Cross Road.
The problem wilh the traditional 
site is age. Each year the old 
buildings require more and more 
maintenance to keep them safe for 
exhibitors, animals and fairgoers.
Stanlake expects Utc application 
lo use the Cumberland Farm for 
the fair to go before Uie agricul­
tural land commission in Septem­
ber,
He expects support from Cen­
tral Saanich council for the move 
as well.
“We’re optimistic that we’re 
finally in line for some approv­
als.”
Still, he predicts it will be at 
least two years before all the 
approvals are obtained, the presem 
proircrty is sold and the new fair 
site is developed.
HAIR STYLIST
EXCITING POSITION FOR EXPERIENCED HAIR 
STYLIST. OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE TOP SALARY. 
CONTINUOUS UPDATE 
"You’ll Be Proud to be Part of Our Team"
KAPTEYN AND COMPANY
ONE STOP BEAUTY CENTRE, CENTRALLY LOCATED IN 
BRENTWOOD BAY SERVING THE ENTIRE PENINSULA
652-1242 - AFTER 6 P.M. 658-5779 (ask for Bill or Kristine)
TRACTOR TUGGING is demonstrated by Rodney 
Nunn In a previous fire department sponsored com­
petition. A garden tractor pull will be held for the first 
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New housing development
opens on reserve
Pride — that was the overrid­
ing emotion Aug. 15 as the 
Tsawout Indian Band held the 
official opening of the band’s 
new housing development.
By VALORIE LENNOX 
Review Staff Writer
Canada, contributed $140,000. 
Through CMHC the project will 
receive a maximum annual sub­
sidy of $71,000 in order to keep 
housing charges affordable for 
residents.
CRYSTAL ENLIGHTENMENT
“Just when we’re sure we 
know everything, we find 
we don’t know anything!!’’
We are now selling 
wooden and brass 
pyramids!!!
Sulamith Wulfing Greeting Cards, Bee Wax Candles, Incense, 
Books, Art, Crystals and Gemstones. Fine Jewellery and 
Bach Flower Treatment.
2385 BEACON AVE. 656-0772 MON. 12-5:30 *TUES.-SAT. 10-5:30
THE LATCH RESTAURANT
LUMCHEON







SOUP OR SALAD 
THE DAILY SANDWICH 
COFFEE OR TEA....... .
AVAILABLE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY




2328 HARBOUR RD. (In Sidney) ^
Ro^rvailons
The two-phase project 
created 14 new homes on the 
reserve with much of the con­
struction done by band mem­
bers.
“Wc really had a housing 
shortage here and this has really 
taken the pressure off us,’’ said 
Chief Lou Claxton, noting there 
had been 38 families seeking 
homes.
Band manager Eric Pelkey 
said the CMHC social housing 
program had enabled the band 
to create quality housing which 
band members could afford.
Although future band income 
is committed to the project, he 
felt the investment was worth­
while.
CMHC representatives 
repeatedly congratulated the 
band on its achievement and 
encouraged members to con­
tinue with housing projects.
Claxton thanked all those 
involved for their efforts. “We 
have to have a team to make this 
work and with all you people 
together, we made it work.”
Both Saanichton Bank of 
Commerce manager Sue Reid, 
who arranged mortgage fund­
ing, and contractor Max Prim- 
gaard of Whistler Enterprises 
Ltd., who oversaw construction, 
stressed how much they had 
enjoyed working with the band.
With the co-operation of the 
provincial apprenticeship 
board, some band members ful­
filled trade apprenticeship 
requirements through work 
done on the project.
Construction of both phases 
cost $691,000. The CMHC 
insured the mortgages under the 
National Housing Act and the 
band provided the land.
Indian and Northern Affairs,
Victoria MP Allan McKin­
non, on hand to cut the ribbon 
with band Chief Claxton, said 
Ihc social housing project is a 
worthwhile use for government
funds.
“This is one opportunity the 
federal government has to help 
people out with housing,’’he 
said.
Given increasing housing 
costs “it’s darn hard to get a 
house without a rich relative,” 
he added.
He also presentctl a cheque to 
cover the first month’s subsidi­
zation payment.
Saanich Indian school board 
chairman Philip Paul stressed 
the accomplishment of the band 
in providing housing for band 
members.
The subdivision, he contin­
ued, proves what can be done by 
native people when they unde­
rtake a project.
“Wc can do as well or better 
than anybody else,” he said.
A BETTER HOME has been provided for eight-year-old Lisa Combes and her family 
through a housing project on the Tsawout Indian Band reserve. The project was of­
ficially opened on Aug. 15 with a ribbon-cutting and presentation of a com­
memorative plaque.
TOWN
Aid. Don Caverley jokingly 
noted the invitation mentioned 
going to sea, but said nothing 
about returning.
Council members were asked to 
advise the municipal clerk if they 


















Rite Way Distributors Ltd. apologizes for any 
inconvenience to Shaw Cablesystems subscrib­
ers by our inadvertent distribution of incorrect 
T.V. channel guide information. The correct 















An invitation to go to sea on a 
Canadian Forces destroyer was 

































































































ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT 
THE NASHVILLE NETWORK 
MUCH MUSIC- 
INDEPENDENT 
CABLE NEWS NETWORK 
THE FAMILY CHANNEL 
ABC
THE SPORTS NETWORK 
SUPER CHANNEL 
YOUTH TV
CANADIAN HOME SHOPPING NETWORK
MAIL CALL
Complaints oyer the cost of 
postal code changes for residents 
having to notify corrcspwndcnLs of 
the change have been answered. 
North Saanich Aid. Bill Gordon 
announced Aug. 15.
Free change of address cards arc 
available at the Sidney Post Office 
for residents affected by the 
change.
I
. * 25 ' V/STORYTIME VISION TV/STORYTIME
1 ★ 26 TWO WEATHER NOW
I' 2 7 BN BROADCAST NEWS
H W28: hoc; HOUSE OF COMMONS
B in 29 SHAW TELEVISION LISTINGS













HERE’S YOUR CHAHCE TO
EARN&LEARN
Become a newspaper 




Newspaper carriers learn about bus 
inoss Irom Ibe ground up, Like 
dealing successlully witti all 
types Ql people, Doliveiing 
0 product at the expected 
time Handling complaints 
In a tactful way. Get 
the right start in 
business, Sign 
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POLICE CHARGES 
A request for $1,400 from the 
Sidney RCMP to support the aux­
iliary constable program was 
referred lo Uie municipal treasurer 
Aug. 15 by North Saanich council.
The police had requested an 
honorarium of $1(X) per auxiliary 
consuible for c;ich of tlie 14 auxili­
ary members.
'riic money would be used for 
training and for purchase and • 
upkeep of uniforms. Past funding 
from the nuiiiicipality has covcrctl 
ammunition for firearms training, 
miniature flashlights for each 
member, aiicndancc of two mem- 
bcr.s at a sluxiiing conijiciition for 
B.C. Auxiliary consuiblcs and plii- 
ques purchased for retiring and 
Kansferred meinlicrs.
In the first six moiulis of 198H, 
the auxiliary members pul in 
1,78.5 voluntary liours working on 
road bl(x;ks, pioperiy checks, gen­
eral patrol, crime prevention, 
conn and training.
Aid. Chris Lott referred the 
request lo the municipal treasurer 
for a report on Utc amount necilcd 
and lu)w often tltc program sliould 
Ihj funded.
Acting Mayor Bill Taylor sug­
gested ihc grant sltoutd be an 
annual budget item.
WHISTLER IIODNI)
North Saanich acting mayor Bill 
I'aylor and Aid. Bill Gordon will 
attend tltc Union of B.C. Miinici- 
paliiic.s convention in VVhisiler, 
Sept. 20 to 23.
Gordon will also serve as the 
disnici's delegate to the Miinici- 
ttal Insurance As’iadaiion of B.C, 
annual Kcneral meeiinp at Whis­
tler Sept. 20,
' WATER WAN'l’El)
A jiclitiuM signed Ity 22 Laurel 
Road rcsidcnis reque,sling connec- 
lioii to the municipal water suitply 
was received al Utc Aug. t.5 North 
Saanidi council meeting.
Aldermen referred Utc re(|iK'si 
to die ntunicipal eiigiiicer for a 
report on the cost. Oitcc the cost is 
known, rcsiilcnts will lx* aske-il to 
make a formal apnlicaiion forifie 
cormccliori.




SELECTION OF ASSORTED FABRICS 50% OFF 
☆ ALL GABARDINE MATERIAL '^5'>“pc„n„,o 
☆ CLEARANCE OF KNITTING YARNS
GEORGEIfES
FABRICS & CRAFTS
2459 Beacon Ave. 656-1323
MEETING MICE, stuffed and dressed, entranced six-year-old Kelly King of Seattle, 
who showed up at the Central Saanich Seniors Fun Fair Aug. 20 while visiting her 
grandparents in Brentwood Bay.
me.
A Brentwood Bay man wants review, which comes next year, 
to bring the public into the plan- he said. ,. . .
ning process for Central Good planning is critical in 
Saanich’s official community Brentwood because the tirca has 
pja,j_ tourism potential and historical
Garry Bentham, mcmbcr-at- value, Bentham noted, 
large for the Brentwood local In the recent economic 
area plan, said talking to him is 
an important step for public in­
put to help balance Brent­
wood’s development needs with 
its historical character.
“I think it’s a good time to 
get people aware that this thing 
is coming,” Bentham said.
• Formation of a local area 
plan ■“ the first time in use by 
Central Saanich — is a “vital 
stage” in the community plan's
development committee report, comments may call him at his 
Brentwood is designated a office, 384-4811.
“destination resort.”
Bentham sees himself as a 
conduit between the public and 
the economic committee.
Anyone with questions or
SHAW
ii Continued from Pago Al
more letters on the siiliject would 
be coming.
|- Baker said the CRTC isiFt 
if against the practice of billing for 
the approved amount. But if die 
CRTC did disallow any or tdl of 
the increase and Shitw didn’i pay 
back tltc difference, ‘Then we’d 
like to licitr alxmi it.”
McHugh confirmed the com­
pany is showing the new rates. 
Accounts would be rcthiccd by ihc 
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YOU CAM WSM! Bring your old lottery 
tickets to either of Sidney's Favorite Lotteiy 
Locations - TANNERS or The MAILBOX - 
and enter the draw for a second chance!
1 St raiZE: $100 2nd PRIZE: A SPECIAL '88 
3rd PRIZE: A Provincial
The next 7 tickets drawn 
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Rango, Jcinn-Air T'ridoo and any dl our '<■
natostiorioB lor Big Stwlngn to You. X'lj
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GREATER VICTORIA 
APPLIANCE CENTER 
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Street drugs tire sclil to 
children in n variety of eon- 
tiiincrs. Ih,it whether the dnig)* 
come in plaslie bags or smiill 
bottles, they don't cornu vvitli 
warning Itihels,,
Your cliiidrcn vvon’l learn the 
dangerous side elleclsitrom 
friends cither, Often it's their 
friends who tr> to sell the 
drill’s to them.
You can't put a warning label 
(in street tirues. Unt you can 
label die drugs as harmful Iw 
talking bi your eliildren bel'ore
■> i a 11 1 i. V i n u k 1.1L.. 1 Cm H ,
Khenvyisiu
VVe're concerned are ■you?.
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In Pkgs. approx. 10 lbs. & Over. Limit 1 Pkg. 
with min. $25 family purchase. 1.94/kg
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Assorted. Reg. or Diet or Plain or 
Skim Milk. 175g Tub
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Regular or Fine 
Grind. 300g Pkg. 
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Society calls all Scots - and pseudo-scots - to country dance
Come gather, lads and lasses, 
bairns, grams and grannies, for 
the fun and frolic of a Scottish 
ceildihl.
By VALORIE LENNOX 
Review Staff Writer
The Vancouver Island Scot­
tish Country Dance Society is 
sponsoring its first ever public 
ceildihl Sunday from 2 until 6 
p.m. in the Sandover Orchard 
beside the Panorama Leisure 
Centre.
Everyone is welcome to bring 
a picnic lunch or a potluck dish 
and join in the fun.
And just what’s a ceildihl, you 
ask? Read on.
There will be displays of Scot­
tish country dancing, inter­
spersed with simple dances 
taught on the sp)ot to those who 
want to join in.
Highland dancing, singing 
and possibly a fiddler and a 
piper will be part of the fun.
A highlight will be hammer 
dulicimer performances by 
Rosemary Beland, who’s 
becoming known in folk circles 
for her skill on the delicate 
instrument.
Those attending are also 
invited to share any talents they 
may have.
“Being a ceildihl, it’s an any­
thing can happen sort of thing,” 
explains Patti Whitehouse, a 
member of the local Peninsula 
Dancers. She also performs with 
the Island society’s demonstra­
tion group.
Scottish country dance enthu­
siasts are expected to attend 
from the Mainland, up-lsland, 
the Gulf Islands and Friday 
Harbor.
Both Patti and her mother, 
Lucy Whitehouse, stress that 
everyone is welcome to attend 
the ceildihl, even if they have not 
done any dancing before.
Lucy says the group hopes to 
create some enthusiasm for 
Scottish country dancing.
“To me it is social dancing at 
its finest,” she explains.
The dance from derived from 
French court dancing and is 
usually credited to Mary, Queen 
of Scots, although it actually 
pre-dates the 16th Century 
monarch.
The dances are done in sets 
with groups of people, rather 
than in couples. Partners change 
from dance to dance so singles 
are welcome to join the group.
“Its roots are in French court 
dancing with strong Celtic 
influences,” says Patti.
The dance form was in danger 
of dying out by the turn of the
century but was saved by the 
efforts of two women who 
started the first Scottish country 
dance society.
Scottish ancestry is not a pre­
requisite. Dance groups are
active in Japan, Hong Kong, 
Fiji, Africa, Germany and other 
places.
Some of the dances done by 
groups date back to the 1700s.
In addition to dance classes,
groups hold events ranging 
from informal, monthly socials 
to formal balls. Formal Scottish 
country dance dress is a kilt and 
shirt for men and a white dress 
and plaid sash for women.
The local group meets at
Moose Hall in Saanichton and 
boasls 24 members. The new 
season starts wiili an open house 
Sept. 15 at 7:30 p.m.
For more information on 
Scottish country dancing call 
Irene Booth at 652-4592.
CONVERTERS!
JERROLD REMOTE CONTROL
COME ONE, COME ALL to a Scottish style ceildihl this 
Sunday, Aug. 28, In front of the Panorama Leisure Cen­
tre. Among the participants will be these members of 
the focal Scottish country dance group (front, left to 
right) Joan Kidson, Lucy Whitehouse, Lorraine Cowan, 
Rosemary Beland (back, left to right) Robert Irvine, 
Pattie Whitehouse, Daniel Beland, age 2, and Jim Mc­
Cullough.
GIRL GUIDES
Dogwood District Girl Guides 
are holding registration Sept. 7 at 
the guide hall. Girls returning to the 
same unit register at 7 pm or with 
their Guider. Girls changing units 
and new registrations will be at 7:30 
pm. Info call 656-3597.
ART INVITED
Artists invited to submit work for 
display at the Vancouver Island 
Contemporary Art Society show 
Sept. 9-11, in conjunction with the 
Oak Bay Recreation Centre Anti­
que show. Work will be juried at 
the Beatrice Jumpsen Gallery, 208- 
1110 Government St., Victoria, 
Aug. 28, 11 am-4 pm. Maximum 
size 30 by 36 inches. Info call 380- 
0121.
FADING PAST
■ Archives adviser for the provin­
cial archives Len Delozier will pre­
sent talk on archives and 
photographic collections entitled 
Our Fading Past...Fading Fast? on 
Aug. 25 in the Sidney Library. For 
information call the Sidney 
Museum at 656-1322.
10,000 VISITOR?
Prizes await the 10,(KX)th visitor 
to the Sidney Mu.seum at 2538 
Beacon Avenue. There will also be 
a 10,000th visitor raffle. For in­
formation call 656-1322.
ROWING REGATTA 
The Canadian Masters Rowing 
Championships will be held at Elk 
Lake 10 am-3 pm Aug 27 and 28. 
HANDLING AUTHORITY 
A program on dealing with 
authority figures will be presented 
Aug 25 by the Single Parent 
Re.sourcc Centre, 10 am-12 noon. 
Pre-register, 385-1114
ARTISTS ATTEND 
Artists arc invited to Vancouver 
Island Contemporary Arts Society 
meeting Aug. 24 at 7:30 pm at the 
Beatrice Jumpsen Gallery, 208-1110 
Government St.
WITNESS VIDEO 
Alliance Church presents a 
documentary video on the Jehovah 
Witness Watchtower organization, 
Aug. 24 in the Sidney l.ibrary 
meeting room starting at 7:30 p.m. 
Question and answer period with a 
former Watchtower official.
SIDNEY SPIT
Special events being held at
Sidney Spit Aug. 27 include an 
identify nature by touch competi­
tion at 4 pm, a shorebird walk at 7 
pm and a program on shorebirds at 
8:30 pm.
UVIC COURSES 
Registration for the University of 
Victoria’s University Extension 
Courses now under way. More than 
100 courses offered. For informa­
tion call 721-8451.
PARK MUSIC
The fifth B.C. Field Battery, 
Royal Canadian Artillery band will 
perform from 1:30 pm until 3:30 
pm Aug. 28 in Fort Rodd Hill Na­
tional Historic Park, Col wood. The 
band will perform at the lower bat­
tery in the park.
BOATING CLASSES 
The Canadian Power and Sail 
Squadron has boating classes star­
ting in early Sept. For information 
on times, dates and locations call 
383-6677.
NATIVE PORTRAITS 
A collection of 31 portraits of 
successful native leaders on display 
until Aug 30 in the McPherson 
Library Gallery, University of Vic­
toria. The portraits arc by Patricia 
Logie.
VOLUNTEERS SOUGHT 
Women willing to work in the 
Victoria Status of Women Action 
Group office are asked to call 381- 
1012 between 9:30 am and 1 pm
Monday to Friday for more in­
formation. Training provided Sept.
10 in three-hour session.
YOUNG ARTISTS 
An exhibit of 70 works by young 
artists ranging in age from two to 
17 on display at the Maltwood Art 
Museum and Gallery, UVic, Aug 29 
to Sept 18.
SINGERS SOUGHT 
The Linden Singers, a mixed 
voice ensemble, nolds auditions 
Aug 26 to 28 for the 1988-89 season. 
For more information call 656- 
4267, 656-3849 or 727-3721.
HI.TAICHI
The Taoist Tai Chi National 
Awareness Day is Aug. 28, 1-3 pm, 
on the field across Dallas Road 
from the Beacon Hill flag pole. 
Tryout demonstrations will be held.
LAKE WALK 7 
Loop trail 1.6 mile around Swan 
Lake each Thursday and Sunday 
during august. Meet at the sanc­
tuary parking lot, rain or shine, 10 
am for two-hour walk.
VOLUNTEER GREETERS 
Victoria Rediscovery Society 
looking for volunteers to welcome 
visitors to Helmcken House, 
Craigflower Farm and Point Ellice 
Hou.se, 387-3440, leave name and 
number.
SHORTCAMP
YM-YWCA Camp Tlumdorbird 
offering six-day camp for those S-
12, $186, Aug. 28-Sept. 2. Also, 
space left in 12-day program and 
Wilderness Experience program for 
boys and girls 14-16. Register at Vic 
y, 880 Courtnev. 386-751 1.
PRESCHOOL OPENINGS 
Sidney Co-operative Preschool 
has openings in September class for 
three and four year olds. Info, Deb­
bie 655-1516, Clare 656-0857.
CAR CHANCE
Tickets now available in the raf­
fle of a 1988 Porsche 944S, spon­
sored by the Big Brothers-Big 
Sisters of Victoria and Greater Van­
couver. Draw, Sept. 9. For in­
formation call 383-1191.
OPENING NIGHT 
The Glass Menagerie will run 
Tuesday through Saturday. Aug. 25 
to Sept. 10, at the Belfry Theatre-, 
Victoria. For tickets call 385-6815.




The Municipality intends to close Wallace Drive bet­
ween Silverdale and Stellys Cross Road on August 
29th., 1988, until September 2nd., 1988, for a major
culvert installation at Hagan Creek.
Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.






“Luxury living in a natural setting*’
A unique blend of 75 adult orientated carriage homes nestled w't:? > 7 Ll
throuKhout 75 acres of manicured and pre.stinc parkland. ^ \
. OPEN DAILY 10-5' '' "
rrr '11 M
■ * * * , ■ , „ , ^l4‘.55 vviim Houu, Sidney j
w:,.
2440 BEVAN AT 4th' 
656-0551 
7 Days A Week 8am - Spurn
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Advertising Feature
A string of new 
developments in the leather 
furniture business is now 
making it an affordable 
possibility for many Van­
couver Island home owners.
Not so long ago, leather 
furniture was considered 
too expensive, hard to get in 
a variety of items and dif­
ficult to protect.
Standard Furniture has 
now discovered solutions 
can be found for all three of 
these major obstacles.
“We now have the 
largest selection of leather 
furniture in Western 
Canada,’’ says Tony Gray 
buyer for Standard Fur­
niture.
Recent high-tech 
developments have made 
once high-priced leather fur­
niture now affordable for the 
items and styles most 
wanted by local consumers.
Gray says "Standard Fur­
niture is buying all 4 grades 
of leather and in keeping 
with the companies high 
standards, is buying only 
top grain leather’’. Many 
stores use leather other 
than top grain and some 
even use vinyl for the backs 
and sides of the suites.
Standard is now stocking 
not only leather furniture 
with the most popular col­
ours of black and ivory, but 
also items featuring green, 
peach, white, red and many
Firm creates leather specialty shop
more colours.
Because Standard Fur­
niture operates a large 
warehouse and free delivery 
service, it is now possible to
of the upholstered furniture wonderful selection of col- nearly impossible to tear, toxic fumes. Leather im-
sold in Europe is leather ours and sell them at Because of today’s improv- proves it’s appearance with
covered. unbeatable prices. ed technology in tanning time — it develops a patina
To make leather more af- Our fully trained staff can processes, today’s leather and beauty that no other
fordable Standard Fur- explain the many ad- will remain supple indefinite- material possesses. It’s
get the leather furniture niture’s buyer selects high vantages of leather — that ly and won’t stretch out of quality only improves with
item chosen delivered 
almost immediately to a 
customer’s home as soon 
as it is selected.
Acceptance of leather 
furniture in Europe is 
phenomenal — nearly half
quality leather upholstery is is not a “special occa- shape, 
from famous factories in Ita- sions’’ covering, but that it Leather breathes — it is 
ly and assembles full con- can stand up to the rigors of not a heat conductor, never
tainers to be shipped direct- daily life in the home or of- becomes too hot or too cold
ly to Victoria — this volume fice. and stays at room
buying enables Standard to Leather is many times temperature. It is also fire 
purchase popular items in a stronger than fabric and retardant and emits non­
time.
Leather has been 
treasured through the cen­
turies from Imperial courts 
to congressional offices for 














Leather is practical material, 
ideal for busy lifestyles. Leather 
never requires professional clean­
ing.
To clean, use lukewarm water 
and a good, mild, household soap. 
Thoroughly dampen a clean, dry 
Cloth in this solution and wring it 
out well. Wipe the entire surface 
With an even; quick and light mo­
tion. Do not dry the sofa, but let 
the moisture be absorbed at room 
temperature.
To remove chewing gum, hold a 
bag of ice against the gum and it 
will become hard and should be 
easy to remove.
For stubborn stains like ball 
point pen, rub lightly with a soft 
pencil eraser, taking care not to 
eat dye away.
Avoid hard rubbing when clean­
ing.
WARNING:




Sofa/loveseat "The Turbo” by Nicoletti. 100%
■
m
design. 6 colours— 10 sets in stock. 
Reg. $3970.00. SALE $2649.00




Hide used for upholstery is taken 
from large animals, usually cattle.
TANNING
A highly technical process which 
converts raw hides into a non- 
perishable material — leather. 
LEATHER
A hide which has been converted 
by tanning into a stable, long 
lasting material.
SUEDE
Leathers that are finished by buff­
ing lo produce) a nap. Suede does 
not have Iho same durable 
characteristics as top grain 
ioathor.
FULL GRAIN LEATHER
Leather in its most natuii forrti, 
The surlaco cliaractrjristics are 
not altorod. Not all availablr^ hides 
can be used hs full grain, and as 
such, it is a premium product,
NECK WRINKLES 
’ Th).i natural ctoH.sos that exist in 
Iho nock and Dhoulder (lions ol the 
hide, ■ ^
ANALINE FINISH 
Plufois to tho colouring of the 
Ioathor with onalino dyes and 
natural dorivntivos. This form of 
dye comr>l(ilolv ponetralos the 
hide with colour,
SEMI-ANILINE
A somewhnl misleading term, 
boenuso It doors not moan "pur- 
tial" but tolhor Iho appllcallorr of a 
proioclivr) finish after the hide has 
boon aniline dyed. This linish does 
not mask tho thdo's features and 
contains dyos wiiich correct, ru 
oven out, ttiocolour,
BUFFING
Lonthfir m.'iy be bulled with an 
,nhrnsl\/f» wheel to rninimb’O riio 
(act) blomi.$he!J, such ns healed 
scra tel)0s, f I'lia t ec trnique 
smooths oul the grain, 
HANDANTIQUCD 
Loothor is nniiqurjd by hand, ap­
plying a dark colour over the 
hylilui babo In Ihe samu vv'tjy wood 
IS sluined Iu (.•iii()liafc,ii,u iiatuiai 
qrain maikiiifls,
FINISHING
■fhis Is the tippitcalion of colouriiiQ 
subsilances wl)i(,;h provide abra­
sion aiid stain resistance, as well
'4' L I llM''j"''"’,
CtirBs, usually involves tnree or tour
['ii'ocefinef!
DEBORAH
h>:l Sofa/loveseat and chair. 3 pieces. 


















Bottle Green “Nat 181 ”............... 6520.00
Ml ,■•1. 'tj
Arm Chair
“Nat 103” grey............................. 1093.00 769.00
Sofa and Loveseat “Jolly”
Lt. green 100% top grain........... 3499.00
■ilii
Sofa and Loveseat “Jolly”
Med. grey 100% leather.............. 3070.00
Jiiii ■yySyjSGy




“Mnf "idO'* Sipilnia |7|®q: 4999.00
Sofa and'Lbveseat
“Jolly" black................................. 3098 00 1999.00 ip' 't
Sofa and Loveseat
“Pflrnc** • 7529 00 5199.00 uif
Sectional iii
"Geneva" black........................... 6639.00
Sofa and loveseat 







**Tlirhn’* mrl• Ml MV/ , 1 CMBaaaaii*
Sofa and Loveseat
4069.00 2849.00
3899.00“Nat 152” pearl......a..............:...,. 56i4.00
■; Ottoman Y®.,








Sofa/loveseat “The Jolly” by Nicoletti. 100% 
leather. Multi-density and smart tailoring 
make this set irresistable. 6 colours — 30 sets 
in stock. Reg. $3070.00 SALE $1999.00
■x'ngr'r, // ? :
''Sj't*,** r ■’* [*PEB^IO. OR PLAN B
THE OSAKA
Sofa/loveseat "The Osaka" 100% top grain 
leather. Gentle curves and lower lumbar 
support are just a few of the features of this 
suite. Cream and dusty rose colour.
Reg. $3970.00 SALE $2649,00
.■PER'yQ,' OR PLAN B
y’M
.;t .T' OR PLAN B
THE BRAVO
SPLENDOR
Sofa/lovosoot, Grey. 2 pieces. 
Reg. $4720.00 SALE $3219.00
Sofa/lovosoat "Ttto Bravo" by Nicololti, Super 
soft 100% lop grain Ioathor. Comfort like 
you've novor foil botoro, A classic! Light pink, 
Reg. $5868.00 SVkLE $3809,00
Q 00











with chrome frame, Rust or grey 
leather, Our rog. $325.00 
SALE $229.00
In beautiful soil Ioathor, White, 
Grey or Black. Our Rog. $1255,00 
SALE $879.00
Dutfory soft loatlier in Cream 
or Grey. Our Rog, $1009.00 
SALE $769.00
Loalhor chair in Grey, Cream




PER MONTH on PLAN B PER MONTH OR PLAN B I PER MONTH OR PLAN B i PER MONTH OR PLAN B
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'd„i:
I.
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People, Places, Happenings
ANNOUNCING 
A Provincial ConfertMice on 
COtiMUNllY INITIATIVES EOR 
ECONOMIC DEVEIOPMENT
life inultp you to ottend ? \/7 doys of iden eHChonye, prctentotioni, durusilons, 
reception! end dliployt trial focus on communitij proyrems ond projpits that 
"moke Q difference' presented by loco! end Inlernetlonol piesentors Itiot 'made 
It happen'.
DELTA RIVER INN. RICMMUHO, O.C. fOR INIORMATION AMD RtCIStRAtlUN KIT, 
SEPTEMDER 25,26,2V, 1968 Len Smith and Assuctctea Inc.
MID4-I305 Went 6th Avenue 
Voncouver, B.C. VBM 3V9 
<601)736 J710
Humor flows across Skinner's canvas
North Saanich artist Sandra Skinner wields a wickedly 
funny brush.
By VALORIE LENNOX 
 Review Staff Writer
Spurred by good-natured affection for the foibles of 
mankind, she uses her artistic talent to portray humor and 
gentle satire.
One painting, Chickens for Dinner, displays a barnyard of 
white-bibbed fowls surrounding a rifle-toting woman. The 
woman’s hapless expression, and wildly mismatched print 
dress and argylc socks suggest the hens arc in no danger.
Another creation. Stitch and Bitch, shows a cluster of men 
knitting in a Grecian batli.
And a third painting bears the intriguing title of Never 
Threaten Your Dinner Guests with a Banana.
“I try to do the unexpected,” Sandra explains. “I really 
enjoy humor, anything with a twist to it.”
She has been doing artwork since she was a toddler, 
encouraged by an art-loving father and a family background 
replete wilh artists.
After a brief stint at university, she went into advertising 
and worked as a commercial artist for 10 years.
‘T learned a lot in that business.”
She has taken night school courses in oil painting and 
usually works in oils or pastels. She also enjoys cartooning 
and recently began learning how to create polyester resin 
sculpture.
Her first major sculptured project was an ambitious 
collection of chessmen, each individually fashioned and 
painted.
The 32 pieces are delightful characitures, from a haughty 
king to scornful bishops, surly peasants and simpleminded 
knights.
“I like to do something that piques the imagination or 
curiosity. I think humor docs that.”
Her interest in combining humor with art has only 
developed in the last few years. She sees art as a means of 
communication, with work done first for the artist and then to 
create an impression for the viewer.
Her paintings always feature people and most focus on 
adults. “I find that people are so incredibly interesting.”
Some of her paintings are “just for fun” and some are 
intended as satire. “With some I really feel I have something 
to say.”
Her style is realistic. “You can’t have a humorous situation 
in an abstract painting,” she says. g
Although Sandra and husband Neil came to the island from 
Calgary only two years ago, three of Sandra’s paintings were
CHARACTERS CREATED by Sandra Skinner form a 
unique chess set, pictured with the local artist and
part of the Sookc Fine Arts Show’88.
With a two-year-old son, Kyle, and a 10-monih-old daugh­
ter, Sally, Sandra said her painting time is limited to 15 
minutes daily.
However, starting in September, she expects lo have two 
days a week to paint or sculpt as both children will be in




Sandra recalls having dreams as a youngster of becoming a 
world- famous artist. Now, she says, she is wiser.
“All I want to do is make an impression on people and be 








MON. - SAT. 9 - 5:30 
SUNDAY 10-4 RM. 2353 BEVAN AVE., SIDNEY 655-7115 
1900 STORE ST., VICTORIA 385-9703




III Safe, fast and easy. No electricity or saltt'rlSt
WATER FILTER
a







"Walor Boy" portable wator filter softens walor 
and reduces chemicals, chlorine, contaminants, 




0 OFF minerals or fluoride, ■'"'1
fALE ea.
34 02. stainless steel liner with plastic outer shell 
vacuum bottle. Features no-spill pour through 
stopper, wide mouth opening, large handle and 




THERMOS brand plastic lunch 
kits complete with thermos. ;
Designs Include Muppot 
BabiosdOi Sesame Street®,










; ■ SALE , ;ea. ;
Foaluros crystal look glass body, 
brass coloured base and pleated 
shade. Reg, 66.99 ea.
PIANO LAMP
Features oxtonslon arm and solid brass 




In 40,60 or 100 watt. 2 
per package. Reg. 
1ii19 pkg.
CAR MATS
: . ' :^99 ■
: SALb ' ea.,
Carpeted car mat in your choice of 









BRICO 7 pco. all pur- 
rtf pose air hammer has 
Ml a BPM of 100 and PSI of 
3500. Rog. 24.99 oa,
stylos. Rog. 12,99 to 40.99 oa.
:0;
Rondo plnatlc fillers in 500g and 1 kg with 
haidnor or Rrmdo repair kit with hardnor, 




3 Sizes Of Inflatoble Vinyl boats to
■" r
II Aprirr
, v,*»' »I :«
s
.cliooso from; 1 -man, 2Tnan and OTTiarr. 







I SELECTED HUNTING 





6 ton hoavy duly liy 
draulio boUlo |nck. 
Rot). t33.00 ca.
SELECTED ' "■ ' 
FISHING RODS
We knead the dough 
You set the bread 
Come In and try our 
homemade toast
C§mir^ HiMmTHE
BRENTWOOD BAY SHOPPING CENTRE 652-1192
ANOTHER SPORT FOR TAMMY
Braifhwaife off to Richmond provincials camp
She’s pursuing yet another sport. Tammy Braithwaite, a 
member of Parkland School’s basketball, soccer and track 
teams, has added softball to her scoresheet.
By GLENN WERKMAN 
Review Staff Writer
Braithwaite, 16, pitched softball for the first time two years 
ago. Since then she’s dedicated numerous hours to perfecting 
her throws — surprising everyone by getting her fastball up to 
about 70 mph with accuracy.
“The first season I hit a couple of batters but this season 
was better,’’ she says. “I practised all winter.’’





SIZES & COLORS 
BEADS & PEARLS







SCULPTURED NAILS & MAKE-UP STUDIO 
LOCATED AT MASTER SCISSORS 
MARLA 656-2321 9843 - 2nd Street, Sidney
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Shown with optlonnl 
roof rack, Iront mud 
(Iap8 arid Promlor alloy 
whwiii,
LOWEST PRICED WAGON IN CANADA
Prlc«» liiclud# 1,600 cuulomftf iwlKMa 
rNiur-Whoal Drlva irvd nutomallc modal* allohlly hlohsi 
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midget A softball team that competed in the Victoria-based 
Topaz women’s league last season.
“A lot of other pitchers have been chucking for 10 years. 1 
caught up pretty fast,’’ Braithwaite .says. The team won the 
district championship and placed second in league standings.
Next week Braithwaite will be in Richmond at a Softball 
B.C.-sponsored camp to select a provincial team. About 18 
players will be selected from more than 30 players from 
around B.C. who are invited to the five-day camp, Aug. 31- 
Sept. 4.
She’s ranked among the top five pitchers for speed. And 
she’s determined to make the team.
“Tm just going to put a total effort into it,’’ she said. “It’s 
going to be really good because its going to be the best in 
B.C.’’
Working hard to accomplish goals is not new to 
Braithwaite, despite having to overcome a physical handicap.
She was born with a club foot and underwent a series of 
eight operations as a child. The foot was backwards at birth 
and doctors broke it, straightened it and put a cast on her leg 
the day after she was born.
“The doctor said if I broke it that would be it, but he sure 
changed his mind fast,’’ Braithwaite says. “Now not very 
many people can tell.”
When Braithwaite was eight or nine, her mother, Bonnie, 
started the Piranhas Summer Swim Club. Tammy used swim­
ming to strengthen her leg — which was better than having to 
wear a pair of special brown shoes.
Since then she’s been involved in any sport she can.
An attempt to join the boys’ rugby team while in Grade 8 at 
North Saanich Middle School was unsuccessful.
But she made the basketball and soccer teams and went on 
to play on junior and senior teams for Parkland School. 
Senior girls basketball at Parkland was a frustrating ex­
perience for her last year. “There are not very many senior 
athletes that are serious about sports,” Braithwaite says.
She averaged 25 points a game with the lady Panthers and 
scored a record 41 points in one game.
Last year Braitwaiie was named outstanding senior girls 
athlete at Parkland, after winning the honor for top junior 
female athlete the previous two years.
She also plays tenor sax in the school concert band, runs 
cross country and throws javelin for Parkland, and plays soc­
cer for the Cordova Bay Royals.
In the past Braithwaite was involved in even more ac­
tivities. She played Grade 9 volleyball at North Saanich, 
basketball in the Victoria Nite League, raised goats in the 
Peninsula 4-H Club, modelled with the New Dawn Modeling 
Agency and still clears tables part-time at the Blue Peter Pub.
“If you knew how these things run into each other,” she 
says. “1 would go from a cross country run, to soccer practice 
to a basketball game.”
Often she skips breakfast and lunch and just eats dinner 
when she gets home. She’s fit at five-foot seven and 140 lbs.
“Rowing would be fun but I’m just too busy,” she says. 
She still plays tennis for fun and used to play floor hockey.
She also has a lucky little quirk — for every sport, she 
wears a different bow in her hair.
Braithwaite wants to expand her inventory of pitches from 
a fastball and a change-up to include a drop and a rise.
She will also concentrate more on her grades in the coming 
Grade 12 school year — to improve her chances a getting a 
scholarship with a U.S. university, where she plans to work to 
a degree in physical education.
“Now I’m playing all these sports but I would probably 
specialize in softball for a .scholarship,” Braithwaite says. 
“Girls softball is really big in the States.”
The entire time she’ll be wearing a size 10 sneaker on one 




POSING WITH some of the equipment used in the 
many sports she participates in is Tammy Braithwaite. 
The softball pitcher has a 70-mph fastball and is trying 
out for the provincial softball team at a Softball B.C.
camp in Richmond Aug. 31 to Sept. 4, The 16-year-old 
threw javelins and played basketball and soccer on 
Parkland School teams during the 1987-88 seasons.
Glonn Wotkm#n pholo
OVER THE TOP, competitor Alex Boltz on Split Second 
clears a jump In the open working hunter stake class of 
tho Sunset Riding Club’s annual show. Tho show was 
held Aug. 21. Tanya Hardy on Count the Jewels won 
tho class.
Regatta this weekend
There will be some experts 
skimming across Elk I.ake this 
weekend.
The Canadian Masters Rowing 
Championships will lie held at the
lake Aug, 27 and 28 from 10 a.m. 
until 3 p.m. iKHh days.
The masicrs event is for adult 
athletes who compete in a sport as 
reercation and for fitness.
Spectators arc welcome.
S’OR-n-t AMERICA’Sreal LSTATE MARKETING SYSTEM
BB I
A SALUTE TO 
OUR BESTSELLERS
rkinny Baker JanatRooko John Tale
SIDNEY OFFICE 656-5584
Ca(I (JiulMfi, Prosklctnl ol block Ufoiii, jsikos liiido in
coiTtratulutiog Wnt tar Tho mooth d .luly, IMS,
BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD.
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Plrorihos piece 6fh out ©f 60 In BX.s
Members of ihe Piranhas Swim 
Club proved they are among the 
lop 10 per cent of the province’s 
swimmers, over the weekend.
In a Crystal Pool provincials 
competition of about 60 clubs 
from across B.C., the local 
swimmers placed 6th overall.
“I cannot possibly convey the 
significance of this placing,” 
club coach Al Porter said. “It’s 
awesome.”
The local swimmers’ place­
ment is up from 12th last year.
And the Piranhas scored the 
most points in breaststroke, 
making them the best club in the 
province in the category.
Leading the pack in the breast 
was Jamie McDonald, breaking 
the provincial record. McDon­
ald now holds provincial 
records in Divisions 2, 3 and 4.
Other individual medals went 
lo:
Michael Calkins, individual 
medley and back, bronze, 100- 
metre freestyle, gold, club 
records broken in all three.
Jamie McDonald: IM, silver, 
club records in IM, breast and 
butterfly.
Andrew Ens, IM and 50- 
metre freestyle, bronzes, 100- 
metre back, gold, club record in 
50-metre free.
Jenni-Lin DeWolf, 50-metre 
free, bronze.
Stefan Jacobsen, 100-m breast 
and 100-m free, gold, club 
records in breast, free and IM.
Jens Jacobsen, 50-m breast, 
gold and club record.
Kimmy Tyndall, 50-m breast, 
bronze and club record 
Jenelle Cassidy, 50-m breast, 
silver, club records in 50-m 
breast and 50-metre free.
Pamella Ens, 100-m breast, 
silver, club records in 100-m 
breast, 50-m free, 200-m IM and 
50-m free.
Other club records broken at 
the provincials:
Lorelei Wey, 50-m back; Lisa 
Morash, 50-m fly; Natasha
INTO THE pool goes swimmer during provin­
cials at Crystal Pool over the weekend. 
Piranhas club captured many individual and 
club medals during the meet and finished 6th 
overall. Last year, the locals finished 12th.
siDOEV smp !r scubo
656-9202 5 STAR TRAINING FACILITY 2537 BEACON AVE.
SIDNEY
® PROFESSIONAL SCUBA INSTRUCTION 
FROM VANCOUVER ISLAND’S FIRST 
P.A.D.I. 5 STAR TRAINING FACILITY
ONLY $99.00
® SPECIALTY CERTIFICATION
DEEP DIVING — NIGHT DIVING AUG 30/31
ONLY $79.00 each
® P.A.D.I. MEDIC FIRST AID COURSE
EVERYONE WELCOME INCLUDING NON-DIVERS
ONLY $79.00 each
Kipot, 100-m back; Janis 
Hanan, 100-m IM, 50-m free, 
100-m free.
Relay golds in Div. 2 boys and 
girls went to Piranhas teams in 
freestyle and medley. On the 
girls’ team were Wey, Jenelle 
Cassidy, Nicole Pamchock and 
Lisa Morash.
And on the boys’ relay team
were Michael Calkins, Jonathan 
Owen, Jeremy Birnbaum and 
Jens Jacobsen.
Team coach Porter was 
elected provincial coach repre­
sentative for B.C. Summer 
Swimming Association meet­
ings.
And the Vancouver Island 
region won the regional trophy 
for lop region in B.C.
PENINSULA MINOR HOCKEY 
REGISTRATION AT PANORAMA 
LEISURE CENTER 
AUG. 27-10 AM-2 PM 
AUG. 31- 7PM-9PM 
SEPT. 6 - 5 PM-8 PM 
COACHES &MGRS. NEEDED
Meet ID
, The B and C Championships in 
Nanaimo were the scene of some 
exciting swimming, Aug. 13 and 
14.
Robbie Carlow, a Division 3 
Piranha, swam an incredible eight 
personal best times at the meet, to 
net the Div. 3 aggregate U-ophy 
and a special award from the club.
The award — a set of miniature, 
hand-carved ivory pull-buoys 
has been given just twice in the 
club’s history, both limes to older, 
more experienced swimmers.
The fact that il has been earned 
by Carlow, a younger swimmer 
whose limes do not qualify him to 
swim in higher level competitions, 
serves to reinforce the commit­
ment the Piranhas have to deve­
lopmental level swimmers.
The B level championship was 
the only meet at which Carlow 
sio(xl a chance of reaching finals 
in all four events — and that’s the
only way a swimmer can achieve 
eight best times in a single meet.
The championships brought out 
the personal best in 11 other 
Piranhas.
Sherri Courser, Devon Ball, 
Melody Wey, Vivia Newman, 
Kathy Hanan, Steven Tail, Brian 
Davis, Neville Harding, Matthew 
Webb, Colin DeWolf and Brian 
Tail all registered enough best 
limes to earn their treasured Prime 
Piranha towels.
Harding and Webb will receive 
sets of hand paddles, as tliey have 
earned their towels once already 
this sea.son.
Once again, some of the young­
est swimmers in tlie club, Rcbccka 
Webb and Brian Talc of Division 
1 managed lo enter Uic club record 
books. Tail lowered the club 
record in the 50-mctrc builcrfly 
and 50-mcU-c freestyle, and Webb 
cut the time for the 50-mcirc 
brciisLstrokc.
Not to be outdone by the young- 
.:Sters> juniorvcOaeh Kimberly 
Adams turned in a fiiic pcrl^orm- 
ance and won the aggregate points 
trophy for Division 6 girls.
BEST UNDER THE SUN
More
Bring in this 
ad for
25% OFF




HURRYl OFFER EXPIRES SEPT 15TH
*Nol valid with any othor sale or coupon 
Ono coupon [>or customer
3932 North Douglas St.
(2 blocks south of Mackonzio)
479-8311
P.S, Wo also soil Codar Furniture
Page B5
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OCT. 10 - DEC. 10, ’88
BOOKING 21 DAYS 
IN ADVANCE
BOOK NOW TO AVOID 
DISAPPOINTMENT
Spectacular wildflowers found in area
by CY HAMPSON
SIDNEY TRAVEL SERVICE}
"Al Ihe Emerald Isle"
I. 656-0905
H2 ■ 2310 BEACON AVE., SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 1X2^ 




Now you con own port of the collection of 
Souvenirs, Toys, Books etc. that is enjoyed by 
tasteful people all over the world... for half the 
regular price!
Come in now while selection is at its best!
ilU-PRICE SILi
Several people have called this week concerning two spectacu­
lar wildflowers. Indeed, they are so showy that one can hardly 
miss spotting them in our immediate surroundings these days.
One of them is a bright rosy pink, the other a clear, sky-blue 
color.
Questions concerning the brilliant pink flower range from: “Is it 
native? Is it a member of the pea family?” to “Why does it seem to 
be so common when I can’t remember having seen it when I was a 
small girl?”
The flower in question is the perennial pea, featured in our 
photo today. However, Lewis J. Clark in Wild Flowers of the 
Pacific Northwest has a superb illustration of the species in full 
impressive color. Black-and-white just can’t do this handsome 
flower justice.
As many have noticed, it is common on gravelly banks, waste 
places and roadside where it blooms in great profusion.
Clark notes that this atfractive flower is native to Europe rather 
than North America and that it has undoubtedly spread here by 
escaping from gardens. Mary remembers growing the species in 
the family garden in England where it was usually called the 
everlasting sweet pea, probably as a result of its long blooming 
period and the fact that its long blooming period and the fact that 
it is a perennial.
The perennial pea surely owes its success to the fact that it 
grows so vigorously and produces such a wealth of seed. The 
broadly spreading plant climbs easily over tall weeds and shrubs, 
clinging to them tenaciously by its many strong, branched 
tendrils.
The second flower queried about by callers is also an introduced 
species, this time from Europe and the Near East. It is 
immediately recognized by its large, singularly brilliant sky-blue, 
dandelion-like flowers growing up tall stems, often four or five 
feet in length.
This is chicory or blue sailors. Watch for it along our roadsides 
and in waste, weedy places.
Chicory has an unusual characteristic in that the flowers 
commonly close up by noon or even when the sky suddenly 
becomes overcast It is most disconcerting to see a bright blue 
patch of them gleaming in the full sunshine when on the way to 
town in the morning only to find that they have strangely 
disappeared a few short hours later! Few wildflowers, other than 
gentians, can boast such a clear cerulean blue.
My first encounter with chicory goes back many years, indeed 
to the early Hungry Thirties when I was employed in an itinerant 
hot dog stand tfiat worked country fairs and stampedes. Pay was a 
dollar a day and working hours from 7 a.m. one day until 2 a.m. of 
the next because of nightly dances.
At any rale, coffee was a nickel a cup and hot dogs a dime. My 
employer always fortified his great boilers of coffee with 
generous additions. of chicory, wrapped together with ground 
coffee beans in pouches of cheesecloth. The idea of the chicory 
was to give the coffee a full-bodied, rich brown appearance at
The chicory used in the coffee had been prepared by slicing, 
drying and grinding the roots of our cerulean-flowered plant. 
While coloring the brew satisfactorily, the chicory also contri­
buted something to its flavor which I learned after a time to 
appreciate, especially when tempered with the rich creamy quality 
of evaporated milk dispensed in those days.
Would that those days might return!
Sanderlings may be seen in some numbers right now at Wiffen 
Spit and the east of French Beach. Our three tiny “peeps” were 
also in evidence but only the odd one or two in each case.
Western sandpipers with black legs and longer, generally 
decurved beaks; greyer, black-legged semipalmated sandpipers 
and diminutive least sandpipers wilh paler legs. We also observed 
a single whimbrel or Hudsonian curlew and one pectoral 
sandpiper, the latter at French Beach among the seaweed.




A BOOKSTORE 8. MORE
Say you saw it in the Review
Ica season
We welcome one and all to our 
7th season fo serving 
lunches and afternoon teas. 
OPEN Tues.-Sun. 11:30-6:00 PM
479-7787
5460 OLD WEST SAANICH ROAD
BEVAN SQUARE
The Grassroots Theafre Com­
pany of Parkland School 
announced its season opener this 
week. The choice: My Fair Lady, 
tlic touching and durable story of 
an English flower girl who makes 
it in British society.
“It seems appropriate that we 
open our IStli season with one of 
the classics of modem musical
theatre,” said Grassroots artistic 
director Doug Bambrough. “Our 
plan is to stage the show in 
December, opening on Dec. 12 
and mnning for six performances. 
It will make a great Christmas 
entertainment package.”
In keeping with the fradition of 
involving the community wilh the 








JOIN CAPITAL IRON in 
SIDNEY’S NEWEST RETAIL CENTRE
Join us Sat. Sept. 3rd
RETAIL COMMERCIAL SPACE 800-5000 sq.ft. AVAILABLE 
QUALITY BUILDING, EXCELLENT LOCATION
PHONE TUDOR ESTATES LTD. at 382-9111 or 388-5464 PAaEneeao
for our 3rd Annual
Traditional Cajun Night
Cull for Rewrvmlon* or Directions 656-34i)H
STONEHOVSEPm
at Canoe Cove Marina, Sidney, B.C.
show per year, auditions will be 
open to all, adults and students 
alike.
“Wc hope lo reach a large 
segment of the area wilh this 
show,” Bambrough said. “I am 
hoping we will not Only have a lot 
of locals auditioning for roles in 
the production, but that there arc 
loads of people out there who 
want to get involved in Uic back­
stage work as well.”
Grassroots has become 
renowned province wide for the 
calibre of its shows. Recent smash 
hits include Fiddler On The Roof, 
A Chorus Line, Annie, Grease, 
and Arsenic and Old Lacc.
Auditions for the show will take 
place the evenings of Sept. 14, 15 
and 16. Should you want to 
become involved in the produc­
tion as an actor, singer, ibnccr or 
backstage technician, call 656- 
0956 for audition materials and 
further information.
NOW ON AT ISLAND FURNITURE MART




AUG. 17 - SEPT 3/88
Full Manufactors Warranty plus tho Bxclusivo VIP I
Qiiuiik PtidtwiiUli Gumtmim mi dll milu iimusH[L.T.. TtiH
Quality, count on It Irnm QE. 
Thl« 15 eu. It. rofriprator 
olfors you plonty ol " family 
room" with lls full wlrtlh cantl- 
lovor sholrinit and 2 vogoUTblo 
crlt|i(irs. Thu conotniont roll 
out whMit makoi eloaning a 
insp. Now" State of the Art" 
loamitd In place Intulalion 
keeiii your new relrliierntor 
ttiiiorgy eillcient for yearn to 
come.
BlzAUTV ^ QUALIIY - VALUE ti here etsa but
\ r
Fight grime with this dynamic laundry
duo! CE'S Appliance loailortliip is iKildent in this ipoulally 
prlcnd, lull cnpaclty laundiy pair. Wnshof and dtyor foaturo 
4 pragrom tolocflont, wator lovol options and varlblo hoat 
uotilntiK, You'll be alilo to clean ami dry nil your laundrvt 
from the loughost and 
dirtost to tho most 
dainty and delicato.
An outstandimu valuoll luivittg* OHmiI «|
imis
ISLAND FURNITURE MART
2513 Beacon Ave. Skinev 656’*3724 656*3032 Mon.'-Sat 9atn * 6ntti
Young struck
AiTliriiis isn’t just for old folks.
The Arthritis Society reporus 
that many arthritis sufferers in 
B,C, arc in the child-bearing, 
wage-earning age group between 
25 and .SO.
MJewra
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Loco! golfer wins 
memorial classic
A young Glen Meadows golfer 
won a retrogressive tie-breaker to 
take the sixth annual John E. Orr 
Memorial Junior Golf Classic, 
Thursday at the local course.
Jason Retcher scored a 69 low 
net on his home course lo lop the 
field of 52 junior golfers.
Tied with Fletcher until the 
backwards count was Craig Keep­
ing of Cowichan. And wilh third 
low net was Ross Mantclle of 
Uplands wilh a 71.
A lie-breaker also highlighted 
the low gross competition. Jason
Ii
Thomas of Gorge Vale — this 
year’s B.C. junior champion — 
won the three-way extra hole after 
golfing a 77.
Second and third, also wilh 77s, 
were Matt Clayton of Uplands and 
Matthew Hayc, respectively.
Assistant pro Scott Dickson said 
the tourney drew eight more com­
petitors than last year.
The competition was “really 
good — top-notch,” he said.
The classic is named in memory 
of long-time Glen Meadows mem­
ber and golfing enthusiast John E. 
Orr.
iCIGARETTS
Bulls-eye of a shoot
The first ever Sidney Open Dart 
Shoot, held Aug. 19 and 20 in 
Sanscha Hall, was so successful 
organizers arc now planning to 
make it an annual event.
Almost 200 dart players took 
part, showing up from Calgary, 
Vancouver, Port Albemi, Parks- 
ville, Nanaimo, Sailspring Island 
and South Island.
The winning players took home 
just under $3,000 in prize money. 
Teams from Sooke and Nanaimo 
placed first and second respec­
tively in the major comp)elition 
while the ladies’ competition was 
won by a team from Victoria.
The men’s doubles winners and 
runners-up were from Vancouver 
and the ladies’ doubles winners 
were from Victoria.
First in the men’s single event 
was Mel Towers of Victoria, fol­
lowed by Heath Hazen of Van­
couver.
The ladies’ single event was 
mken by Leslie Stevens of Vic­
toria, trailed by Jeanette Bosman, 
also of Victoria.
The three main organizers of the 
event, Alan Greensides, Robin 
Clark and Adam Kanczula, are 
now planning to hold an annual 
competition.
Vehicles ranscscked
Four vehicles parked on Ver- 
dier Avenue or Stellys 
Crossroad in Brentwood Bay 
were entered and ransacked 
overnight Aug. 10 and 11, 
police said. All were either 
unlocked or had a window 
open.
About $30 was stolen from a 
wallet inside an unlocked car 
parked outside an apartment 
building at 1255 Verdier Ave.
Another unlocked vehicle 
parked outside the apartment 
was also entered and a Pioneer 
am/fm stereo cassette deck and
60-watt speakers valued at $500 
were stolen.
Two small crescent wrenches 
and $55 US was stolen from an 
unlocked van parked outside 
1230 Verdier Ave. the same 
night.
About $140 was stolen from a 
wallet that was inside a purse, 
inside a vehicle parked in the 
driveway of a home in the 1000- 
block Stellys Crossroad over­
night Aug. 10-11.
The car was locked but the 
driver’s side window was part­
way down at the time, police 
said.,.,,'




High coliform count warn­
ings may be posted elsewhere in 
the Capital Regional District 
but Saanich Peninsula waters 
are among the cleanest in the 
area.
End of July counts showed 
levels of five at Durrance Lake, 
eight at Island View Beach and 
Devonshire Beach, 16 at Cole 
Bay, 22 at Pat Bay and 26 at 
Bazan Bay.
The Elk Lake count is also 
low, at 31, despite recent water- 
fowl problems.
Beach warnings arc posted 
when counts reach or exceed 
200 fecal coliform per 100 
millitres of water or when 
counts fluctuate dramatically. 
The count indicates the sewage 
pollution in the water and the 
risk of gastrointestinal illness to 
swimmers.
Warnings have been posted at 
Cadboro Bay in Saanich. Gon­
zales Bay and Shoal Bay in Oak 
Bay and Ross Bay in Victoria.
SIDNEY CUSTOMERS
NOW AT
9769 5th St. In Sidney (Betwwn 
Old Country RonWi i Wordr Otfico Suppllw)
Pistachios! Brown 
Roasted I Almonds 
Salted
199 I 199





4.99 250 tabs A2.99 100 Libs.
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Theresa Thom 656'7746 
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WALLACE DRIVE AND WEST SAAN(CH ROAD













































BACON ,.50 g ea.
'UBW BURNS -f/BW 4
6&6 WEINERS............45og 1
See Coupon Wed. Times Colonist 35^ off
69
SCHNEIDERS








EYE OF BOUND 
ROAST OR STEAKS.......6.59 kg
KOHLERS
COUNTRY
GARLIC COIL....... ........375 g ea.
BULK FROZEN
IMPORTED
SCALLOPS............... .5.99 lb. I
on I BULK CHEESE
ol NEW ZEALAND 
100g. I EDAM...... .....................5.99 lb.
6, a uuiivinw .A Ofi
i BEEF & ONION OR 109 










































CRUSH I KRAFT PLAIN O
FRUIT 700 CHEEZE 948
DRINK......... ........3.250ml I y WHIZ........ .......... 500g y
PEEK FREANS A ebin
DIGESTIVE GOLDEN SUGAR 908 



















Many in Store specials
Salt* Dalitn; AuO. 34 to 00/^8 
Nmt Ad; Alia. 31/aa
iloUNCE teMPBELL CHUNKY mb ma ^
CUE ETC 988 i CLAM CHOWDER Qy0
lonctla.....40'. y |iiEWEumN..204mL 00
MR. CLEAN 1
LIQUID... 3®®
I CHEER 2DETERGENT... 3®® S.O.S. mk .SOAP Q00
PADS................... .O'. 00
POST 4 VARIETIES 1
FRUIT 9181
& FIBRE....... ...........450 g £ 1






VALUE PAK 4 281
eAAD ; 1' ■ 1
1 BICK’S Dllu P0L8KI, PUIN R GARLic ^
PICKLES, u 1 ™ CASHMERE Stk ^BAR QR0
SOAP.......... .....3-00 g PAK V O
ROYAL CITY BMH aWK il
CUT & FRENCH 7Q0|
BEANS.......... .....398 mL 1 W 1
I Kara ;. ^ .iORANGE Q90




CREAM & W.K. 7Q0 I
CORN.................. 330g,L fO 1
I FRENCH CQ0j FRIES  ...............,k, 00




COCKTAIL & 468 1
BLOODY CAESAR....,3ol 1 |
I PETITE QQ0
I PEAS.......  .......:,3500 00
RISE 4 SHINE dm .JCRYSTAL QQ0
LEMONADE......... o'. aO
VANISH DROPHN iii% i«k ^ 1TOILET-BOWL QQ0
CLEANER........... 4.g 00
COKECUSSIC, iC
^ oPRiTE & DiEi 1
WAFFLES....,, 1“
DOLE jfOkt. JimkPINEAPPLE 98^
1 SEA FRESH ' M
§ BATTERED 1 58
1 FISH............ ...............3500 1
UBBY’S mmMk .BEANS 700
WITH PORK...... 380 ml # O
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ALL CLASSES IN STORE 
7:00-9:30 TONE EXCEPTION
SEWING CLASSES
CLUTCH PURSE - Tues. Sept. 13 
* 6:30 - 8:30 p.m. Cost: $13.00 Mamie 
Allard - Vancouver instructor
PATTERN ALTERATIONS & FITTING 
Fri. Oct. 21 “B" included Cost: $20.00 
Cindy Mistor - l^ncouver instructor
SEWING ORGANIZATION OF YOUR 
TIME & SPACE -Thurs. Sept. IS & 22 
Cost: $17.00 Sharon Hancock instruct.
SEWING IS CREATIVITY - Mon. Oct. 3 
"B" Cost: $9.00 Sharon Hancock 
Instructor
BASIC SEWING TECHNIQUES - 
7 Tuesdays Oct. 4 - Nov. 15 “B"
Cost: $60.00 Sharon Harvcock instruct. 
TAILORING - 7 Wednesdays Oct. 19 - 
Nov. 30 “B" Cost: $60.00 Ruth Evans 
instructor
IS A SERGER FOR ME? • Thuts.
Sept. 29 Cost: $9.00 Sharon Hancock 
instructor
SERGER WORKSHOP • Thursdays 
Oct. 6 & 13 “B" Cost: $17.00 
Sharon Hancock instructor
SHIRT PAINTING - Wed, Oct. 12 
Cost: $9.00 Mario McKay instructor
JOGGING SUITS - Tues. Nov. 22 & 28 
Cost: $17.00 Sharon Hancock instruct.
CRAFTS - 3 Thursdays Nov. 3-17 
Cost: $25.00 Cathy TroKord instruct.
BEGINNERS BLOUSE -3 Wed. Sept. 
14-28 Cost $25.00 Sholla Gould 
instructor
FABRIC, FIBRES & INTERFACINGS - 
Tuesdays Sept. 20 & 27 Cost: $17.00 
Sharon Hancock instructor
SCARF TYING & MAKING - 2 Thuts. 
Oct. 20 & 27 "B" Cost: $17.00 Sharon 
Hancock Instructor
LINGERIE - Thurs. Nov. 24 & Dec. 1 
Cost $17.00 Sharon Hancock instruct.
(“B” Classes require book to purchase extra or optional)
'Open 7 days/ weeks *tii Labour Daf
Rainy weather: A beautiful beast
OVER THE
:-V;:.::656^5918:
Well, that was quite a rainfall wasn’t it? I’d forgotten just how 
be.autiful a misty morning with low hanging clouds could be. And 
everything looked so clean and smelled so nice, but, as always, 
there was another side to the picture.
The weight of the rain on Lcn’s peach tree brought down one 
entire limb, loaded with fruit. Hazel’s geraniums (which have 
been a showpiece this summer) were devastated by the weight of 
the water on the blooms. In some cases more than half the plant 
had broken off.
Sweetpeas everywhere look pretty sad, and petunias are a 
complete mess. The only thing to do is cut off the damaged parts 
of your plants, tell them they still look beautiful, and within a 










CHICKEN CHOW MEIN 
CHICKEN FRIED RICE 





FAMILY DINNER #1 
FOR TAKE OUT ONLY 
CHICKEN CHOW MEIN 
CHICKEN FRIED RICE 
BEEF CHOP SUEY 
S&S BONELESS PORK 
D.F. PRAWNS 









* FAMILY SIZE WONTON SOUP
vr PAN FRIED PRAWNS WITH GARLIC 
BUCK BEANS
* ALMOND GUY DING CHOP SUEY
* SPECIAL FRIED RICE ONLY 
ir CHICKEN CHOW MEIN
* S&S BONELESS PORK





On Aug. 8 at about 4:30 
p.m.. Central Saanich firemen 
extingushed a bonfire lit by 
teenagers on Island View Beach.
DUMPSTER
Firemen put out a bush fire at 
the west end of Josephine Drive 
at about 6 p.m. Aug. 11 and a 
dumpster fire in Trafalger 
Square, Brentwood, at about 8 
p.m. Aug. 13.
GRASS FIRE
Firemen were called out to a 
small grass fire on Malcolm 
Road at about 11:30 a.m. Aug. 
14, but the blaze was extingush­
ed by a passer-by before 
firemen arrived.
We needed that rain desperately. In one spot in our back garden 
there’s a crack in the clay soil over half an inch wide which I 
assume goes down to where there is enough moisture to make the 
clay sticky. I stuck the shaft of the root-fcodcr down the slit and it 
dropped the full length, which must be two feet, and hadn’t
touched bottom them. .,
You can imagine how thirsty the poor apple tree beside that
crack must have been! t.
One whole scabiosa plant was broken off at the base. It was a 
huge one that had survived the winter and was covered with buds 
(of course!), but when 1 picked it up I could see why it snapped off 
right at the base. The roots were all swollen with club root, which 
means that bed should have had an application of lime. Live and
learn! , • u- t
Also, a reminder to put some lime on the turnips, which
otherwise arc subject to the same disease. At the moment they 
look fine, but one can’t be too careful.
It always seems to me that rain contains a lot of nutrients that 
you don’t get out of the tap (I’m probably full of prunes) Ixxause 
a rain like we’ve just had seems to make things shoot up inches 
overnight. I’m su'e tlie brusslc sprouts given us by Art Ames are 
four inches taller today than tliey were yesterday, and suddenly 
the yellow snap beans arc ready to cal.
Ross Fraser called to ask if I knew where he might get some 
potatoes that would sprout al this time of year. Evidently he has 
successfully planted spuds in mid-August and been able to dig 
new potatoes for Christmas dinner.
I mentioned this to “Himself” and he said rather sadly, I 
think you’ll find some in the garage. The poor things arc crawling 
across the garage floor.” He keeps an eye on things in the garage, 
knowing my habit of storing anything and everything in any nook 
or cranny not already occupied by garden pots, fruit jars, sacks of 
fertilizer, wheelbarrows or garden tools.
He is still trying lo gel tlie car in there, the poor man!
Anyway we found not only the box of nomadic pioniiacs, but a 
paper bag containing just a few sebagos, which had much smaller 
and sturdier shoots. Ross came to pick them up, and after talking 
lo him, I kept a few spuds to be put in here ... new potatoes for 
Christmas dinner sounded pretty tempting.
Ross plants the tubers about four inches down and al any sign of 
frost he hills them up to protect the foliage, he seldom loses leaves 
to the cold. Rather fun lo try, don’t you think?
I’d really like to suggest that all of you lake a drive up (or 
down) MacTavish Road. In the first block above the Pat Bay 
Highway tlie Snoblens have the most breath-taking display of 
baskets you can imagine.
I stopped the other day to have a closer look, and to have a word 
with Mr. Snoblen who was busy collecting seed from a yellow 
nasturtium, whose face looks up (rather lhan down).
When I asked him if he had trouble with black aphids on 
nasturtiums he said no, that he used Cygon (a systemic) in the soil.
Of course we can’t use this to rid ourselves of aphids on things 
like squash, but for ornamentals what a great idea! More on the 
Snoblen baskets later when I’ve had a chance to pick his brains a 
bit more. He seems quite willing to share his considerable 
knowledge.
■WE ALWAYS PRODUCE MORE FOR YOUR FOOD DOLLARS AT SIDNEY FOODS—GUARANTEED
☆ FRESH CHICKEN ☆
with Neck , 
Attached... J.Zokg
•CHICKENQUARTERS. ..






☆ FRESHEST PRODUCE IN 
TOWNtV
v> FRESH VEAL ;.'
BONELESS





☆ CUT FROM GR. ‘A’ BEEF .. 
• BONELESS BEEF -d RA
BLADE CHUCK STEAKS..3.64 kg iib.
☆ OLYMPIC FINE MEATS ..'
• NO. 1 SLICED
SIDE BACON................



















<* THIN CUT BEEF





☆ FRESH FROM SEA TO YOU ,
PACIFIC





* PORKLOIN RIB-END . FRESH iFft A
COUNTRY STYLE SPARERIBS...4.08 kg CARROTS nr TURNIPS
☆ GOV’T. INSPECTED FRESH ☆
• DOUBLE LOIN CENTRE CUT t%Aa












MIL K .,365 mL
FINESSE
OR CONDITIONER nmumPack ... 
icnCGT. '
i TOOTHPASTE owiuis r«K. •, iso
JULIA GRATED
PARMESAN CHEESE,. ..,.,.7500 2”
CORUNA
SLICES DrAPWPQOHiixLVKS rCAU 11 CO........
...398 mL87®
AMiJASSADOR FHOSTI'P
TOASTER PASTRIES Asai'd* 117 .........Joog S
HICtHLINHR
FISH CAKES......... ,........ . 017...........7b0g &
MoCAIN CONCENTRATE
APPLE JUICE ........... ,
....355 mL97®
SIAHA'LEE ASSORTED









10030 Third St., Sidney 
652-1909
Saturday Mass............................. .5:00 p.m.
Sunday Mass..............................10:30 a.m.
OUR LADY OF ”
ASSUMPTION 
Roman Catholic Church




Sunday, August 28th, 1988 
THE PARISH OF ST. MARY'S:
SAANICHTON
8:15 am.....................Holy Communion I
10:00 am.......................Morning Prayer j
Nursery followed by Refreshments.
Rector Rev. Robert Sansom 
856-9840 , „ _ . 652-1611]Anglican-Episcopal '
WELCOME TO
ST. JOHN’S UNITED CHURCH
SUMMER SERVICES.........9:30 am
10990 West Saanich Rd. 
Deep Cove 
Rev. Her! Pratt-July 
Rev. Bert Forsythe-August 
SUNDAY SCHOOL SEPTEMBER
LIOBY'a IN TOMATO SAUCE
ASST’D. PASTAS............398 mLilh
MAPLE LEAF FALKGS OR








KtlA»-l PHILADIsLI'HIACREAM CHEESE l?eT"«?.W....250g 1'*’^
ST. STEPHEN’S 
ANGLICAN CHURCH 
(Ml, Nowlon & St. Stophon'a Rd) 
652-4311
8:30 am.............. ...........Holy Eucharist
10:00 am......................Sung Eucharist





Church (or Worahip al 9:30 AM
10469 Rosihavon Drive In Sidney
Como Join our Growing Fellowship
Rev. Peter Coults •- 055-3540




(Child Coro Progrnm, Nuraory)








Freeman Welcome you lo
PENINSULA ALLIANCE CHURCH
Si ‘ 'lib R Ml. Baker, Sidney 650-0957
H T* 'SUNDAY 9:30 a.m, .........................Family Worship
^ and Stinrlny Scho»)l






10:00 a,m Only, til September
REV, 0. R. PAUL DAVIS
638-3213 (Home 655-3884
.SAANICHTON BIBLE FELLOWSHIP 
2159 Mt. Newlon Crosii Rd,
Communion Service.............9:30 a.m.
Family Service .................ii:00 a m.
Nurriery, Sundny School, 




10364 McDonald Park Rond 
i Sidney. ll.C. V8l. 37.9
Paalor: Dave Hauser
0:45 am . ....................Sunday School
11:00 am * 8:00 pm.. Sunday Sorvicot




W ''Mvilch Mills rtj,
Sunday Servloou B ai.m. and 10 a.rn,
Sunday School 10 a.m,






Mornlno Wot ship....... . ni;,no am
WALPH BALV — Paefrrr It'ift-iftn
hSS'lOtS
■ BETHEL ' " '' ■
FELLOWSHIP RAPTISr CHURCH 
?269MIM«R(1, Phono 656-51) 17
Paeloi Rev, (lot atr.1 W. Meller
Hull) a.m, Mr. Philip Keller 
Pioneer GlrU tegUtrallon 
f rf"in n m
A Church tM ftm iWm/e rtmlly
ll£ViCIII Peninsula
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i, " y HUBERT BEYER
Chemainus is about fo do it again
OPINION
CHEMAINUS — Karl Schulz 
has been described as a visionary 
and a fulurisi. He’s probably a bil 
of boUi, bui mostly he’s romaniic 
with a dream.
Somewhere, however, under 
that layer of incurable romanti­
cism there’s a realist who knows 
the difference between merely 
dreaming of an idea and doing 
something about it. And for that, 
wc arc all a bit better off.
If you’ve been to Chemainus in 
the past few years, you’ve seen 
what difference Karl’s dreams can 
make. The little town on Van­
couver Island was already dying 
on Uic vine when the lumber mill 
shut down in 1982. There seemed 
no hope for Chemainus.
It was Karl who gave birth to 
the idea of writing the history of 
Chemainus in giant murals on the
town’s buildings. Against many 
odds, he succeeded. The 24 mur­
als by outstanding artists have 
made Chemainus world-famous. 
“The Little Town That Did” has 
become a household name.
1 talked to Karl just after his 
return from Australia, where he 
had been invited lo set up a mural 
program similar to that of Che­
mainus.
Tlic first thing you notice about 
Karl is that he blushes easily. He 
has never quite learned to come to 
terms with his fame. Being called 
a visionary embarrasses him. 
Dreamer is a little more accepta­
ble.
Tlie second thing you notice is, 
he likes to laugh. When his face 
breaks into a thousand wrinkles, 
he looks like a kid who Just got his 
first bike.
But it is his unquestionable 
dedication to his dreams and his 
ability lo draw others into his 
world that impresses you most of
Don't forget savings 
when you do your 
financial planning
By Ron Park, FCA 
Executive Vice-President 
The Institute of Chartered 
Accountants of B.C.
Savings are an important part of 
persona] financial planning.
You’ll know how much you 
have to save whne you have
significant amount in your savings 
account, you should consider 
transferring some of it into other 
types of investment that offer a 
guaranteed rate of interest higher 
lhan that paid on your savings 
account.
For instance, you can buy Can­
ada Savings Bonds for cash or on
all. Karl’s latest dream is awe­
some. It’s still set in Chemainus, 
the litde town that continues to do, 
but this dream is global in scope.
Picture an Artisan Village 
where artists from every Pacific 
Rim nadon create, exhibit and sell 
their works. Picture national pavil­
ions, representing the best in cul­
ture and the arts Pacific Rim 
countries have lo offer. Picture a 
lodge, not a hotel, where guests 
can ‘‘book and experience, not a 
room.”
A 50-acro site for the Pacific 
Rim Artisan Village has been 
secured. It will house the 120- 
room lodge, a 250-seal outdoor 
theatre, the national pavilions and 
the studios in which artisans will 
work.
Karl says his dream is not 
futuristic. If anything, it draws for 
strength on the ardslic values and 
ambience of a world gone by. 
‘‘It’s a renaissance of aru a repre­
sentation of realistic and func­
tional art, such as silver and golds- 
mithing, pottery, painting, sculp­
ture and music” he says.
Karl was bom in Heidelberg, an 
ancient German university town 
whose romaniic flavor had an 
undeniable effect on his own ards­
lic concepts. He probably inher­
ited his love for ardsan creations 
from his grandfather who was a 
coppersmith.
Karl came lo Canada in 1951 
and settled in Chemainus in 1952. 
Here he ran his own cabinet maker 
shop for nearly 30 years. When 
the mill closed, the writing for 
Chemainus was on the wall. Its 
chances of becoming another 
ghost town were excellent. And 
then, Karl came up wilh the idea 
of adorning the town’s buildings 
with murals.
There were difficuldes al first. 
He run afoul of just about every 
bylaw there was, making life hell 
for John Berikoff, the town’s 
administrator, who fortunately had
a lot of patience and became a 
good friend.
Then some people suggested 
that the murals be painted only by 
local artists and school kids, but 
Karl convinced them that this 
would never do. If Chemainus was 
to attract international attention, 
he knew the murals had lx; of the 
highest ardslic quality. And they 
arc.
Today, Chemainus is a little 
enclave of artisdc beauty that has 
captured Utc imagination of visi­
tors from ail over the w-orld. 
Karl’s part in this success story 
speaks for itself, and Uicrc is no 
doubt in my mind he will succccxi 
wiUi his new dream.
Governments have not yet come 
through with financial support, but 
more lhan a quarter of a million 
dollars has already gone into the 
purchase of the site and the pre­
paration of a model for the artisan 
village. That money has come 
from individuals and corporate
donors.
For Uiose who want to take an 
active part in Karl’s dream, Uicrc 
is a great opportunity. For a 
.51,000 donation to the Pacific 
Rim Artisan Village Foundation, 
you become a founding member, 
in return you’ll get a framed 
limited-edition print of the Artisan
Village, your name on a bronze 
plaque in the village, a card for 
preferred admission to special 
functions and rccogniUon in print 
on the foundation’s publications.
I do believe that for anyone who 
can afford lo part with $1,000, it is 
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WELCOME TO A NEW WORLD OF CARING
3550 BLANSHARD ST.
prepared a budget. It may not look a monthly installment plan.'Other
'll Ihf'itimh. hiil a'- Irrm apruScitc’iinVIlil&‘veryThueb at Uie^timc,5but a 
little can add up.
' If you saved $.50 a month start­
ing al age 30, by 55 you would 
have accumulated more lhan 
$66,000, assuming an annual 
interest rate of 10 per cent. 
(Rcmcmltcr, though, unless these 
savings are in a tax-sheltcrcel inv- 
csuncnl, such as an RRSP, your 
interest income will be taxable.)
A small difference in the inter­
est rale can make a huge differ­
ence in the end result over a long 
period of time. So you should 
shop around for the Ix'-sl rale.
Compare the different savings 
plans — and don’t be afraid to 
switch accounl-s if you find later 
that someone is offering a belter 
rate.
Once you have accumulated a
options include ter  deposits and 
gurantced investment certificates.
Hoyv quickly will your money 
grow? It’s important to know that 
when you arc caluculaiing your 
long-term savings and investment 
expectations.
To find out how long il will take 
for your money to double, here’s a 
quick way to calculate: divide the 
number 72 by the rate of interest 
on your savings. If you have 
S5,0(X) invested at 12 jxjr ceng it 
will take about six years for your 
$5,000 to double to $10,000 (72 
divided by 12 equals 6).
This calculation is a rule of 
tluimb, and is not precise, but il 
will give you a good idea of how 









































SENIORS AND HANDICAPPED 
VOLUNTEER SHOPPING
• ID. and THURS,'km, to 1 pi'
DELIVERY LINES ONLY-WEDNESOAY ONLY IN SIDNEY & MILL BAY 
' FAIRFIELD 598-3636 JAMES BAY 386-5313
QUADRA 479-4430 SIDNEY 655-3661
* ; 






















J JUICE... 1 L
S & W PREMIUM BLEND





6-10 LB. I O
2.60 kg I lb.
GR. “A” GRAIN FED, BONELESS

























100 pkg. ea. ; 2.38 kg
! ALLAN’S, RED
LICORICE 
TWIRLS Bonus Pack ..504g••■••■■•■■■•■•a
GLOVERLEAFBURN’S i, BURN’S, FULLY COOKED ! LILYDALE GR. “A”, FROZEN
REGULAR, ’ DINNER «, COBNISH,.,;.,, S f LAKED




& [!i: 'S 13
PEAK FREAN
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.............3.991b.
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% f SAT, AUG. 29 
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
On Location at 
Quadra St. Store 
Chef Thrifty’s and 
C-FAX’s Barry Bowman




REG. & DIET Rea- 
LEMONADE Limeade 280-355 mL
SWEET CALIFORNIA
THOMPSON
WW MINUTE MAID FROZEN
Fruit, Grape, 
Orange



















Reg. or Light 
,907 gaaBBBBBBBBBBBB^
1.06 kg B tb.
























































UIArCiiO Ultra 39 & 30







PILI 2,4,6’s 40s Pk|
Basket 100s Pkg.
PINAIA
TORTILLA neo^NachoI T^yino or Strips
FINATA, 8”
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..1750 68
TOWELS










......... ....... 2.86 lb.
YUMMY, SWEETENED WITH FRUIT JUICE
FRUIT!
GUMMI BEARS .4.76 lb.

















































































































Groceries, Meat & Produce 














Moving & Storage 
Music 
Obituaries 




Pets & Livestock 
Plumbing & Heating 
Real Estate for Rent 
Real Estate for Sale 







Small Engine Service 
Travel
Tree Services 
T.V. and Stereo 




LOVING MOM OF one child will baby­
sit two, three or four year old child in my 
home. Full or part time. Please call any 
time Gay nor 655-4142. 34/34
AFTER SCHOOL CARE required for 
two boys. Saanichton area. Phone after 
6:00.652-9357. 34/35
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING 
AND GARDENING SERVICE. Certi­
fied Pesticide applicator. Currently 
spraying for Evergreen Tip Moss, lawn 
insects, weeds, etc. Free estimates. 
652-4688. 33/tf
DON’T WORRY ABOUT the kids while 
you work. Caring mom will provide
quality day care for your pre-schooler. 
References available. 656-6891. 34/35
HAULING, CLEAN-UPS, YARDS,
basements, oavestroughs, etc. Hedges 
trimmed, windows cleaned inside or 
out. Painting or any job you don’t find 
time to do. 652-0722. 32/tf
BARRY WATSON, R.I.A.
Financial/management accounting 
Budgets, Financial Statements 





RESPONSIBLE MOM WILL babysit 
school age children before and after 
school. Sidney Elementary School 
area. Call Susan 656-7174. 34/35
CARPETS FITTED, re-stretched, 
repaired. Free estimates. Call Brian. 
655-1408. 30/35
DO YOU NEED a reliable live-in house­
keeper in future? Phone Quay Domes­
tic Personell 656-5365. Excellent Filip­
ino nannies. 34/36
HAVING A HARD TIME getting every­
thing done around the house? Well, 
here’s the solution! Hire a student to do 














MR. J’S WINDOW WASHING Ser­
vices. Professional, reliable work. Fully 
guaranteed, fully insured. 380-0146. 







FRIDAY 5 PM 
Ads arG accepted Monday 
through Friday, from 9 a.m. to 
5 p.m.
666-1151
NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT 
Full complotG and solo copyright in 
any advortisoment produced by 
Island Publishoro Ltd. is vostod in 
and bolongs to Island Publishors 
Ltd., provided, howovor, that 
copyright in that part and that part 
only of any such advorlisomont 
consisting ol illustrations, bordom, 
signatufos or similar compononts 
which is or am, suppllod In (inlshod 
form to Island Publishors Ltd. 
operating as tho Roviow by tho 
advortisor and inoorporatod In said 
nclvorlir.omont f.hnll mm.nin in and 
bolong to tho advortisor.
WARNING
No matorinl covorod undor tho 
copyright outlinod abovo may bo 
used without tho wriUon permission 





ClaaQlfledl Rato: 1st inaortlon 
ISdsa word, minimum chorgo 
$2,75. 2nd and oubsoquont 
insortion — 10« a word por 
Insortlon, minimum chorgo 
$2.10, Box number— $2,00 por 
ad,
liAVE TlWt AND MONEY ... Wioiw in





















9776 - 4TH ST. 
SIDNEY, B.C.
COLLEGE STUDENT LOOKING for 
work. Will cut lawns, gardening and 




25 YEARS EXPERIENCE 
• RESIDENTIAL- INDUSTRIAL 
• COMMERCIAL 

















♦ We Load pickups & trailers 
MON-SAT 8 am-5 pm
HOME IMPROVEMENTS by Lloyd 
Clark, 15 years experience. Renova­
tions, windows, doors, skylights, decks, 
glass enclosures, eavestroughs, vinyl 




Repairs to most major 
Appliances & Refrigerators
656-4412 eves 652-2035
HOUSECLEANING GETTING YOU 
DOWN? Let us look after your individ­
ual needs. Call Dirtaway. 652-0644.
34/tf
A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN. 
Camelion Hosiery is seeking independ­
ent sales representatives to market our 
luxurious run resistent pantyhose 
directly to the consumer. Great busi­
ness. Call 656-4507 anytime. If no 
answer, please leave name and phone 
number. 33/tf
HAULING, CLEAN-UPS, hedges, odd 
jobs. Mike 656-8730. 34/35
$32.50 + PARTS = total cost. Appli­
ance repair and refrigeration. Commer­
cial and domestic. Your total bill is the 






EFFICIENT SERVICE I 
CALL MARK 655-1675
BUSINESS
LADY TO HELP with basic housework, 
one day or two afternoons a week. 
Hourly rate negotiable. Phone 656- 
4938. 33/35
I WANT TO travel for 2 months. Do you 
know any elderly (ladies) lady who 
would housesit my neutered female 
cat? 658-2040. David hopefully! 33/35
SITTER NEEDED, MT. Newton Cross 
Rd. area, for 3 school age boys. 1/2 
hrs. after school and school holidays. 










FULL TIME SITTER required lor 2 
boys’"ages 12 months and 8 years. 
Starting Sept. 6 th. Greeglade area. 
Call Gaye 655-1278. 33/34
WANTED OCCATIONAL BABYSIT­
TER for visiting 3 year old. Ardmore 
area. During period starting Aug. 24th 







*24 HOUR FAX SERVICE ‘OFFICE RENTAL 






















Stumps » Sewer Storm Drains 
• Septic Fields • V\faterlines 
• Driveways
LEWIS SEVIGNY
2320 Amherst Ave. 
656-3583
GARDENING
PART TIME NANNY needed in Sidney. 
Call Laura. 655-7037, evenings. 34/37
PART TIME COSMETICIAN eight 
hours a week more at Christmas nights 
and weekends. Reply Box 445. 34/34
WANTED PART TIME mature help for 
coffee shop. Must have experience 
cooking and handling cash. Some eve­
nings and weekends. Good wages. 
Apply in person. Glen Meadows Golf 
and Country Club. 34/37
3005 VICTORIA SIGNAL ARMY
Cadets has a program for M/F ago 12 
to 18. It will continue with some activi­
ties thru tho summer. Aclivitios uncludo 
archery, 22 target shooting, rapolling 
and sport parados. Starting in Septem­
ber, wo will bo nooting in a Sidney 
location. Call Captain J.R. Hungar al 
3B1-05Q4 or 382-8376, Program is 
(roe. 34/37
EXPERIENCED WAITER, WAIT­
RESSES, and chftmbormnlds roquirod 
at tho Emerald Isle Inn In Sidney, 

















and Trim From *15°°
CONSTRUCTION




IS JUST A CALL AWAY
ALL WORK GUARANTEED 
REFERENCES AVAII J\BLE 
NO JOB TOO SMALL 









SIDNEY LAW OFFICE rociulros rocop- 
tionist Gocroinry for full time position. 
Salary commonsurato with oxporlonco; 
plonso reply Box 450, Sidney Roviow,
34/34
DUN9MUIR LODGE PACIFIC
Rooearch and Conforonco Conlor. Wo 
have a busy (all nnrJ winlor season 
npronching and wo have openings lor 
experienced stall in the lollowlng 
nrons; dining room, lounge, house- 
kooping. Ponlllons may bo lor full or 
puil lime employment. Cotiiaci the (ood 
and beverage nuporvinor or house- 
ko<»por by pharirr lo arrange a t>ertional 





Aulo - Rosiclonlbl • Commorcial 
(Bondod, Liconcod, Locksmith) 
<irv10025Galnrnn Rd, 655"3535
BUILDERS OF 
FINE QUALITY HOMES 
CHOICE LOTS NOW AVAILABLE 







AND HOT TUBS 





requires an adiill cronnlng guard lo 
enter into a contractual ugreomoni with 
Ihe school board lo patrol the rxirner of 
Henry Ave, and nonthavon Dr. 
between tho hours of 0:00 a m, lo o;46 
a.rn, and 2:25 p,m, and 3; 10 p.m. Irom 
Gopt. 0th IDBO to Juno 30ih lOBO while 
school la In oonsion. ('or (ulher Inlorma- 
lion please contact Mr, Graham nice, 
Principal, Kidney Elemeniary at 652- 
1050 or apply n( the school between 

















WORD PROCESSING. Evening 
courses are ollerod in WordPerfect rtnd 
In MuliiMaid. Privaie tutoring In corn- 
puior applications also available at 
renrumable ralos, Call Island OKIcti 
Trends al 652-1022, 20/11
nimSELLO ROCKWORK -quallly 
Slone masonry, reiainlng wnlini, oic. 
055-1104, 34/35
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY — l ull
lime kitchen help at Kionohouso, 
Phono lor npftolnimonl 05(134(11).
34/3-1
DEAUTIFUL SKIN. Call (or a compll- 
monUny Mary Kay facial or have a skin 




roquirod lor Odysessla Rosiaurani. 
Apply In (Jorson 0705 5th St, Lxped 
nnci>d reek alsn rorruirrxl ,34/34
PEDICURE IN YOUR home, Nails cm, 
IgoI caio and mas.sagu J.';I0.00. for 
nppoinitneni call Kay afier SlBO pm. 
Phone fiosiaogtt. a.'i/ari
C,K. DRAPERY, we make It last and 
right, Iroe oslimaten. Custom made 
drapery aliernikins. Phone ()r)!>-i4(lo 
evwninuti end Saiutilayn, 20/52
LE COTEAU FARMS
"Huy DIrocI from tho Growor"
'A:
SUPER EARLY 
ikEXTRA SWEET CORN A 











• PERENNIALS - CLEMATIS 
- HOUSE PLANTS - HIBISCUS 
OPEN DAILY 9:00 AM • S:00 PM 
304WallonPlaco GGO-5000
SITTER NEEDED FOR 2 girls ages 1 
and 3, stariinn Kept, isi ruesday- 
Friday ll:,'lO 4 :00 riiy home profotretf
rTroenolartonwa, fir>n '707? 3.1/3.!
WIHEMAKLRG, DEERMAKERa 
CuHiemij'rKi lalM-ls diawtVitrid telnied 
lor your hollies, Olhet graphics or 




wmldiagu, liome portraiis, restoring oirj 
photos etc, (,ir>(:*'0?:ir», 34/37
COMPLETE DRVWALl. OERVICEQ. 
Painting and lexiurn. Complete base­
ment development. OGSf-Ottrin, 21/35
I WORKWANTED
ANTIOUE RESrtTRATION TO lOlh, 
n»ih and .:'ulh ceaiuty (urrmuiw, iJaa
GENTUnGFr 1750. ,34/'«l
I ELECTRICAL
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING nnrf 
general gartteniug Heatjermltle raies. 
Cnll65n-fi3fi2 alter ri pm, ritvit
HOUaECLEANINO GETTING YOU 
DOWN? I.al us look alter your itidrvid. 
ual noerfs. C.ill Ditlaway, (iSV.' (W'l4
,34/tt
NEED YOUR WINr>OW8 WAUHEO?
For a qunliiy lob call Rhrine a( 1)50- 
)4/t.», Moid heesea 1.) / ,liu, Uan.iUM er, 
Inaitk! wlndowm. 33/tt
AURORA WOODWORK speclalDina 
in tmiqae Itigh quality cabinet making
!'■
1186 allerr i (> rn, 34/41
.H. IEtjl m B
RESIDENTIAL NEW WIRING 
REWIRING • EXTENSIONS 
E. PLUS ELECTRIC HEATING











FOR FREE ESTIMATE 
CALL
bbb-i)bUb













OUR ANNUAL MAINT 
m R OG R AMSlA RE iiVERYl
iiiilREASONABLEiliiils;
CALL US FOR FREE ESTIMATE 
655-T065
HARDY LAWN CARE














MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPE 
MAINTENANCE. Lawn care. Complete 
Service. Codified Pesticide applicator. 
Free estimates. 652-4688. 39/tf
E 4 B GARDENING. 7 years experi­
ence. Lawn cutting, weeding, general 
clean-ups, any job wo can do. Phone 
Ed 382-0351. 32/35
CLOSING OUT —Largo number of 
clay and plastic pots, shrubs, 9743 
West Saanich Rd. 656-3281. 34/34
COMPLETE GARDENING SER­
VICES, hedge pruning, clean-ups, now 
lawns, hauling O.A.P. discount 656- 
87.30, 34/35
DAN’S GROUNDS KEEPING. All 
phases o( year round mainlonanco 







CARING PROFESSIONAL In homo 
caro (or you and your IovikI ono!}, Many 
yoara ol axpotionco willi tioniom, Hof- 
omneoH call h!><>wi)2U 34/34
FOOT CADE -—nonioiilic poisorial 
nursing caro 24 hourn, I.J N, Hoctlih 
Soivicos 3m)-P421 34/41
Cr)l(.ilirniirio our 3rd yo.ar on tho 
Ka,',mldi I’on'niiulfi 
Individual Inalrucllon In 
PIANO, VOICE, GUITAR f. RECOHDER
hy noano'KHl, iintivo prnfrtri.monn'n 
fur ;:,U(0i,'riUi c.i .i.i itUi:ns 
0rU).13i r) ??flO Amity Hrlvo
PROITSSIONAL MUSIC INSTRUCTION
/'lii li'/n;. ,iiu! M’vi'ii., (h.iih,), oiguiia







PIANO LLOGONS, Mi/yitiioi now lor
(fUl -f.rmumlof lo ni{.!m';y
ttludlo, Profnanlonal irtfutuclion lor iho 
boginnor on well or artvnncorf Hlurfnnin. 
Caniat'.! (A-i'fjumi Cnarii, M Mim nfiR- 
JV75.
PIAI40 AND ORGAN limimnfrSannl. 
cal and IfuiotY inmruction and
rrv.irn propaivitiori, For inioivlow, cnil 
1. rvi.My i.ouibo Uoqgs.on,
I oavtt moi/flagn. 33/,'MJ
mniiitii! HlliM MUfl






B ykJ gift certificate
REVIEWSUBSCRIBER BONUS
If you are a Review paid subscriber you will be awarded a 
bonus S20.00 gift certificate, making your prize a total ol 
$30.00 in gift certificates.
Unscramble Ihe seven words below in Ihe boxes on Ihe right. AH 
seven words are linked to the same theme + lake Ihe letters 
















Complete Engine Service, 
Gas & Diesel. 
Exchange Cyl. Heads 
Automotive, Marine, Industrial
655-3737
10124 Mcdonald Park Rd.
BOSUN'S CHARTERS
the boating specialists since 1957
ANSWER:
Drop your entry off at Tanner's. The first correct eritry drawn at 
noon the following Monday will win a SIO.OO Tanner's Gilt Cer- 
tilicate. If the v/inner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus $20,03 





□ larn a Review paid subscriber.
□ 1 am not a Review subscril:>er.
□ I wish to become a Review 
paid subscriber.
release drop your entry' oil at;
BRITISH EUROPEAN MOTORS. 
Parts and service for all imports. 
10124C McDonald Park Rd. 655-1151.
49/tf
•87 CHEV SCOTSDALE, HD 1/2 ton, 
V8 auto, P/S, P/B, many options incl. 
4000 miles, $15,900. 652-2685. 32/3S
1978 PONTIAC TRANS AM. Excellent 
running condition. Clean. 
$4250.00 O.B.O. 655-4545. 33/36
DON'T MISS THIS car. 1966 Fury 2 
slant six. Very economical super relia­
ble car. $700.00. 656-2306. 33/34
TOYOTA COROLLA Mark 2 (1974) 
auto trans. P/S, P/B. AAl. 655-3489.
33/36
ANTIQUE — 1955 DODGE 1/2 ton 
excellent shape and restoration. 
Rebuilt 318-3 engine. Rated to pull 
8000 lbs. $3900.00 or trade for Honda 
Goldwing phono 652-4790. 33/35
1981 TOYOTA CELICA GT, 5-speed. 
Excellent condition. Otters, o.b.o. 652- 
9759. 1982 Toyota 4x4 SR5, power 
steering, 5-speod, canopy, 
sunroof, AM-FM cassette. Excellent 
condition. Otters. 34/34
1962 FAIRLANE 4 DOOR 260 V8, 
good brakes, exhaust, interior, radials, 
94,000 miles. $450.00. 656-7545.
34/35
1986 DODGE 600SE, air cruise. 4 
cylinder, 4 door. Imaculate. $11,800. 
656-1363. 34/35
1978 NOVA, 4 DOOR, 6 cylinder, 
automatic, good condition, $1000.00. 
652-3106. 34/34
1975 HONDA CIVIC. Good body and 
reliable transportation. $600.00. 656- 
1495. 34/34
bO§0'h‘s:
• BOAT RENTALS from s8‘">/hr.













A ifOOKSTOHE A MOIlE
Aug. 3 winner of a $30 gift cer­














2 1979 HONDA XL75. Like new. 
$425.00 each. 655-1376. 34/34
RECREATIONAL
VEHICLES
GERALDINE (PUGH) McLEAN, B. 
Mus, A.R.C.T., R.M.T., is now offering 
both Suzuki and traditional piano les­
sons in the Brentwood area. Fee; $9.50 
1/2 hr. Phone 652-1636 or 477-1295.
34/37
PIANO AND SINGING lessons. 
Teacher recently moved to Sidney, is 
honours graduate from The Royal 
Academy of Music, London, England. A 
prof, performer with years of success in 
teaching all ages. Limited space availa- 
ble. Call 655-4365. 33/36
PIANO LESSONS. REGISTER now for 
autumn. Highly skilled experienced 
teacher has several openings. Classi­
cal and/or popular. All methods includ­
ing R.C.M. or Suzuki. Mrs. Doney, 
656-4060. 33/36
TYPING SERVICES. Typing, typeset­
ting & word processing. From resumes, 
letters, to manuscripts & books. Rea­
sonable rates. Big or small, we do them 
all. 656-6466. 01/rt
KAREN’S SECRETARIAL SERVICE. 
Typing of all sorts — letters, resumes, 
reports, etc. In my home or temp>orary 
secretarial assistant in your office. Call 
Karen. 652-5962. 16/39
ITTY BITTY SIGN Shop ... Although I 
am keeping busy I continue to adver­
tize for the future ... Don't let your sign 
needs fall behind your growing busi­
ness. Fast and professional signs by 
Luann 656-8710. 34/37
21' AfRSTREAM LAND YACHT for 
sale. inci. two 40 lb. propane tanks. 
Fully self-contained, immaculate condi­
tion, must see — $6,500 OBO. Phone 
or leave message at 478-1554. 31/tf
19’ MOTORHOME FOR RENT, 
$300.00 per week or $50.00 per day. 
652-4531. 34/34
GARTSIDE MARINE ENGINES Um- 
ited, 2202 Harbour Rd., Sidney. Call 
Bon for prompt service and repairs. 
Open Saturdays. 655-4543. 31/34
WANT TO INCREASE YOUR MAR­
KET? For $159. per week we can place 
your Classified Ad in more than 70 
popular, well-read community newspa­
pers which are delivered each week to 
more than one million homes through­
out B.C. and the Yukon. Simply call our 
Classified Department at 656-1151 lor 
details. 11/tf
DO YOU HAVE trouble getting in and 
out of the bath, or off the toilet? Let us 
install a grab rail. Free estimate. Phone 
656-6656.^15/tf
ADVENTURE ON HORSEBACK. 
Guided trail rides. Open year round. 
Rockhaven Ranch. Reservations, 478- 
3023. 15/tf
COMPLETE CAMERA OUTFIT; Fujica 
AZ-1 camera body; power winder; 43- 
75mm F3.5 zoom lens; 28mm F2.8 
lens; auto strobe AZ flash; 11mm, 
20mm, 30mm extension tubes; 2X tel- 
everter; Slik 800G tripod; remote shut­
ter release; deluxe gadget bag. Com­
plete kit only $650 or nearest offer. 
478-1056 evenings/weekends. 13/tf
HITACHI APT. SIZE washer. $300.; 
Kenwood KR7600 receiver 100 w/ch., 
$400.; Alpage FL4000 cassene deck, 
$200.; Akai CS34D cassette deck, 
$75.; baby's playpen, safety gates, 
wind-up infant swing. 652-0807 after 5 
p.m. 31/34
FOR SALE: FRIDGE and stove $500.; 
stove $200.; hot water heater (6 
months old) $100. 655-1808. 32/35
ELECTRIC LAWNMOWER 18” 
Craftsman 100 foot cord, excellent con­
dition $110. OBO. Solid pine dinette set 
round 52" table 6 chairs $400. OBO. 
652-0407. 32/35
HAND KNIT SWEATER; fashion show 
and dinner, Oct. 5th at Colombo's. Call 
for tickets. 655-7037. $15. eacfi. 32/38
NEW 12” WIDE trash compactor. Ideal 
for boat $285.00. 655-1376. 34/34
SLEEPKING DELUXE adjustable sin­
gle bod $1000.00, Voyager II electric 
wheelchair $1500.00, Kenmore apart­
ment size drier $80.00, Moffat electric 
stove $100.00, refrigerator $100.00, 
Singer cabinet sewing machine $75.00, 
Encyclopaedia Britannica set $50.00, 
Simmons Beautyrest Quintessence 
single mattress (as new) $150.00, 
Gregg single mattress $75.00. Phone 
656-1569 or 656-1038 evenings. 34/34
METAL OFFICE DESK 30'x60’. Dou­
ble pedestal, one filing drawer with lock 
$250.00, deluxe high back swivel chair 
$195.00 or both for $425.00 477-4372.
34/37
CHROME HIGH CHAIR $40.00 656- 
3291.  34/34
KING SIZE MATTRESS and box 
springs used $100.00 o.b.o. 656-7810,
34/34
30' RANGE $125.00 Garden tiller 
$260.00 oil tank $30.00, 3 piece end 
tables $48.00, kerosene heater $75.00. 
656-2913. 34/34
BEAUTIFUL OMYK AND marble Tic- 
Tac game set. with pushes, never been 
used, perfect gift, offers? 652-3478,
34/34
APPROX. 30 GAL of stove oil. First 
$5.00 takes it. Bring your own contain- 
ers. 652-0027.34/34
START SAVING DOLLARS today on 
your heating costs. For home, office, 
boat or wherever. Compact microfur­
nace (1/2 size of a toaster.) Delivers up 
to 5200 BTU's heat for approx. $30.00 
per month electricity cost. Five year 
warrantee. Buy & Save. 9818 4 St. 
Sidney. 34/36
FOR SALE — one used Moffet freezer. 
$100.00. 17sq. ft. 656-5932 . 33/34
SEALER — ELECTRIC AUTOMATIC
can sealer $150.00 652-2715. 33/34
QUEEN SIZE MATTRESS and box
spring. $50.00. 656-9654.34/35
SUNDECK ALUMINUM RAIL 33x3’ 
high. $175.00 o.b.o. 656-1076. 34/35
TWO HOLLYWOOD STUDIO couches 
with divider table. $130.00, small 
washer, spinner. Hover $100.00, elec­
tric lawn mower $50.00, various small 
tools, saws,etc. $25.00, two burner 
Coleman camp stove $20.00, older 
model color T.V. Hitachi $50.00, older 
RCA, Victor combination radio and 
record player $50.00, fireplace screen 
brass with tools and wood bucket 
$20.00.656-4072.  34/34
CRAFTSMAN ELECTRIC LAWN 
mower with grass catcher. Excellent 
condition. $75.00, Phone 656-5353.
34/34
EXQUISITE ORIENTAL CARPET. 
Hand made in China, brand new, 120 
knots per inch. 652-9759. 34/34
LARGE FRAMED OIL painting 2'6" by 
4’6". Paid $250.00 will sell for $100.00. 
652-5446. 34/34
AVACADO FRIDGE AND STOVE, 
clean, excollont condition. $325.00 
pair. 656-3557.34/35
JOHN DEER RIDER mower with 





NEW STORAGE BED 3 drawers 
$175.00 656-6590.34/34
OLDER UPRIGHT PIANO 656 20^
34/34
WASHER $110.00, UPRIGHT vaccum 
$28.00, full size punching bag (70 
pounds) $58.00 655-4371. 34/34
WHAT WOULD YOU give for three 
days of pure good tasting water? For in 
home demonstration of purifiers, call 
656-7940. 32/35
FOR SALE — Samsonite cardtable 
and 4 padded chairs. $95. 656-7857.
32/35
SINGER SEWING MACHINE, zig-zag 
free-arm, $90.00 o.b.o. WANTED; B 
and D workmate, garage space for 
truck in exchange for lawn mainte­
nance. Sidney area. 656-8759. 33/36
HEAVY DUTY STEEL utility trailer. 
Lockable compartments 4’x8’ box. 
$1200.00.652-3274. 33/34
DROP LEAF ROUND table, 36‘. and 2 
upholstered chairs, very sturdy and 
comfortable. 652-4543. 33/34
1987 STREAMLINE TOW dolly. Com^
plete with wiring and swivel bed for 
front or reardrive car. 652-4543. 33/34
EVERETT JENNINGS WHEELCHAIR 
(traveller) like new. Very reasonable. 
656-0705 eve. 33/35
PANDORAS CLOSET SUMMER slock 
now reduced. Great savings for crui- 
sewear. Back room estate clearance, 
continues with excellent values for all 
seasons. 33/34
DE-CHLORINATE AND TASTE the 
difference, on tap your own bottled 
water for five cents a gallon easily 
installed. Three year guarantee. For 
trial offer call N.S.A. Rep. John Tis- 
daile. 652-2350.34/36
CHESTERFIELD AND CHAIR almost 
new best offers. 652-5782. 34/34
TWO 185/705R-14 mud and snow 
steel belted radials nearly new $50.00. 
656-4155. 34/34
CAPTAINS BED AND mattress. Excel­
lent condition. $125.00. 656-1495.
34/34
14 1/2' BAYLINER AND roadrunner 
trailer 50 hp. Mercury motor $3500. 
firm. 656-1315. 33/34
FIBERGLASS LASSER II type sail­
boat, complete $1000.00. Ford Ranger 
truck liner $250.00 firm. 656-6970.
34/34
36 FT CROSS TRI-MAR AN Air ex hulls 
s/s rigging. OMC sail-drive. 15 HP. Well 
equiped. $23,000.00. 656-4792. 34/37
12’ ALUMINUM BOAT. 9.8 Mercury 
motor, trailer, lifejackets, extras 
$1300.00 o.b.o. 656-4887. 34/35








19' GLASPLY, 140 MERC., FWC, new 
full height acrylic, ast. deck cover, fully 
equipt including Humminbird sounder, 
CB etc. Immaculate. $10,300.00. 656- 
1363. 34/35
FIBERGLASS/REPAIRS Major struc­
tural work to cosmetics. fCommercial ;< 








• Husqvarna • Plonoor • Toro 
• Shindniwa • Jocnbson • Partner 
OPEN MON, TO SAT. 
10134 McDonald Park Rond 
.«}56-7714
USE OUR COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER NETWORK CLASSIFIEDS. 
87 MEMBER PAPERS THROUGHOUT B.C. AND YUKON. 
CIRCULATION TO OVER 1 MILLION HOMES.
2.4 MILLION READERS.
25 words for $159.00 












LEARN TO DO THE HULA Hnwiinn 
dance lessons nvallablo lor all agon. 




SERVING SIDNEY A DISTRICTS














' AUIOMOriVi:; • INDUSmiAl.
• MAnilC • IIV.'S • I'AnM
. MOBILE SERVICE AVAILABLE
656-5713j...t I
f“o019 GAl.AF^IN sSIDNBY 
•WE TAKE IN OLD BATTEniEiP
Truck Logger's Special. 4 
1987 and 6 1986 Western 
Stars available. 425 Cal/Ro- 
tardor/20 speed/48 roars. 
Financing and rigging avail­
able. Transpo 1 -0(50-663-
516(T___________________ _
■'Now and used trucks avail­
able w/stoady year round 
contracts, Low inteiosi 
rales. 12 9% and up O.A C. 
Good .selection of makes and 
models, Minimum Invest- 
rncfit';, 110,000 Pliono 
Transpo 1-BOO-GGS-yBe, ’' 
Honda Parts and Accessor­
ies, power equipment and 
rnotorcyrrles, Next day deli­
very lo most areas. Very 
compeilllvo prices. Toll Froo 
- 1.B00-G63B164. Carter
M d .'-..(v u I'ly.:................ ...............
fry your rfrjwn payiTMint, 
Stood linantlng available, 
6 A C on now and used 
trunks, (rlenty of work avail- 
able foi ()uailflcid Class 1 
drivers Call Moo Kennedy,
1 G04-80H'4338, Evenings 1-
f'O'’
Truck financing a problem? 
Let our in-housr) financing 
pul you behind Iho wheel oi 
Iho LTl90(.X3 of your choice, 
O.A.C, Down payrnonf ro- 





For Sale 46 seal llconsoo 
fully equipped successful 
restauranl ideally located 
next lo thriving motel In 
Now Hazolton B.C. Building 




How fo Play Popular Piano 
and Organ. Now homo 
study coursri. Fast, easy 
moihud. Guai anleed! Also 
for electronic keyboards. 
For Fteo Information, write; 
Popular Music .Systems, 
Studio 114, 3284 Bouchfirlo 








: . HANK 052-1724
HO IN PAINTING
inaum.









AfilO MOTIVE • INDURTRIAl, 
t MARINE









and ro(«lrf/. Protoct your dilvewity from 
oa«, oil and water woopaflo with prohMu 
Blonnl oratte rut>fKrri/«xJ nnphall eonler. 





Nm Comifuction iwl Ecfxws
10410 Alf Day Rd., Sldnoy
Phono btJb-1 ubu
im




I lUNf uns" oeAKi.s• i ijiuuiJaiion 
. TiiK fi* iiAifi riiirt.
. f.rnitui'r Mun i I n 
. (•aor'ANt, convr esuorr:.
« t ?.
f r,'ll fituviui; C ALI
656*2921 or SSO-O'l.M
«i(n
Cyiiii I'.HMi AU " nwtti u
• «
1879 BILVER
, f i iVVw
PLYMOUTH Coll, onti
DuvfifH!»e eey gea. diosol 
car or truck, now or used. 
Direci from volume factory 
doale., Call lor prrj-approv- 
e'f creUil. C.,)ll collect 404- 
0271,;,.; D5231 ....... ..............
It Down leasea a now car or 
truck Seven ynar warranty. 
Payments Irom $139./Mo, 
0 A C, Call lease manager
BUSINES.'i 
O.PP,Pf'T,.UNIT.,lES 
iiSli Wiite voui own |>fiy 
ctiegue, Park Avrmur.r Prod- 
(..irtif'r.n requires nne or two 
self-rnotlvalod Individuals In 
voiir area lo supply estab­
lished accounts, Full or 
pa r 1 - t I III 0 uf) (J0r I u (I IHea 
availntilrr Salotj rixportenco 
helpful but Irmning is prev- 
(ded, rir.al year onrnlng po* 
irmtial to $75,(100,
l"0i Lunliuefiiiai interview 
ciiir us no'w. <41(1)756-7796 
or ,(4)6)756:21.11;,,; ......
rirt'/nlutlriru^iry Runlnr’sn; 
body innmg infilos bv Body 
t.imurjfi, L'liinpiefe jmi up 
and iraininij, low invest-
fvKWit LbgrL fi'tiffn LGOO
/a/ii
Be indeprmdefiH ILyou are 
ambiUuuR antj looking (or a 
(ateor that is tughty (irol»l* 
atilo and fun. call (•nf))827>
Unit. '‘..(-a;. ) li.-.imVHf
St.OWH (rH ■ 1975
DI p I e m ft c 0 r r e a p 0 n tf n n c o. 
Froo caiondar High School 
u p g r a d I n g, r» c c o u n 11 n g, 
managotnoni, administra­
tion, secrolarlal, compulfira. 
Eolabllshod 1904, National 
(iollfigo, 444 nobnoti, Von- 
couvoV, 080-4013 loll (roe 
1 ::000:387 H 201J,. 24, hoii,r».;„_ '
(•roe: 1 ono giildo to flludy- 
ni-home correspnndenco 
Diploma coursofi (or prostl- 
(iloufl careers: Accounting, 
Aif’candllloriino, Bookkoop- 
Ing, BuslnoiiH, CorimrOology, 
l-ioclronlcH, Lagal/Medical 
Secrolary, Paycfirriogy, Trn- 
vel, Utanlon (1A) 1055 Wont 




3D6‘ anti 40/) KW Diesel 
gonerulers. Lensr; (or ns low 
as $7, por KW por month. 
Can engineer your requlro- 
montn. Phonr.» (604)434-
80G9,„„„................................. ....
Waier well rirliilng fig, Chi­
cago Pneumatic, f65U with 
air Complete with Bcirvlco 
truck and all loots, Rrjatly lo 
QO tn work (004)494:0813__
FoOALFMisc
Calor.ad 
(iHt ■ f-lnt 
iHl $39.95. Also water purl- 
Bcallon systems (nr homo 
and iruttlluBons; Call 1-(41()( 
-:)87-2:)77. Write 64 flnimn-
fifi nrlve Harnlhnn, Ont
L9H 4X7. ,.    ,
' 1290 Gal„ Balflerf (LM.C. 
1959 Water Tanker. P.T.O. 
Dump nitmr ar.r.ns-
nnr Ins (Jobrl condition. 
Heady to go, ib.ooo. O.LLO. 
i(i(r4)537*2h3L (TfO Disirict, 
Box 121, Ganges. D.C, V05
tro,,, . .....................................
ftay for sale, first cut Altai- 
(,* Irom llilouet area, 150 
tan;. $80, per ton on Uio 
farm Gontact David 256-
VlHi. . ....
Lighting Fixtures. Western 
Canada's largest display. 
Wholesale and retail, Free 
Catalogues available. Nor- 
burn Lighting Centro., 4600 
East Hastings Street, Burn­
aby, B.C. V5C 2K5. Phono 
1-299-0666.____________
Approximately 1,900 cera­
mic molds and pouring 
equipment. Very good con­
dition. Sncrifico salo. Phono 
1-ttU4-365-3774 or wrilo; 501 
- 11th Avo,, Castlogar, D.C. 
V1N LI6.__________ _______
Trampolines lor backyard 
Family Fun and Fitness. 14 
foot diamotor "Fun-Spot" 
$660. Warranty. Monny- 
back guaranloo. Dollvory 
$25, Ordering or additional 
Inlormnllon call Trampon 
Inc, Tollfroo 1-800-387-6214.





Groonhouao and Hydroponic 
Equlpmont and Supplies • 
rtio moat comploto soloctlon 
In Canada. Low pricoa, plus 
we nro a Gold Card rolallor, 
Sorul $2, (or cafnloguo and 
froo 'rnogazlno to Wontorn 
Wator Farms, 1244 Gtiymour 
Strool, Vancouver, B.C;. VOD 
ONO. 1-604-602-6630. ____ /
nilp WANTED
OvirsoiTs Poslllons, Hund-
rod!} of top paying positions. 
All occupations, Froo do- 
tails. Ovorsona Employ* 
moni Sorvicos, Dopt. CA, 
Box 460, Mount Royal, Quo- 
bnc. H3P 3C7, (lall toll- 
troo 1-0QO-3O1-2461.____
Mobile Homo Pork Cnrola- 
ker. Prefer retired coiiplo. 
Musi fiavo mobile homo, In 
good health, business orien­
ted, triondly, handyman, 
Raforoncos. Box 8736, do 
North Shnro Mown, 1139 
Lonsdale, North Viincouvor, 
V7M 2IH4,,„
Ccncra! Gurfleon tor 50 hod
acute, 50 bad long-torm, 30 
additional bods planned, 
(^fjllect to Executive Director 
(403)854-3331 or CV to Box
730, Hi'um;i, Atfc'Crta, TO.)
IPO.
CerlKlod Bonchman - Bri­
tish Columbia Forest Pro­
ducts, Mackenzie Wood 
Products Division currently 
has an opening for a Certi­
fied Benchrnan. Tho prefer­
red applicant will bo a 
qualilled Bonchman with ex­
perience working with thin 
kerf Saws. Mackonzio Is a 
community of 5,500 pooplo, 
located 120 miles north of 
Prince Goorgo, D C. II of­
fers a full range of commer­
cial and recreational ser­
vices, As well as some ol 
tho best hunting and fishing 
in B.C, The position pays 
$20,63 per hour (effective 
July 1, 1988). Rato in-
cronsos to $21.76 (July 1, 
1989) and $22,96 (July 1. 
19(K)) have recently boon 
negotlatod. An well, a gen­
erous benefit package Is 
provided (or all omployooa. 
Relocation assislanoo is 
nvallablo. Further Informa­
tion Is ovnllable by calling 
collect lo: Brian Cruise (604) 
997-2581, Quallflod appli­
cants C'o Invited to forward 
resumes slating previous 
work oxporlonco to: British 
Columbia Forest Products 
Limited, Employee Rola- 
llons Department, Box 310, 
Mackenzie, D.C. VOJ 2C0,
Wnnind IrnmiKllatoly oxper- 
Iftnced nutnrnotlvn painietfi 
lor North Island dealership, 
f'lionn 949-7442, Attn; Mt.
..
Haunowivtss, Moiliorfl, Inler- 
estfid parsons, Last month 
to start sailing toys and 
gift# at homo parties this 
year. No Investment, dolt-
Fil9}25§;?M5:„'...
Ccrtlflod Millwright - Brl- 
llsti Columbia Foroal Prod­
ucts, Mackenzie Wood Pro­
ducts Division currently has 
openings (or Certified Mill- 
wrlghln. Tho preferred ap­
plicants will be corlKled 
millwrights with Inlorprovln- 
clnl tickets, willing lo work 
shifts. A strong mlllwrlght- 
Ing, welding, and hydraulics 
background will bo a dofin* 
Ho asset, Mackenzie Is a 
community of 5,500 pooplo, 
Inoalod 120 miles north ol 
Prince Gootgo, O.C, It 
offers a full tonge o( com­
mercial and recreational aor- 
vlco.s. an well as some of tho 
best hunting and (lahlng In 
B C, Th»' posifinn pays 
$20.01 per hour (effective 
July 1, 1988), Ftate 111-
creases to $21,11 (July 1, 
1089) ond $22.27 (July 1, 
innO) hnvn rf>reetly boKn 
nogotlaltid. As well, a gen­
erous bonotlt pacKago Is 
provided far all omploy«e!i, 
nnlocatlon nssiatnnco in 
available. Further Inlorma- 
lion 18 available by calling 
collect to; Brian Cruise (604) 
997'258L Qualified appll- 
canifi are Invilnd lo forward 
resumes stating provimis 
work experience to BrHInh 
Columbia Forrjnl Products 
Llmltnd, Employee Rela-
♦! r*. 7*1 •* f‘'l ft FT r * FT) A Y) *11
¥Mknnz)o,.,B,G.,_.VOJ^ 2C0.„,"
Are you looking for a 
chance to further your car­
eer in the newspaper busi­
ness? Do you want to man­
age a newspaper? Have you 
got sales oxporlonco In the 
newspaper industry? If tho 
answers to those questions 
are yes, an opportunity has 
come your way. Ono of 
western Canada's loading 
newspaper companies- has 
openings lor aggressive 
sales pooplo and publishors. 
Several sales positions and 
two publishors aro roquirod 
Immediately, Apply to: R.J. 
(Bob) Grainger, General 
Manager, Cariboo Press, 
188 N. I3l Avenue, 
Williams Lake, B.C, V2Q 
1YB. _ _
PitVsONAL _______ __
Filipino Lady 37 wishes to 
moot sincere gont for mar­
riage. Serious Inquiries 
only. Write P.O. Box 1725, 
Kofownn, B.C. V1Y BM3.
Mill and Planer For Sale on 
12 ficros, Forklift, logs In 
yard. With or without pro­
perty. B.C. Interior. Timber 
available, WIILtnko trades. 
Gall beloro 8,00 a m, 392- 
2449.
Looking for your place In 
Iho Bun? Phono 609-8874 or 
600-7365, Three bedroom 
rosiclonllal house on 2,9 
acres of loose land, North 
Shore o( Fraser lake close 
to wator, Hydro, plumbing, 
lolophone, fully lurnlshod. 
Garden spot and shod. Seo- 
Ing Is beiioving. __ _____
SERVIcis
"ICBC Ottered mo $3,500. 
Carey UIndo got mo $194,- 
000.", G N, - Abbotsford. 
Vanoouvor Lewyor Carey 
Linde (since 1072) has Froo 
Information, Phono 1-684- 
7796. riOtond Oplnlona Cdad- 
ly Oivop. ___ :
ICBC Injury Claims? Call 
Dale Carr-Harris - 20 year* 
a trial lawyoi with ftvu years 
modlcal school brdoro law.
0 009-4922 Vfincouvof). Ex- 
porloncod In head mlury 
and oihVT major claims. Her*
..
TRAVta
Snnv/blids; Two ttito nlgtits 
parking, Yuma, Arizona In­
cludes all luxury fncililles; 
Wrllo now for no obligntiorv 
dftlalls, Roger's R.Vi Ro--rt-l 'tf-r% I,.'*...
B.C'. VOX 1A0.'
1#“
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FOR SALE
FOR SALE —9 1/2 H.P. Johnson 
outboard, short shaft, tank and hose. 
$350.00 656-6392. 34/34
GARTHSIDE MARINE ENGINES LTD~
2202 Harbour Rd. Sidney, for sale 
Volvo MD6A 10 H.Ph, diesel engine, 
$2250.00 excellent condition 656- 
4543. 34/34
ir BOAT TRAILER $500.00 sleeper 
seats $150.00 Spar motor bracetts 
$80.00, 9.9 Johnson $400.00 18 H.P. 
Mercury as new $950.00 383-8959.
34/34
WANTED: CHILDREN'S WATER 
SKIES, Fisher Price fairytale castle. 
Phone 656-5353. 34/34
THRIFT SHOP AT ST. MARY’S 
Church, 1973 Cultra Ave, Saanichton 
on Friday, August 26, 10 a.m.-3 p.m. 
Groat bargains, everyone welcome.
34/34
WE'VE GOT EVERYTHING! Furniture 
clothes, dishes, appliances, tools, car­
pets, craft supplies. Flexable prices! 
9527 Natasha Place. Sidney. Aug.27, 
28. 34/34
MISC. HOUSEHOLD GOODS, cloth- 
ing, tools, etc. 2199 Amelia Ave., Aug. 
27-28 9-2 p.m.  34/34
2480 BEAUFORT RD., Sidney- Sat., 
Aug. 27, 10-3 p.m. (may continue Sun.) 
Many interesting items including Unde­
rwood typewriter (manual) set of 
dishes, stamp collection, man's new 
medium size Eiderdown jacket, jew- 
erlry, misc. items and ladies wear in 
excellent condition. 34/34
MOVING GRANNY TO CONDO —- 
years of accumulation from 3 families. 
Household items, furniture, doors, win­
dows. tools, collectables, much more. 
Sat. Aug. 27th and Sun. 9-3 9999-3rd 
St. Early birds welcome. 34/34
GARAGE SALE 10755 Madrona Dr. 
Moving to smaller home so household 
items must go. 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
Aug. 27th. No eetrly birds please. 34/34
MOVING SALE — Plastic and clay 
pots, shrubs, old hand tools, some 
clothing, misc. items. 9743 West Saa­
nich Rd. Friday 1-6 p.m. No early birds 
please. 34/34
1393 TAPPING RD. Misc. older furni­
ture, appliances, movie camera, pro­
jector, portable baseboard. Sat. August 
2710:00-4:00. 34/34
ESTATE SALE — everything must go 
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LIVESTOCK I legal: real ESTATE
SAFE AND SOUND pet sitting. 
Bonded and insured animal lovers: pet 
sitting, pel clean-ups, dog walking, in 
homo caro. housesitting. 381-6369.
33/36
FORD DEXTA DIESEL $3,5CX3.: J.D. 
40, 3 P.T. & P.T.O, $2,000.; Massey 
with loader, $1,200.: Ford 8N, $1,750.; 
40" Rotavator $1,000.; Landscape 
rake. $1,000.; 100 gal. sprayer, 10 It. 
boom, $750.; Ferg cultivator, $350.; 
M.F. scraper blade, $300.; 3 P.T. 
mower, $500.; H.P. tractor & equip. 
2070 Keating X Rd. 652-5287 or 479- 
5373 eve. 34/34
LOST — semi-Persian, friendly older 
cat, mottled colors, oranges, browns, 
greys. Kinked 4 inch tail. Ardwell- 
Resthaven area. 656-9209 or 656- 
2294. 32/35
LOST — FEMALE year old, long 
haired cat, grey, white markings around 
face, throat and paws. Family pet. 
Dean Park Rd. area, 656-6038. 34/34
LOST — Aug. 11th in Brentwood Bay. 
3 month old orange tabby kitten. 652- 
6874 or 656-6891. 34/34
LOST DEEP COVE area. Puribrich 
Alaskan Malamute, black and white 
(Sasha). Any info. Apreciated, reward. 
656-8923 or 656-2849. 34/34
LOST, MISSING FROM home Try on/ 
Wincott Rd. area. Golden tabby neut­
ered male cat. Green eyes. Very 
friendly. Any info, gratefully received. 
Phone 656-2730. 34/35
FOUND A YELLOW canary in area of 
Driftwood Beach Motel Lockside and 
McTavish. 656-4419. 34/34
WITNESSES OF JEHOVAH This doc­
umentary video reveals the doctrines 
and inner workings of the Jehovah 
Witness Watchtower organization. 
Made by the producers of the 'God- 
makers'and ‘Gods of the New age' this 
video will answer many of your ques­
tions regarding the Jehovah’s Wit­
nesses. Following the video there wil 
be a question/answer time with a ex- 
high official of the Watchtower Society. 
Place: Sidney Library meeting room 
Time: 7:30 p.m. Date: Aug. 24th. Spon­
sored by Peninsula Alliance Church.
33/34
PENINSULA DANCE SCHOOL
classes resume on Tuesday, 6th Sep­
tember. Full range of R.A.D. ballet 
syllabe, plus jazz available. Ages 5- 
adult. Registration and Open House 
Saturdays 20th and 27th August from 
noon to 4:30 p.m. at 1-9843 Second 
Street. Enquiries: Ph. 656-8978. 33/34
ADULT BALLET/JAZZ Fun and satis­
faction with qualified professional 
instruction. Whether you are a beginner 
or have danced for years, tlie Penin­
sula Dance School has a place for you. 
Call 656-8978. 33/35
SEVENTH ANNUAL OAK BAY 
Antique and Curio Show and Sale 6-10 
p.m. Sept. 9 11-9 p.m.. Sept. 10 and 
11. $2.50 admission. Oak Bay Recrea­
tion Centro. 33/36
TAI CHI CHIH an ideal exercise for 
seniors. It improves balance, flexibility, 
helps control weight and blood pres­
sure. All 20 movements of Tai Chi Chih 
can be learned in 8-1 hr. sessions, 
offered at Panorama Leisure Centre, 
Sept. 19-Nov. 14ih. (8 sessions- 
$24.00) By Verna Wenger-Accredited 
teacher. 33/37
PENINSULA COMMUNITY ASSOCI­
ATION Thrift Shop. Funds generated 
by this shop stay on the Peninsula to 
provide services to the IoceiI residents 
through the programs offered by P.C./\. 
We appreciate your donations of furni­
ture, appliances, household items, 
clothing, etc. Please call 656-3511 to 
arrange convenient pick-up or deliver 
to Depot at 9751 Third Street, Sidney. 
The Thrift Shop is open from 9\00- 4:30 
Monday to Saturday. Thank you for 
helping to support P.C.A. 33/tf
SAVE YOUR USED STAMPS. West­
ern Square Dance Association collects 
all used Stamps. Proceeds lo Cancer 





SEALED BIDS will be received by the 
undersigned for the construction of the 
Project entitled “Sidney Firehall, Sidney, 
B.C.-
Drawings, Specifications, Form of Tender, 
and detailed instructions to bidders are 
available to General Contractors at the 
office of Wbgg & Hambleton, 56 Bastion 
Square, Victoria, British Columbia.
A returnable deposit of One Hundred 
($100.00) Doliars is required for each set 
of drawings and specifications. Bids must 
be unchanged for thirty (30) days.
Bid must be accompanied by a Bid Bond 
on C.C.D.C. document 220 (1979) which 
binds the Bidder and the Surety in the 
amount of Ten (10%) percent of the bid at 
the time of bidding.
A Performance Bond and a Labour and 
Material Payment Bond, each in the 
amount of 50% ol the contract price on 
C.C.D.C. documents 221 and 222 (1979) 
must be provided by the successful bid­
der prior to the award ol the contract. 
Certified cheques will not be accepted.
Bidding documents may bo viewed al the 
following locations:
Construction Association ol Victoria 




2675 Oak Street 
Vancouver, British Columbia
Certain trade contractors will be subject 
to the bid depository procedures adminis­
tered by the British Columbia Construc­
tion Association, details of which are 
contained in the Instructions to Bidders.
Bids must be made out on the form 
supplied, placed in sealed envelopes 
with contractors’ and project identifica­
tion, addressed and delivered to the 
undersigned not later than 3:00 p.m., 
Wednesday, September 7, 1988 where 
they will be opened in public. The lowest 
I or any tender not necessarily accepted.
Mr. A. Logan 
Administrator 
Town of Sidney 
2440 Sidney Avenue 
Sidney, British Columbia 
V8L 1Y7
PRICED TO MOVE!
2 story bungalow featuring fireside glow. Newly decorated, stucco. 
Carpeting, mother-in-law suite, fencing, easy-care landscaping^ 
deck, 4 BR/2 baths. ALSO ‘Near schools — shops. THIS HOMh 
WILL MAKE HALF YOUR MORTGAGE PAYMENT WITH A 
SUITE! Immediately available. Priced to Move! MLS #29835 
$99,800.
GOT A PRODUCT you want to sell to 
the entire province? Through our inno­
vative Blanket Classified Advertising 
program, we can place your classified 
ad in more than 70 popular, well-read 
community newspapers which are 
delivered each week to more than one 
million homes throughout B.C. and the 
Yukon. Simpiy call our Classified 
Department at 656-1151 for details. We 
can even arrange to have your Classi­
fied Ad appear in more than 500 
community newspapers across Can­
ada. Your message will reach more 
than 3.2 million homes. 33/tf
WANTED TO JOIN or form investment 
group. Open to ideas. Phono Brian. 
655-4792. 34/35
ON AUG. 13TH at St. Mary’s Church 
teh Rev. R. Sansom conducted the 
service at the betrothal of Caterine 
Sherry Fenton and Douglas Barry Bick­
ford.
The Bride, given away by her father 
and attended by the maid of honour 
and two bridesmaids, was exquisite in 
her long white wedding gown.
The couple departed from the Church 
in a horse-drawn carriage and. after the 
formal pictures were taken, arrived at 
the reception held in tfie Pythian Hall in 
Sidney.
Cathy and Doug, honeymooning in 
central B.C., will reside locally pending 
completion of their home in Ceniral 
Saanich. 34/34
I FOR SALE
BY OWNER, new 18CX) sq. ft. sunny 
and spacious no-step rancher, 1/2 
basement in Dean Park. Features 
include marble tub and skylights in 
master bedroom, french doors, leuids- 
caped. 655-4591. 34/37
DEAN PARK, by owner. 3 bdrm., no 
step, rancher. 4 months old. Ample 
storage, skylights, ocean glimpse, 




PEACEFUL, PRIVATE & PRETTY 
OME ACRE BEAUTY 
REDUCED TO $159,000.
Family home with 3-5 bedrooms, master ensuite in IMMACULATE, 
A1 CONDITION with large DECK off dining room. Fully FENCED 
& X fenced for horses with excellent 2 stall barn & 3 Paddocks. 




TO MY WIFE, FAMILY, friends and 
relations. Thanks for the great 50lh. 
Luv U All. Don W. 34/34
WOMEN’S SEXUAL ASSAULT 
Centre Crisis Line 383-3232. We offer 
information, support and referrals. 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week. 33/tf
COUNSELUNG FOR FAMILIES and 
individuals of all ages — serving the 
Peninsula. Community Counselling 
Service, 9751 Third St., Sidney. 656- 
0134 . 33Af
OVEREATERS ANONYMOuir Silver
Threads Lounge, 10030 
Resthavon Dr,, Sidney. Mon's- 
7:30 p.m, For fuihor info. 656-9549 or 
474-4353. 33/tf
BAHA’I FAITH For information phono 
055-4365: 33/5?
OBJTUARiES
DFH REAL ESTATE LTD.
% Realty 
Service
• Plui Rcghimtion Fee
MABLE L. BAKER 
477-7291 (24 hrs)
2 BR
, TOWN ^ 
HOUSES
1 Block to Town 











NATURAL BEAUTY, MAKEUP artistry 
begins with the right skin caro, not 
cover up. Call me lor a compllmoninry 
and I’ll show you the Mary Kay five 










GAYTON, Joseph L. passed away 
peacefully at the Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital on August 3, 1988 in his 86th 
year. Survived by his loving wilo "Tlg- 
gor"; their sons: John and three chil­
dren, Robert and wife Penny and throe 
children, all ol Vancouver and David 
and his son ol Montreal; 2 sister-in-law 
In Iho Okanagon, nieces and nephews 
and many friends. Dr, Gaylon gra­
duated from Manitoba Medical Scliool 
in 1931, His first praolice was at Rob­
son, B.C. — alter which he spent Iho 
remainder of his working life in Public 
Honlih. At retiromont ho was 
the M.H.O, In Greater Vancouver. He 
was very intorostori in tho well Ixiing ol 
his community and friends around him, 
J(KJ lotriaiitod very active in his ctturcli, 
Iho Masonic Lodge and sports. Al tho 
time ol his death ho was a valued 
member o( St, Paul's United Church In 
Sidney, B,C A Memorial Service was 
hold at St, Pnurs llnllod Church, 2410 
Malavlow Avo., Sidney, B.C, on Friday, 
August 5, 1000 at 2;00 p.m. In lieu ol 
llowors, donnllonn may be made to the 
Christian Education Comrnitloo In caro 
ol Si, Paul's United ChurcTi or to Iho 
charity of one's choice, Sand's Victoria.
XASTLE PROPERTIES (1982) LTD. 
as-9764 FIFTH STREET 
SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 2X2 
TELEPHONE: 656-0747 (24 Hours) MEMBER OF 1% REALTY SERVICE
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT 
Due to extremely busy sales volume we require your home for 
our listing Inventory. We may have a purchaser for your home on 
our exclusive “Purchasers Priority List*. Get action and good 




3 Bdrm. amchor on largo lot, kilchon 
with dating armi, ouro|>oan typo ca- 
blnols, 1-1/2 baths, patio off living- 
dining rooms, vinyl siding, last ono 
al this prica Don't miss il, phono 
right now! MLS,
FREDDY STARKE 
or JOE STARKE 
656-0747 (24 HRS)
1/2 AN ACRE 
DEAN PARK
Lovoly trnod building lot noxt fo 18(55 
Doan Park Rd., no rosiricllons. Buili 
yourdronm homo orbulldor will build 
to Bull. $55,900. Exclusive.
FREDDY STARKE 652-9602 
656-0747
umomm
fipedai Pot. Foods. 
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THE NEXT.BEST' THSHG 
TO BEING THERE ...
Via provide .'.pfccuif, lo/.irig 
caro ior your pot wttilo you'f« 
fiiwoy. Of .3 hniping hand whoc 
life gots hectic, Potfiilling, 




nrwv rr»f<u«KJ Groat wivitign for crui- 
%r»w*wif, ttack rootri osinlo clnarancn 
/,*ifair»tj(»o willi oxcultnnl valumi for nil
33/"M
iaiuiiuti wiiow 




Studio, JiKlitf’i Hnckharn 050 0017
"Mm
LLajuLU IH UAMtjfo oriutaai (Puny 
diitncing) lUtttllng In Gopt. Call 055' 
17'm. ' " a-i.'ar.
y -f'.
oouBs -
Wc invite your 




FOUI'iDA' GN rUt'lD, 
P,0, Pox 1000, 
Sannichlon, B.C, 
VOS 1 MO.
Fuftda nttodoU to fund C(.ially, 
morlorn, mrKfical cquiprrtoni, 





This 2 bodinom ranchor has jusl boon 
complolod, Fooluros Include: kilchon 
with adjoining family room, 4-pcii, 
onaullo off Iho manlor bedroom, 3 
skylights and much more. Ooloro you 




WHY PAY RENTIl 
ONLY $45,900
2 BR condo - bright corner unit, W«ll 
managari building clone lo town and 
transportation. Spacious roomn plus 
glassod-ln balcony. Small pot wo|- 
corns. Early occupancy can bo 




IN HEART OF SIDNEY
Jufll a short walk to shops, bonch, 1- 
owner, 2-atorny homo o really practical 
buy. It has 3 bodrootno, 2 baths and 
family room. Tho largo sundock has 
viows ul ocoan and tflo Aiuicortos 
ferry. Tho alloy al Iho back makos lor 







SUNDAY 2-4 PM 
SAANICHTON
1S00 sq. ft. rancher In Immaculats 
condition Ihroughoul. Priced lo noil 
quickly *l $115,900 rlus lo hsallh 
rsaaonit, Stain Glass wlndwa/s, frwnch 
doors ar* only soms of fits many 
Isniurss this sufior rancher has to 






Idoal rollromonl homo. Living room. 2 
bodfooms, kilchon plus utility room. 
Fully landftcnpod lot, with roar lano, 
stucco oxlorlor, large workohop, 
Esialo sale 7'J,900.
MLS




Ju»l llslsrl, 4 bedroom hooss plus 
extra lot In oxcollsni nros, Possibly n 







Tills lop qunlly 3 bodroom rsnehor 
will b« ready lor occupancy August 
31, ilxliabiys klichen wilh toads of 
cabln(ilt,4 piece snsiiiln, tfoublo gar­age, bulli-lri vso roughfld-Irt, air 
exchanger and much more. Carfar 




An fiRmintc Roal Eslote Mnrkoling syslcm.
The *Honioowner Assisfeef Sales Plan*
For a fifinalt nKjir-lralion fao, your homo is rogisiorod with Iho 1% 
Ronliy Sorvtco'n Hnmociwnor Annifilod .Salon Plan Our lir.nnnod 
Boaltora do Iho roNi Onco your Ihjuso han sold you pay only 1%. 
coinmlsiiiort. Find out rnoro, pliono any of our lictiru.()(J Bnaltoffi al:
656-0747 (24 hrs.)
THE REVIEW 9781-2nd St., Sidney B.C.
REAtESTATE
FOR SALE




(You haven’t seen through 
these two homes)
(1) In Sidney, for $109,500 — an Excellent Family Style home with 
three bedrooms on main level, and one down. A rock fireplace and 
bay window make this living-room inviting. There’s a new large 
DECK off the dining-room. Family Rm down has F.R Good storage, 
plus separate WORKSHOP
(2) In North Saanich, for $176,500 — with Elegance and Freedom 
to enjoy your easy-c.are, one acre property. This Western Colonial 
Style home has three Ige. bedrooms, living-rm with beautiful F.P. 
mantle, FAMILY Rm with woodstove, full basement, separate 
WORKSHOP and more extras.
Both new listings with
Pat Collett 656-0911 
Pemberton Holmes (Sidney) Ltd.
FOR SALE BY OWNER 2063 Piercy 
Ave. 3/4 B.R., 2 baths. House features 
new w/w carpet, modern European 
kitchen with b/i dishwaher. Neutral 
decorating, family room with air-tight 
stove and wet bar, fenced yard with 
fruit trees and easy care landscaping. 
Excellent condition. Asking 
$114,900.00. For appointment to view. 
656-1329. 34/34
ONE ACRE LOT for sale by builder or 
will build to suit. 1705 Mills Rd. 
Includes; munidpal wator connection, 
municipal culvert and driveway, p>erct- 
est results — positive, no fill required. 
Asking price $48,900. lor more infor­




SO mUGH FOR SO UTTLE
This spotless 2-bGdroom home in Sidney is ideal for starters or 
retirement. Hard to imagine that at this price it has separate garage 
with workshop, garden shed, insulated storage shed plus insulated 
studio guest cabin with electricity and phone. Ail this situated on a 
nice tidy, attractive lot. It’s terrific value - call me to see for yourself. 
$86,900 MLNo.30885
ij /s'
Bus. 656-0747 PETER §1WTH Res. 656-4788
RETIRE IN COZY COMFORT
Welcome to Sidney, this is where you’ll stay, in the cutest 2 
bedroom we have to offer. Large family room with fireplace. 
Everything is in top condition all on 1 floor. Dine off the galley 
kitchen with sliding glass doors that lead to a sunny ladnscaped 





MON. - FRI. 8:30 a.m. - 8 p.m. SAT. 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
DON’T JUDGE A BOOK BY ITS COVER!
This 1940’s home is loaded with charm and must be seen inside to 
be appreciated. Highlights include beautifully renovated Master bdr. 
& bath; 23’ x 9’ LOR; country kitchen with yards of cupboard; new 
Brazilian Parquet floor; coved ceiling & motivated Vendors wiliing to 
look al all offers on the asking price of $87,200.
PRIVATE NEST
n m
Nestled away on your own private acreage sipping cool drinks on 
the terraces enjoying the mountain view, 3 bedrooms up, 
baths, 1 down. Largo living room, vac flow system, over 2,300 .^q.







THE • SERVICE For Over 20 Years
STARTFER or RETIREMENT
Live close to everything at an affordable price! Well established 
tov/nhouso complex wilh new roofs 1988.3 bodrooms/2 bath unit is 
clean and bright with south and oast facing yard, kitchen wilh 
washer and dryer. Lots of storage. ,,, f,,,




PAGER: 388-6275 #2151 
Sidney: 656-5584
HARBOUR RD„ TOWNHOUSE $69,900
2 BDRM., 1 1/2 batlis, oak kilchon, firoplaco. extra storage, skyliio. 
Great sla'rlor or invontrviont at only $(59,900.
WATERFRONT HOME ONLY $119,900
P. iff |l
I'/pi* " *
3 BDRM. clininl stylo homo on Pints Island, only 5 minutes from 
Swartz Bay. Now kilchon catiinots, wood insod, latyo sundock 
ovorlooking bonch, city walot, hydro acid plicno, Muul Lin soon.
For morr,* infotmalion on this and otliut waloi fionl homes oind lots 
on Piors Island call us now.
I'( BEALESTATE
REALTY WORLD*- Sidney Realty
2348 Beacon Avenue, Sidney
656-3928
FOUR VIEW LOTS
Located at Mills Rd. and Meadland — these lots enjoy views over
Simply gorgeous 2 bedroom aindominiurn in Sirlnny’s newest 
waterfront ixtildlng. Only 12 units wilh views over a private farina 
(super location for Lioat owners!) l uxuriously aftpoiniod with pastel 
doc»r, custom vortical blinds, tiled firoplaco, full width halmny and a 











SAANICH PENINSULA REALTY LTD. 
656-0131
the Airport and Pat Bay. All can be easily developed, arid are 1 acre 
in size. This is truly a unique opportunity. Asking prices start at 
$71,500.




We are down to our last home in this quality 12 unit, one level 
townhouse development. This home offers 2 BR., 2 bath, den, oak 
cabinets in kichen, double garage with opener, and ail blinds. 
Located within easy walking distance of town, businesses, library, 
beach, etc. Weil priced at $104,900. Drive by 10055 Fifth St. then 
call
JOHN BRUCE 656-3928 or 656-6151
REALTY WORLD SIDNEY
MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE
Ideal situation for those considering an in-law suite. The main floor, 
renovated in 1985, is full self-containted — offering 2 BR., 2 bath, 
new kitchen, LR, DR, new family room, and a huge south-facing 
deck. The lower level is furnished and could easily be converted. In 
addition a separate 24x20 garage/workshop is in the rear yard. 
Offered at $123,500. MLS. Call now
JOHN BRUCE 656-3928 or 656-6151
REALTY WORLD SIDNEY
Frank Fenn-—656-0779 Sandy Sandison-656-9372
KalJacobsen —656-2257 . = Frank Skidmore—^65619639;
John Bruce — 656-6151 ,
SIDNEY BY OWNER — 3 BDRM., 2 
bathrooms, no-step rancher. 
$103,000.00. 656-7034 or 656-2578.
OCEAN VIEW- Perfect family home 
custom built to suit lot. Only eight 
months old. Four large BDRM’s, three 
full baths, (one 6' whlrltub) large L.R. 
and D.R. Family room down. Two 
decks, small veg. garden. $169,000.00. 
655-1330. 34/37
Hmaii
Recent sales have left me with NO 
listings. List now for the best possible
service on your property.
J. ROSS BRUCE 656-9775 or 388-5464 Pager
6783
LOOKING FOR MR. & MRS. RIGHT 
1804 Barrett, Dean Park
Nood couple who desire a lov'ely ranchor in prestigious Doan 
Park. 2 BR, plus den which could bo used for 3rd bodroom 1/3 
aero lot, gorgeous patio. Many added toaUiros, Reasonably 




Immaculate bungalow In qiilel location, 3 good alzo bedrooms, 
2 t>ath The rn.-jator bedroom In unununly large The lovoly ror.en 
and fruit trees arc the perfect frame for thin eery home which in 
ideal for a young family or mtirryd couple Call today.
LYLE DOWNES 479-1667
OPEN HOUSE, 2-4 PM SUNDAY
HomoLlfe WhiUome Realty (24 hrs.) 479-1667
>1^ m MM
Miiiliiwmiiimiiiiwiiiiiira
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TOWN OF SIDNEY 
MARINE MAMMAL CENTER 
CALL FOR SUB-TRADES
The Town of Sidney invites Contractors interested in bidding on 
the following Sub-Trade work to register with the undersigned 
before 4:00 p.m. (local time), August 30th, 1988.










M. Townsend, Director 
Works and Services 
Town of Sidney 
2440 Sidney Avenue 




If your Business Phone Number Is new or has been recently chang­
ed, please call us and we’ll run it free of charge for a period of three 
months. This service limited to the Review’s Trading area.
Company Name Phone Number
(41) Aggressive Upholstery &
Awning................................... 655-3312
(30) Anna’s Fabrics...................... 652-6422
(40) Fore & Aft Cafe.................... 652-2799
(37) Gartside Marine Engines .. 655-4543
(38) island Body Toning
Studio..................................... 655-4434
(32) Shady Creek
Design Industries........... ... 652-6651
(42) Sidney Two for One Pizza .. 656-2222 
(32) Silver Spring Enterprises .. 656-5892 
(32) Sweet Tooth Ice Cream
& Candy Shop...................... 652-2033
(35) The Feed Barn..................    655-4433
Courtesy The Review 
6SS-11S1
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH 
NOTICE OF ELECTION
Public Notice is given to the electors of the District of North 
Saanich that 1 require the presence of the electors at the North 
Saanich Municipal Hall, 1620 Mills Road, North Saanich, B.C. on 
Tuesday. September 6, 1988 at 10:00 A.M. to elect a person to 
represent them as Mayor to serve the remainder of a three-year 
‘■ term expiring on December 3,1990.
'?i3rhe mode'of hcimiriation of candidates shall be as follbv^:
‘ The nomination paper shall be delivered to the Returning Officer 
at any time between the date of this notice and NOON of the 
day of nomination (Tuesday, September 6, 1988). The nomina­
tion paper may be in the form provided in the Municipal Act, 
and shall state the name, residence and occupation of the per­
son nominated in a manner sufficient to identify the candidate. 
The nomination paper shall be signed by the candidate.
In the event a poll is necessary, the poll will be opened at the Holy 
Trinity Church Hall, 1319 Mills Road, North Saanich. B.C., on 
Saturday, September 24, 1988 between the hours of 8:00 A.M. 
and8:00P.M.
An Advance Poll will be opened at the Holy Trinity Church Hall, 
1319 Mills Road, North Saanich, B.C. on Friday, September 16, 
1988 and Friday, September 23, 1988 between the hours of 9:00 
A.M. and 4:00 P.M.
Of which every person is required to take notice and govern 
himself accordingly.
Dated at North Saanich, B.C. this 24th day of August, 1988.
Joan E. Schlll 
Returning Officer
THE CORPORATION OF THE DISTRICT 
OF CENTRAL SAANICH 
and
THE CORPORATION OF THE DISTRICT 
OF NORTH SAANICH
VOTERSVLIST OF 1988 




1. (a) is ninotoen years of ago;
(by is a Canadian citizen;
(c) ha|t rosldod In the Province for six (6) moniha immodia- 
toly procoding his application for registration as an 
elector and either:
at the date on which the application Is made is the 
owner or tenant in occupation of real property In the 
municipality in which registration as an elector is 
sought: or, has resided in the municipality in which 
registration is sought for throe (3) months immediately 
procoding the application.
is not disqualified by the Municipal Act or by any other 
law in force in the Province is entitled to bo regislorod 
as an elector under this At1 and to vole at an election or 
poll (hereafter “poll").
A person wtro will roach 19 years of ago before the dale set 
for the poll is, if otherwise qualified, oritiflod to bo rogistorod 
ns an elector.
bnlitlomont to register as an elector under thin Port Includes 
entitlement to bo placed on the list of electors and to vote.
S<K.iian 30(1) of the Municipal Act provides that a Cor(>orntion 
tliut IS tiiG owner of roc! pfopwty lU u f/iunH-ipalily ts enliilwd lu bu 
registered an an oloctor, upon mooting certain qualifications 
contained In the Municipal Act, and la ontillod to vote at an 
election, {Quostionc with rar>}30ct to Coffxjrale qualillcntlon!> 
should bo difoctod to Iho Municipal Ha!!.)
Every person who meets the above roqulromenta and is In no 
way disqualified from being registofod as an elodor, may register 
as an elector of Ifio Corporation of the District o( Central 
Saanicfi, ur itio Corfiorallon of the District of North saanldi, up to 





FOR SALE V WANTED




FOR SALE OR LEASE
This gracious one level 
home is situated on a park­
like .93 acre offering a very 
private back garden. 3 bed­
rooms, 2-1/2 bathrooms, liv­
ing room and den both with 
fireplaces. Large double gar­
age with automatic opener. 
Please call for your appoint­
ment to view this residence 




AvaHable October 1st 
☆Fish & Chip - Take Out 
Business in Sidney
Call Dan 656-4810
WANTED TO RENT with option to buy 
2 or 3 bdrm. rancTier or double wide 
with iot. tJorth Saanich, Sidney area for 
Oct. 1st. 381-4262. 32/35
RETIRED ALBERTA COUPLE wiliing 
to housesit Sidney area Nov.-Jan. N/S, 
N/D. References. Phone 754-8708 untii 
Aug. 31, after (403) 430-7907. 32/35
HAVE SITE! Need mobiie home! Rea- 
sonabiy priced, good condition 2 bdrrn. 
Mobiie home wanted. Minimun 12’ 
wide, 1970... onward. 384-3793 or656- 
1151. Vaiorie. 33/tf
WANTED TO RENT 2 bedroom apart­
ment, basement suite, or house in 
Sidney area. 655-4598. 33/34
.5 ACRE LOT WITH 
SEA VIEW
Start building your dream 
home now and be settled by 
Christmas. Lovely sea views 
to the northwest. Partially 
treed lot is on municipal wa­
ter and convenient to 
schcxils, ferries, Sidney, etc. 




twoCASTLE PROPERTIES (1982) LTD. requires 
active Realtors. Commission split starting at 75 per 
cent. Semi-private office in busy shopping centre 
location. Some leads supplied. No franchise or 
deskfee.
Company pays for:
WANTED TO OCT. 1. occupancy, 3 
BDRM., pius rumpus room, 2 baths. 
Rent up to $900.00. Responsibie Fam- 
iiy of four. N/S, N/D/. Smai! dog. 655- 






☆ MLS Book fees
☆ All stationery ☆
24 HR. Telephone Answering Service






WATERFRONT OR COMMERCIAL 
property in Sidney area. With or without 
buiiding. 655-4792. 34/37
RESPONSIBLE MOTHER REQUIRES 
one to two BDRM. basement suite or 
apartment. Am willing to share. Mary. 
656-6011. 34/34
LARGE SERVICED RES. building lot. 
Central Saanich, Brentwood, Deep 
Cove area. Approx. $40,000. 383- 
7911. 34/35
WANTED — SMALL COTTAGE on 
the peninsula for responsible married 
couple. 652-1353. 34/34
SPACIOUS HOME — 
DEEP COVE 
Enjoy quiet country living in 
this grand home. Built in 
1986, this home offers over 
5000 sq. ft. of living space. 
Attention to every detail has 
been made. There are too 
many features here to list, so 
please call for your appoint­








service on the Peninsula 
for over 75 years” 
2444 BEACON AVENUE 
SIDNEY, ac. V8L 1X6
FOR RENT
QUALICUM BEACH OCEAN VIEW 
condo, sundeck, 2 bedrooms, 6 appli­
ances, secured parking, garden patio, 
access golf course, adult complex, no 
pets. $600 /month with option to pur­
chase. 652-6418. 34/37
OPEN FOR OFFERS.Small 2 br. 
house, separate garage. Must be 
moned. Phone 655-3894. 33/35
2 BDRM. SUITE, $475. includes heat 
and calbe. Mature adults. 658-8845.





Super opportunity for the discriminating investor or 
a llve-in situation. Featuring: * Clean four-plex with 
ocean views from top suite. *3-2 BR units all 
self-contained. *1 -1 BR unit self-contained. ‘Exten­
sive decking with Valley Views. Also a 2 BR. 
cottage. All on the same generous sized property 
(.61 acre). Very clean with great tennants.
Gross annual Income $27,360.00.
Asking Price - 239,900.
PETER ROJEWSKI
REALTY WORLD GREATER VICTORIA - 598-7653
GP1X1CPD.
TOP 30 COUNT DOWN
W SONG/ARTfST
I don’t wanna go on with you ELTON .JOHN 
Lovo will savo tho day V/HITNEY HOU,0TOt'J 
I'll always love you TAYLOR DAYNE 
Lovo Changes ovorylhinq CLIMIE FISHER 
Lovo Is a bridge LITTLE RIVER BAND 
Boiler bo liorno soon CROWDED HOUSE 
Perfect world HUEY LEWIS & Tl iE NEWS 
Missed oppoi tunity I lALL & OATCC.
One (jood woman PETER CETERA 
I Colour otlovo rJILLYCK'.EAN
Hold on 1o the nlQhl RICHARD MARX 
! Look out any window BRUCE HORNSBY 
( I know you're out there MOODY BLUES 
I Cool running BOZ SCAGGS 
) I don’t want to be a hero JOHNNY HATES JAZZ 
') Loving nrrnr. UVINGSTON TALOR ft LEAH KUNKE 
f Make mo lOBO control EfTIC CARMEN 
J Whtjn I fall In lovo NATALIE COL E 
) It would take a strong man RICK ASTLl.;Y 
3 When you putiyour heart In ll KENNY ROGERS
Wtien Htrr^ danced DAVID FOSTER ft MARIL YN MARTIN
Woman lovi>8 a man .JOE CCXJKER
Love l8 my docirrlon CHRIS OEBURGII
I should bo with you STEVE WARINER
I'm on Iho outoido looking In JOHNNY MAI HiS
Paradisio SADE
Working man RITA MACrJElL
Foollah boat DEOBIL GIBSON

















WANTED TQ BUY in Sidney. Small 2 
bdrm. house on small lot. Non­
basement, one bathroom, electric heat, 
carport or garage. Call Saltspring 537- 
5986. 34/34
THE LANDMARK. $1550. 2 BR luxuri­
ous penthouse. Living/dining room, 
den, family room, 2 1/2 baths, laundry, 
F/P, 7 major appl., wrap-around deck, 
panoramic ocean view, underground 
parking, sound resistant concrete build­
ing. Avail. Aug. 1st. By appointment 
only. Ed Besser, 656-5251. 31/tf
MOBILE
HOMES
HAVE SITE! Need mobile home! Rea­
sonably priced, good condition 2 bdrm. 
Mobiie home wanted. Minimum 12’ 
wide. 1970...onward. 384-3793 or 656- 
1151, Vaiorie. 33/tf
SAANfCHTCN MQDERN 1 BDRM. 
suite in new home. Includes all utilities 
and laundry. Near bus and shopping. 
N/S. $350./month. Available Sept. 1st. 
Cali 652-2685. 32/34
MOBILE HOME FOR SALE 14x70, 2 
bdrm. 2 baths. 5 appls., w/stove, sky­
light. green house, lot 60x100, water 
view, $45,000.00. 43B-7390 W. Saa­
nich 652-4027,727-7996. 34/35
FURNISHED ROOM WITH balcony for 
rent in private home in Sidney area. 
Kitchen, laundry, and household privi­
leges, $250.00 month. Sept. 1. 656- 
2056. 33/35
CLASSIFY
OCT. 1. QUIET 2 BDRM. beach front 
house w/separate workshop and boa­
thouse. $700.00/month. 477-6112 or 
595-4665. 33/34
BOAT YARD SALE. New and used 
dinghies, hulls, boat ports, paints, 
engines, tools and some household 
goods. Fri. & Sat. 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 900 
Marchant Rd. Brentwood. 34/34
FOR RENT IN SIDNEY. Lg. 4 bedroom 
home. Formal dining and living area, 
finished basement with T.V. room and 
laundry room. Appliances included. 
Available Oct.1. $950.00 per month. 
655-4594. 33/34
RESPONSIBLE WORKING WOMAN 
would like to rent basement suite or 
apartment in Sidney for Sept. 1st. 
656-6235 mornings or 656-3825 eve­
nings. 34/34
TWO BLOCK OFF BEACON. 3 
BDRM., 1 1/2 baths, L.R., with F.P., 
D.R., eat-in kitchen, appliances, Adults 
only. $750.00. 656-9573. 33/34
CAST IRON OIL burner and controls. 
Presently heating 1,000 sq.ft, home 
$100. less if you disconnect. 656-6743 
eves. 34/34
SIDNEY AND BRANDY LANE Mews 
-—large quality townhouse, 2 BDRM., 5 
appliances, garage, one block from 
Beacon Ave, Adults. $800.00. 655- 
3860. \ ; 33/34
1967 CUTLASS WAGON excellent 
running order, no njst, same owner 14 
years, $450. 656-4070. 34/34
WILL SHARE ACCOMODATION in 
large country home for single, working 
or professional person, no pets, no 
smoking, reasonable rent, for work 
inside and out. Dennis 727-0690. 34/35
FOR SALE — 1976 Ford Granada 
,Ghia, only 58,000 miles, immaculate 
condition with summer and winter tir^S. 
$2,950.655-4365. 34/34
SPACIOUS TWO PLUS bedroom, 
fridge, stove, F.P. triple garage, work 
shop. Available Sept. 1. $750.00 per 
month. Phone George 655-7088 or 
382-7121. Leave message. 34/34
1986 TOYOTAL CRESSIDA. Fully 
loaded. Low mileage. Power sun roof. 
Air conditioned. Excellent. Will accept 
partial trade. $19,500. 655-4859. 34/35
BACK TO SCHOOL. 1971 Toyota Cor­
ona. automatic, 4 door, new brakes, 
stereo, just serviced. Great little car. 
$950,655-4859. 34/35
BACHELOR SUITE FOR rent. Availa­
ble Sept. 1 St. $350.00. 652-3497.
34/34
FOR SALE — 2 piece blue and green 
brocade chesterfield and chair. Good 
condition. $250. Phone 478-6416.
34/34
ONE BEDROOM COTTAGE. Septem­
ber till June, references required, 
$300.00 per month, 656-3702. 34/35
2 BDRM BUNGALOW. Fully fenced. 
Garage for storage. $575. per month, 
Available Sept. Isl, Contact Castle 
Properties 656-0747^34/34
BILL AND PEGGY Luff would like to 
thank family and friends for making 
their 50th anniversary such a happy 
day. Electric G.E, mower $30, 34/34
UPRIGHT FREEZER 12 cu lt, 
lent condition $400. 652-2246,
excol-
34/34
1 BDRM. VACATION HOUSE, Central 
Saanich acreage, spectacular ocean 
views, available Oct. Ist to Jan, 3tat, or 
by tho month. Fully furnished, ulilitios 
all included, N/S, $975. per month. 
e52'635C, 34/:t6
VCR SUPER BETA Hi-Fi plus 44 high 
grade tapes, most with movies. Head 
cleaner and tape rowinder. Over 
$1,200. value. Sell for $650. 656-9676. 
Lottvo message. 34/36
SPACIOUS 2-3 BDRM. house, Swnru 
Bay area. $750.00. 652-0813. 34/34
PAINTERS WANTED tor





2 BDRM, HOUSE available Sept. Ist, 
choice location in Sidney, lull bano- 
moni, applicnncos Included, hot water 
heating, $650, pK.tr month, 1-743-4600 
or 650'2020 alter 7:00 p.m, 34/34 $225, Phono 0.50-7960.
BOOKS ON SELF-HEALING
With so much ciaorn and gloom in today's world, it was a rofroshing 
chango to have the opportunity to road a pair of truly hoauiilul and 
Inoplrntional Books,
“Lovo, Modlcino and Miraclos" by Bornio S. Slogol, M.D. and “You
Can Hoal Your Lifo" by Louiso L. Hay arrr fillod with tiopos that can 
load you on tho path to improvoment.
Siogol's book was published first and "Love, Modicino and 
MiracTos" lays much of tho groundwoik titat Hay continues v/iih in 
“You Can Hoal Your LKo", Nolthor aullior suggosts that Iho roador 
throw ovor Ills doctor and adltoro strictly to tho book. Tho books aro 
meant as a suppoit (or and witli medical aid.
1 lay boliovos that a positivo atlitudo and boing able to lovo onosoK 
otQ tho keys to good health as well as other possible problom aroari 
In ouf lives; — linancos and relaiionstiips.
Many ol us may well raiao an oyobrow to claims oi soif-tioaling and I 
must admit to a woo bit of scopticiam myaolf, Howovor, Siogol Is a 
praciising surgoan m us. (oijchmg al Yule Univoisity, I liat does 
load some crodonco to hia book. Tho doctor also rollos heavily on 
his rolationahip with God lor diroclion and inspiration,
Wholhor thoro i.s a bfdiof in ,solf-hoalinn or not. I know that mornlv 
reading thoso two txiokij mado mo fool good, I titink they could bo 
good (or you tool 
AvnIInbIct at:
ABOOKS’rORE&MORi;
4ilni ik BeacoH upon a am-iu pm tVbHV day
PIANO LESSONS in my homo, Snanl- 
cluon Fall Term r.lrirtf. Kopi PCIli Call 
652-6315 lor lurthor informnlion. 34/34
FOR SALE — Micro wavo oven, 9 
cu.ll, Eatons "Imperial" complolo with 
program dolrosjt -.. rocipo recall, etc.
34/34
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How to survive camping with kids
The following is one of a series 
of articles on camping provided 
by B.C. Parks.
By Karl Bruhn
The belter the pre-trip planning 
and preparation, the better the trip: 
it’s an age-old camping maxim 
well known to veteran campers.
Lavishing attention on the thou- 
sand-and-one niggling details 
associated with any successful 
camping trip pays big dividends in 
the form of woiTy - and hassle- 
free vacations.
Nowhere is this more true than 
when children figure in the scen­
ario.
Almost everyone has heard of 
or experienced first-hand the 
nighunare of a camping trip with 
children gone awry. Rarely docs 
the fault lie with the children 
alone.
In most cases planning and 
preparation which recognizes the 
special needs of children will 
short-circuit problems and diffi­
culties.
While this increases the pre-trip 
workload, it paves the way to the 
kind of camping holidays which 
make for happy family memories 
and bind families together.
To get children into the spirit of 
a camping holiday, make each 
responsible for some aspect of 
planning. This can range from 
listing and then packing their per­
sonal grab-bag of clothes and play 
things to helping with food pre­
paration or being pul in charge of 
some aspect of camp gear.
Making a child responsible for 
such items as the family cooksei 
or even axes, saws and sharpening 
tools, heightens anticipation for 
the outing, builds responsibility 
and involves them directly from
the outset. Carrying these areas of 
responsibility over to the campsite 
itself is an easy and effective 
means of chore allocation.
For many parents the worse 
aspect of family camping is the 
drive itself, both out and back. 
Aside from the usual in-vehicle 
diversions, children require fre­
quent stops during the drive. Plan­
ning the drive around such stops is 
an essential part of pre-trip plan­
ning.
Merely slopping at service sta­
tions or restaurants is rarely 
enough to dissipate pent-up 
energy.
Along with its campaign and 
wilderness parks, the B.C. Parks 
system also maintains road-side 
day-use picnicking areas and heri­
tage parks. Normally built around 
some area of outstanding natural 
beauty or historical significance, 
these no-camping parks arc ideal 
to help break tension levels on 
long weary drives.
In the Kooicnays, for instance, 
the Burges and James Gadsden 
wildlife sanctuary offers walking 
trails amid wildlife-rich marsh­
lands while Fort Steele is a living 
museum complete with stage­
coach rides and “residents” in 
vintage costumes.
The blue and while parks signs 
along major roads alert you to 
such areas ahead, but for planning 
purposes, write the conservation 
and parks division (Ministry of 
Environment and Parks) in the 
area you plan to visit then incor­
porate day-use parks in planned 
breads from driving.
Planning for children should be 
extended to the campsite as well. 
Plan on including children in rou­
tine camp chores, even if doing so 
lengthens the lime it takes to set 
up camp. Children revel in simple
camping chores such as pitching 
the tent, fetching water from a 
creek, going for firewood, build­
ing campfires and so on.
This makes them a part of the 
total camping experience and 
leaches basic camping skills as 
well as underscoring the need for 
careful planning.
Activities specifically geared to 
children should also be part of the 
pre-trip planning process. Simple 
things can make a big difference 
here. A larp and ropes for rigging, 
for instance, can be brought along 
for exclusive use by children. 
Teaching them how to make a 
simple Ican-io or px)lc teepee (do 
not cut live trees) is lime well 
spent; they’ll love doing it for 
themselves next time and nothing 
better relieves the tedium of rainy 
days in camp than the prospect of 
rigging and “camping out” in 
their own teepee or lean-to.
Many camping and woods lore 
books available at public libraries 
detail such projects as well as 
simple knot-lying skills. Now 
often considered old-fashioned 
and out-dated, children neverthe­
less enjoy learning the basic skills 
of woodsmanship.
Sensitizing children to the won­
ders of nature can also be a special 
part of the camping holiday and 
need require no special knowledge 
or skills from parents.
Joseph Bharat Cornell’s excel­
lent book. Sharing Nature with 
Children, contains dozens of 
games and activities designed to 
heighten children’s awareness of 
the natural world.
The question of where-lo-go 
should also be made with the 
interests of children in mind. A
camping/fishing holiday with chil­
dren becomes a rewarding and 
happy experience if the destina­
tion is one where fish are readily 
caught.
The northern areas of the prov­
ince offer many such opportuni­
ties as well as providing a true 
sense of wilderness. Provincial 
parks — such as Kinaskan Lake 
on the lonely Cassiar Highway, 
Crooked River and Carp Lake off 
the Han Highway, or Red Bluff on 
Babine Lake — offer the child- 
winning combinations of good 
camping, great fishing and abun­
dant wildlife.
NOW is the time!




☆ INSIDE STORM WINDOWS






FOR YOUR FREE ESTIMATE
656-9863
Sandown Windows
"WHAT?!? VOU, the: ro&ue ^
BACWELOR F/NALLY SETTUNCt DOWN f 
I ARE YOU BECOMiNGi ROMAWT/C OR 
IS IT your «.d biological CLOCH 
ticking away?
.'neither. I JUST TH//^K EETT/NG 
a MARRIED’ BOUNDS MORE REALISTIC 
THAN ‘GETr/NG A MAID THAT I
don’t have to BUY'
KeVT WEEK: REALiTt REARS IT'3 WW HEAD.
cJ.A.M. encourages j
FAIR EXCHANGE
RATE AS OF AUG 111 88
I $1.2055
I $ 1- = $ 1.21 $13. = $15.67
1 ^ 2. = $ 2.41 $14. = $16.88
1 ^ = $ 3.62 $15. = $18.08
1 $ 4. = $ 4.82 $16. = $19.29
1 $ 5. = $ 6.03 $17. = $20.49
$ 6. = $ 723 $18. = $21.70
$ 7. = $ 8.44 $19. - $22.90
$ 8. = $ 9.64 $20. $24.11
$ 9 = $10.85 $25. = $30.14
$10. = $12.06 $30. = $36.17
$11. = $13.26 $40. = $48^22-
$12. = $14.47 $50. = $60.28
Retailers please place this table I
on your cash register.
Arthritis focts
Arthritis means “inflammation 
of a joint.’ ’ It is used to refer to the 
more than 100 different types of 
rheumatic diseases affecting joints 
and connective tissues.
Arthritis is the most common 
chronic disease in Canada affect­
ing people of all ages; it can be 
permanently disabling, if not 
properly diagnosed and treated.
Arthritis affects nearly four mil­
lion people in Uiis country.
Sixty per cent of llie nearly four 
million Canadians with arthritis 
arc women.
Arthritis affects one in three 
Canadian families or one in seven 
Canadians.
Nearly 74.000 children have 
arthritis or arihritis-rclatexl prob­
lems.
One million ix'opic over tigc 64 
have arthritis.
Tlicre is no cure yet, but there 
has been significant improvement 
in treating its symptoms 
Arthritis is responsible for Uic 
loss of more than $1.4 billion in 
wages and nc.arly $150 million ih 
tax revenues annually.
Early diagnosis is the key to 
successful ucaimcnt.
NCmCE OF intention TO APPLY FOR 
A DISPOSITION OF CROWN LAND
In Land Recording District of COWICHAN and Gituatod IN THE
r?otlcG'ihat THE TOWN OF SIDNEY intends to apply for a 
iGano of tho following described lands: ^ _
Commoncino ol Iho Notih Eos: oorno. ol Iho imou.voyod ^.rtlon 
inrttfhnm Int "B” Soctlofi 11, Hanoo F'Our East, Plan 40364, 
North Saanich District, thonco Wosjorly (270 dog. :i6’40") for 135 
metres more or loss, along the Northerly boundary of said lot, 
thonco Northerly (0 dog. 15'30") for 55 moires, more or less, tiionco 
North by Easterly (2B deg, 59’.56") lor 50 motros. more or loss then 
Eastorlv (00 dog. 06*36'') 160 mrMros, more or loss, to inlersod with 
tho Wostorly boundary of ttui Rideral
the bfoakwaler, thonco South by Wostmiy (19? dog, ?f) 00 ) nlor^g 
said boundary for 125 moires, more or loss: Thonco West by South 
Wostorly (245 dog, 2fl'08’’) tor 25 iifiotros more or loss, to tho poin 
of iniersoclion wilti lliu E.'.jdcily iiCAjnr.ary of cold lot f, , / I 
40364. thonco Norlhorly (0 dog. 15’a0") foi 35 metros more or loss 
to tho point o! commoncomont and containing 1.76? ha more or
■ , ■ ' ■ , .
The purposo for which tho dispLisitiuii i^» iwquiiud lu tu piuviviti 
moorage area for (jormanoirt tind ttansioni recroafional boa1t.iis and 
related marine facilities.
Comments concornlng this '9pHcation nuw bo made to iho 
Ministry Forests & Lands, 851 Yatos &t. Victoria, B VOW 3L7 
387-5011. File # 1404983,
Dated August 0th, 1988 




$1,000- Pacific Command Bursaries (Education)
$ 500.00-Chairof Family Practice (Medical)
A big thank you to - Comrade Ken McPhail 
tor his donation of a wheelcitair to the Branch.
On September 3, 4 & 5 our Legion Booth requires 
help to make this project a success. Please donate a 
couple of hours of your time on one o\ these days. 
Call Fred and Madeline Upton at 652-9603 or leave 
your name at the Branch.
WELCOME TO TRANSFER-IN MEMBERS: L, W, Davies: A, Watt
M, L. Parker; L. J. Beaudry
Karen Peters - Branch #37 Alan Calvert Schoicnrship 
John McCartney - Zone Sir Percy Lake Scholarship
Saturday, September 10. Notice to all those being
initialed - be at the Legion at 7:30 p.m. Initiation Will 
be followed by dancing to the Irv Lang Quartet, Free
to all members and guests.
DECORATION SERVICE PARADE; Sunday, September 11. All members
of Branch #37 are invited to attend our parade to Ho­
ly Trinity Church, Parade forms up at the Branch at 
09:25 and proceeds to Holy Trinity Church down Mills
Road, Refreshments will be served at the Branch by
our Ladies Auxiliary following the Church service.
BOWLING: Bowlers Needed, The season commences on Wednesday,
September 7. Anyone interested in forming a team,
or bowling on a team, please contact John Stet-
chman at 656-4424 or Pam Van Nes at 656-4980. 
Good luck to thf? new bovyling executive who are: 
John Rtetchman, President; Gordon Uren, Vice- 
President; Francos Abbott, Treasurer; and Pam Van 
Nes. Secretary.
LASTPOST: Whttteron. A, -RCAF - Juno 10, 1988.
NOTE - OND SUPERANNUATION ENQUIRES: Tho Director of Pay
vServices at l/NU ims piuviUuJ (MioiM-alluii.ul/Out a to!! free long 
dislfince lino which may be used for enquires rolated to
Gupcrannuatlori matters ThiF.nurnher is l-'finn-2r)7-032B,
Branch Bi Ladies Executive (Corntalnod) -
Thursday, Sopten4jo( 1 at 7:30 p.m,
Branch General Meeting - Monday. September 12 
at 7:30p.m.
INSURANCE IS OUR BUSINESS
As a member of Branch 37 please call mo 




'' Your Local Insuranco Agency' ’
7173W.SaarjichRd. G52-1141
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